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INTRODUCTION 

The simulation model of White (19a4a,b,c) is a dynamic (time

dependent), deterministic, difference equation, compartment model with 

I-day time steps and variable coefficients. The program language is 
SH1COMP 2.1 (Gustafson and Innis, 1973), a machine-independent compiler 

sub-set of SIMCOMP 2.0 (Gustafson and Innis, 1972) and SIMCOMP 3.0 

(Gustafson, 1978), with user defined routines and functions written in 
FORTRAN IV code. The model simulates carbon (mass/m2) and the skeletal 
structure admits a wide range of perennial grassland simulation conditions 

such as: 

primary production dynamics with or without consumers 

single producer species or multi species canopy composition 

single or multi-compartment root and soil profile zonation 

single or multi species consumer dynamics 

natural population cycles and managed stocking 
selective and transitional herbivory of plant tissues 

irrigation and fertiliser applications. 

The structure is also canonical for different plant forms (based 
on phenological time scales) and for consumer metabolism (based on 

homoiothermy and poikilothermy). Consumers are further categorised 

as diurnal or nocturnal, and feed either below-ground (on roots) or above
ground (on other plant tissues). 

In addition to structural options, there are diverse functional 
options based on the user's choice of variable parameters for initial
isation (Table I). All parameters must be initialised, but a wide range 
of options exists to negate various program structures (e.g. the elimin

ation of flowering, snow conditions, and the herbage preferences of 

consumers) with default values (e.g. 0 or 1). Parameter categories in 

Table I (see column headings) are based on the enumerated groupings of 
White (1984b, Tables I and II; 1984c, Table I),and are expanded to 

include operational 'control variables'. 
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TABLE I 

Differences between the available maximum and possible m1n1mum selections of user
initialised variables, compared by categories and representing ranges of primary 
default options. Secondary default options (where a defaulted variable negates 
jn addition non-default variables) may further significantly reduce some minimum 
numbers. Parentheses distinguish poikilotherm selections where they differ from 
homoiotherm selections. 

SUBMODEL INITIALISED P~TERS 

Dimension 
of variable 

DRIVING STATE 
VARIABLES VARIABLES 

COEFFICIENT 
VARIABLES 

BOUNDARY 
VARIABLES 

DEFINITIVE 
VARIABLES 

CONTROL 
VARIABLES 

Max. Min. Max. Min. 
ABIOTIC 

Simple 

Ix array 

PRODUCER 

Simple 

Ix array 

o 

8 

o 
6 

CONSUMER (optional use) 

Simple 

Ix array 

2x array 

3x array 

TOTAL 8 6 

6 

9 

o 

o 

2 

o 

17 

6 

6 

o 

o 

2 

o 

14 

Max. Min. 

10 

3 

8 

11 

10 

2 

5 

4 

3 3 
(0) (0) 

2 1 
(1) (0) 

6 4 
(4) (3) 

1 0 

44 29 
(38) (24) 

* in addition, SIMCOMP 2.1 has 5 control variables. 

Max. Min. 

5 

4 

4 

4 

2 2 

15 12 

o 0 

2 1 

5 3 
(4) 

o 0 

33 26 
(32) 

Max. Min. 

8 

4 

2 

12 

7 

1 

2 

11 

1 0 

4 4 
(0) (0) 

4 2 
(3) (2) 

o 0 

35 27 
(30) (23) 

Max. Min. 

15* 12* 

4 3 

1 

4 

2 

2 

1 

o 

29 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

o 

21 
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In any choice of parameters, the effective number of variables within 

a series of simulations can yet again be reduced by retaining fixed values 

for nominated parameters and varying onl.y those of direct interest. Thus 
a parameter set of nominated size may become 'the model of immediate 

interest' and be varied independently, provided that the fixed values 

of all other variables are balanced by sufficient parity (see White, 

1984a) to justify the simulation objectives. 

Guidelines for initialising and tuning the large selections of 

parameter values (see Input Description) are based on a philosophy of 
model use that is illustrated by examplesin White (1984a) and summarised 
as follows: 

1. hard data - use hard data for as many parameters as possible, but 

recognise that the available data may be strictly inappropriate 

for a specified application (e.g. leaf data from a climatic 

chamber do not represent a sward canopy in a patchy field) and 

that calibration may be necessary to accommodate differences 

between simulation conditions and data conditions, i.e. to 
achieve data parity; 

2. soft data - where hard data are unavailable, explore the response 

surfaces of soft data or unknown parameter values by model 
iteration to suggest reasonable values as dictated by output, 
and subject to conditions 3 and 4; 

3. inter-relationships between parameter values - sets of parameter 
values must make biological sense within and across unrelated 
simulations, being explainable by known parameter inter-relation
ships or by reasoned assumptions or hypotheses; 

4. intermediate simulation steps - monitor all component processes 

throughout simulation via the model's graphical and tabular 

windows, so checking the internal balancing of intermediate 

simulation steps and avoiding 'black box' relationships. 
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Used in this way, the research model is designed to clarify management 

options in temperate grasslands. The program formulations accommodate 

a wide range of simulation conditions, but new relationships might readily 
be substituted for many of those described by 'White (1984b,c) and in 

Appendix II. None of the present relationships is considered immutable 
and the prime asset of any generalised model is its core structure rather 
than the specifications of its algorithms. 

In a site-specific application of the model (such as the field study 

of three stocking rates x three grazing managements used for validation 
by White, 1984a), a minimum of several weeks' work could be expected 
for data collation, file preparation, and tuning iterations by an exper

ienced user. As with any large simulation model, a considerable amount 

of time may be taken while gaining first-hand experience of model controls 
and responses. On a VAX 11/780 computer running the virtual memory 
operating system (VMS), a simulation at maximum parameter capacity 

(including consumers) requires a working set of 250 kilobytes and, for 
a I-year simulation, a maximum of 130 kilobytes of page file storage 
and two minutes of central processing time. At this same capacity, the 

approximate numbers of computations performed within the various sub
models at each daily time step are: 

Abiotic submodels 490 

Producer submodel 2270 

Consumer submodel 3030 

The length of the source program is: 

Program code 

Comments 

Source program features 

4130 lines 

1804 lines 

Several source program features benefit the user as follows: 

1. Two versions - the 'Pasture Growth Model' is a program sub-set of 

the full 'Grazing Model' and excludes the consumer submodel. 
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Without consumers, program execution is quicker and cheaper and 

facilitates preparatory tuning of the abiotic and producer sub

models independently of the full model. Slight version differences 

occur in the simulation of standing dead (HAY(9)) and of plant 

tissue mortalities. 

2. Global variables - definitions of all input and non-input global 

variables are alphabetically grouped for each submodel in the 

program listings of both the 'Pasture Growth Model' and the full 

'Grazing Model'. Some technical details are included but most 

are elaborated upon in the present manual. The mnemonics of 

REAL variable names use the first letter to also indicate the 

submodel to which the variable belongs: 

Abiotic 

Consumer 

Producer 

= A and X (the few exceptions are not input 

variables) 

= H ('Herbivore l
) 

= C to G, 0 to Y 

An extensive system of mnemonics may be discerned in the producer 

and consumer submodels by comparing variable names with the first 

words in the definitions (refer especially to program listing 

definitions). INTEGER variable names do not identify submodels 

and all input variables use N as the first letter. 

3. Output variables - tabular and graphical output for any simulation 
may include a selection of up to 38 variables in addition to 

61 assigned state variables (White, 1984c), where a simple index 

NXG nominates the full selection from a choice of 25 sets of 

38 variables each (enumerated on the coloured pages of Output 
Description). The variables within each set comprise an inter

related grouping and there is some overlap between sets according 

to cross-relationships and to the choice of output units (e.g. 

carbon g/m 2 or dryweight kg/ha). Three further control variables 

NXAB(5), NXPG(5) and NXAN(3) specify the selections of individual 

array elements for output. 
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4. X-V strategic coordinates - various parameters may be initialised 

as a constant or a variable over time, where one of three related 
program functions (TABLE(a,b,c,d), TABXY(e,f,g,h,i), TABY(j,k,l ,m,n)) 

interpolates variable daily rates (Y axis) from the initialised 

strategic coordinates. Units of time (X axis) can be Julian 
or physiological, depending on the variable, and the linear 

interpolation of rate coordinates over time provides curvilinear 

responses of mass. The multi-purpose arrays GRAFX(20,6) and 
GRAFY(20,6) (or GRAFX(15,6) and GRAFY(15,6) in the IPasture Growth 
Model I) can be referenced by a wide range of variables, and any 

one of the 20 (or 15) individual sets of X-V coordinates can 

generate the same curvilinear response pattern for different 
variables, even if these are variously displaced over time and 
truncated (see Input Description Guidelines). In this way, >20 

variables may reference the 20 available sets, interpolating 

2-6 elements per set, and without any constraint on the allowable 
X-V relationships within an annual cycle. 

5. Physiological time - within the annual cycle, accumulated physiological 

time may be matched against Julian time by referring to the output 

option RGD (E root growth days, White, 1984b) for producers and 
by indexing HMAP to print accumulated time (degree days, or root 

growth degrees in the soil) for each consumer species. As each 

accumulation depends on the initialised values of the appropriate 
activity threshold variables, unknown threshold values can be 
iteratively investigated by matching producer/consumer develop

ment sequences in simulated physiological time units against 
observed sequences in Julian (or calendar) time. The choice 
exists to initialise any or all consumer development sequences 
in Julian time without reference to physiological time. 

6. Data format - consumer array columns and rows can be initialised 
with alternative data configurations so as to extend the standard 
array provisions for species (rows) and life-stages within species 
(columns), in favour of expanded model utility. The switching 

option is illustrated and discussed by White (1984c). 
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7. Free-format comments - the individual features of every similation 

may be entered as input to an alphameric array of unlimited length 
to provide documented output. 

SIMCOMP 2.1 features 
SIMCOMP 2.1 is a continuous system simulation compiler that generates 

a FORTRAN program SIMPRG (Appendix III) by executing the compiled SIMCOMP 

compiler with the user's source program and auxiliary source statements 

(file SRCST) as input. The FORTRAN compiled SIMPRG can then be permanently 
saved and executed with user's data sections as input. 

The basic capabilities of the two-pass compiling system are as follows: 

1. unified parameter declaration for communication between SIMCOMP and 
and the source program. 

2. a maximum capacity of 99 state variables and 300 flows or transfers 

between state variaples within a single time step. 

3. user-defined functions and subroutines, as in each of the two present 

source programs i.e. the two model versions. 

4. automatic tabular and/or graphic display of state variables, i.e. 

including a selection of up to 38 substituted variables in each 
of the two present source programmes. 

5. tabular display of flow rates. 

Details of the SIMCOMP 2.1 system (Gustafson and Innis, 19731, varied 
slightly by Connor, 1974 2

) are here adapted to include an additional 
special purpose subroutine CYCll in the present source programs, and 
also a SIMCOr~p extension to terminate program execution if the user's 

data generate non-acceptable simulation output (see Appendix III). A 
complete set of system files can be supplied, subject to recognition 

1. Available from Natural Resource Ecology laboratory, Colorado State 
University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523, U.S.A. 

2. Enquiries to Dr D.J. Connor, School of Agriculture, la Trobe University, 
B~ndoora, Victoria 3083, Australia. 
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of the copyright on the source programs for both model versions. They 

may not be distributed in substantive part or in whole without the author's 

written permission. 



INPUT DESCRIPTION 

White (1984a) illustrates the selection of a field study for 

simulation using two criteria: 

1. the range and suitability of available data - i.e. of meteorological 

records, abiotic, producer and consumer data. 

9 

2. the character of field study complexity in relation to model attributes 

and use - a wide range of attributes is available, as described 
in this manual, but limitations should also be noted (see Program 

Limitations). 

A discerning preview of possible limitations warrants careful attention 

in any application, not merely to d~cide whether to proceed or not, but 
to decide how to circumvent data constraints. Procedural decisions 

include choices between data configuration options, how to use the model IS 

self-stability framework to solve unknown data values, and further, how 
to select between the model IS functional options (Table I). The descriptions 

of input data in this section include guidelines to assist the user to 

make appropriate decisions. 

SIMCOMP 2.1 

SIMCOMP 2.1 control variables are listed in Table II and the data section 

is made up of output control commands and a userls data set. For con

venience, the latter is extended here to also admit free-comment Idata l . 
The following summary is adequat~ for user operation without reference 

to Gustafson and Innis (1973): 

1. output control - a set of optional directives, PRINT., FLOW., PLOT., 
followed by a compulsory command END. to terminate the first 

data section. The optional directives may appear in any order 

or be entirely omitted. 
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TABLE II 

Control variables for SIMCOMP 

DEFAULT 
VARIABLE VALUE 

TSTART O. 

TEND l. 

DT 0.1 

DTPR O. 

DTFL O. 

2.1 

DEFINITION 

Julian starting time of simulation 

Julian finishing time of simulation 

Time·step for integration 

Time step for tabular printout of 
state variables X(i), 

1 ~ i ~ 99 

Time step for tabular printout of 
flows between two state 
variables X(i)* 

* the present source program restricts flows within the range 

1 ~ i ~ 66, but excluding i = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60. 
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FORMAT. All commands begin in column 1, exclude embedded blanks, 
end with a period, and contain up to 14 data fields of integer 

constants n1 ... n14 that are right-justified in fields of five 

from column 11. 

command,. 

nl 

n14 

columns 1-10 
1\ 11-15 

.. 76-80 

Not all fields are necessarily used, as illustrated by sample 

input: 

PRIHT. 1 :t 3 
PFHIT. j 1 32 33 51 52. 53 
PRINT. S2 <;9 
f'LGw. 1 31 31 51 
PLCT. 4 

1 Z 3 4 5 
)0 
72 80 81 
72 81 97 98 99 

t:.ND. 

PRINT. directives. Any of the 99 state variables (61 assigned 
+ 38 Ifree l

) may be requested for tabular output using the 

appropriate constants in the range 1 to 99. Blank colur.'ns are 

ignored in each field of five columns. As many PRINT. directives 
as necessary may be used to declare the requested state variabl~s 
(e.g. three in the sample input above). The simulation time 

interval between printouts is specified by the control variable 

OTPR (Table II). 

FLOW. directives. Current values for any of the flows declared 

in the source program may be requested for tabular output using 
successive pairs of appropriate constants for the 61 assigned 
state variables i.e. in the range 1 to 66 but excluding 20,30,40,50 
and 60 (Table II footnote). For example, the FLOW. command in 

the sample input above requests the flows from X(l) to X(31) 
and from X(31) to X(51) to be printed. A request is ignored 
if a flow does not exist in the source program and there may 
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be as many FLOW. directives as are necessary. The simulation 

time step between flow printouts is controlled by DTFL (Table II). 

PLOT. directives. Any of the 99 state variables (61 assigned 

+ 38 Ifree l
) may be requested for printer plots, where the first 

command specifies in the first field of five columns the total 
number of graphs to be generated (between 1 and 20 maximum). 

The sample input shows 4 plots requested. The requested state 

variables (a maximum of five per plot) are specified in successive 

directives that ignore the command field (columns 1-10) e.g. the 

second directive in the sample input requests the state variable 

X(30) to be plotted alone. Graphical scaling is calibrated 

against the minimum and maximum values, and the repetition of 

X(72) and X(81) in the final two directives will achieve different 

graphing scales if the limiting values in the two final plots 

are set by different variables. 

2. numeric data - a set of user1s data to be read by FORTRAN read state

ments in the source program. These data immediately follow the 

preceding END. command (see p.13) and for the present source 

programs are ordered alphabetically by variable names (but 

reserving the final string locations for SIMCOMP 2.1 variables). 

FORMAT. Data specifications in columns 1-72 depend on the variable, 

and in columns 73-80 the user should adopt a convenient alphabetic 

notation to flag line sequences in the lengthy data file. The 

illustrated notation is left-justified, uses full variable names, 

and identifies variables as follows: 

First variable in a string a 1+1 in column 80 refers to further 

string variables, not identified. 
I-dimensioned array - the program subscript is shown 

in parentheses. 

2- and 3-dimensioned arrays - a 2 (or 3) follows a hyphen on 

each line and a secondary alphabetic 

character identifies the line sequence 

e.g. GRAFX-2A, ... GRAFX-2T. 
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tlw. 
ltC·:~gnCll JC~' • 10(;. 10(1. J~~. 1 Cc. lec.. lcr. JOCI. 

2.2 C.O 0.0 v.ClI.iOt> C.O C'. t· 
45. :leo. o. 5. Hd:i. ACONV • 1.05 13.C t.OOC.H Atlll • 1. l. o. II. 12 .• O. ( . O. O.A~fP(lO 

O. 2. AFAIN + 
0.45 g.oD ~.:!9 C.34 ~.28 ." .C .0 .0 tFHJ (k) 

13.CS9 • Jb • 3 -0.777J .0 (I.v) 0.4 H't' • 

1. 4(' • 12 ~. 17:.,. 2~r. fC. rm:l~ 65. l1C • Hf: ~~~) : ~ {. 
(c. 

1 • 14e. 2l. bC. FlAFX-'}( O. ltll. Uoe. 2H'. e5. 0. FAFX-2D E5. H~: 1 5C. Ih. j2C.. He. ~AF X-2[ 
i~. He. 19u. ~c. o. . PHX- F lcO. 131.1. He. 180. j C. 28(, • PHJ-~G . ~. 105. 14~ • :leu. 6S. (.. 'PH)'- Ii .0. 15. 12~. 145. C. O. gFHX-21 
~. 5. JJL i 4J • 23(,. O. PHJ-2J O. 100. 16(. I~;: IbS. o. gFlJ.n:-~" 1 • 40. 11 ~. 5e. 1St. PHX- 1 
1.1. 101.1. I tc. lOt. b5. 

31€: g""fX-~'~ gll. 12U. 1'- 21C. 26C. PHX- 1'1 
O. O. C. 1.1. C. o. ,J;Arx-20 

9l1. 120. He. 230. 28e. He. CflHX-2P o. O. c. c. c. c· • ~PAFX-2~ O. O. C'. c,. C. C. F-/lO-2 0. O. C. c. c. c. CflHx-n o. o. C'. o. o. O. 'FAn-2T 

2.604 14.S03 14.503 5.6025 JO.500 5.tiuO 6.5005 5.6000 O.V nRC}) 
0.8 S.O 12 •• 0.17 0.1 0.45 0.25 0.6 .0 XC J) 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .C .C .0 .0 .0 ~Bg:B .0 0.26 .0 .0 .0 o:~ .C .C .C 
0.16 0.8 2.SS i).CJ I).O:i 0.09 o.oe; .0 )(clOt!) 

.0 .C .0 .0 .0 .0 .C .0 .0 XC40+I> 
0.43 7.1 9.3 O.OB 0.C5 0.55 0.38 O.H .0 X (50.1) 
1.2 S.l 4.8 lO. 24u.,:: .C ):(60+1) 

9Cj99rO~b 147S JU 780701 770715 
X(10) 

15 TStAR't • 

Simple variables. Several .are grouped within a single read 
statement, identified in columns 73-80 by only the first 
variable name e~g. 'compare the string beginning ACBIO below 
wi th the I ACBIO + I data entry in 1 i ne ,2 of the sampl e above. 
The grouping sequences are determined by FORTRAN read format 
requirements as follows (see TABLE III, coloured pages, for 
definitions): 

6F8.S ACBIO,ACBS,ACLIT,ACOND,ACSC,ACTR 
SF8.0 ACONV,ACSTB,ADAY,ADSH,APRES 
3F8.S ADEN,AEV,AFIPR 
2F8.0 AFAIN,ANOBS 
7F8. S AHT,AMELT,APCON,APHI,APRA,APRD,APRR 
218 ANLYA,ANLYS 
7F8.S AREF,ATLIT,ATM1,ATM2,ATOP,ATPEV,ATR 
SF8.S ASK,ASWK1,ASWK2,ASWK3,ASWK4 
6F8.S ATRAI,ATRAN,ATSCP,AWSH,AZPWP,A2 
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5FB.5 DTR(3),DTRA,DTRB 

7F9.6 HDMT,HDK(6) 

7F4.0 HTTL(6),HMAP 

713 ·NH,NSTAG(6) 
1213 NXG,NXAB(5),NXPG(5),NPG 
4FB.5 OPA.F,PPAF,YPAF,SPK 
7FB.O TSTART,TEND,DT,DTPR,DTFL,TBGIN,TFIN 

Note that within most groupings, variables are also ordered 
in alphabetic series but that only the first variable names 

maintain a perfect alphabetic sequence between adjacent read 
statements. 

Array variables. Several small array variables are grouped 

with simple variables, e.g. DTR(3) above, but all others 

have individual read format statements interspersed alphabet
ically with the simple variables above. In the following 
list, array variables are cited solely by their format 

specifications, and in order of increasing field size: 

313 
613 

2413 

6F4.0 
16F4.2 
IBF4.2 

6F4.3 
12F6.0 

12F6.5 
5FB.O 
6FB.O 

BFB.O 

9FB.O 

NXAN(3) 
NCLAS(6) 

NSTI(6,B) 

HTH(6) 
Ht1AF(6,B); Ht1DE(6,B); HWSI(6,B) 
HEAT1(6),HEAT2(6),HEAT3(6); HFAI(6,9); HRAI(6,9) 

HLut1( 6) 
ASBOT(12) 
HFPI(6,9,6) 

RGDX(5) 
GRAFX(20,6) 
HTRAN(6,B); HWAVE(6,B) 
ABORT(9); ADEP(9); ASKIK(9); FDFG(9); FDOG(9); 

PTI(9); SPLT(9); SPOT(9); SPUT(9); YDFG(9); 

YDOG(9) 
9F8.2 HIDE(6,9) 

5FB.5 RGDY(5) 
6FB.5 GRAFY(20,6) 
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TABLE III 

Alphabetic listing of user-initialised variables in the source programs, with summary 

definitions, model units and input formats. Variables are nlso cross-referenced to the 

notations and categories used by White, 1984b,c. All masses are earbon /m
2

. Full 

definitions are listed in ' the Input Description Guidelines and in the source programs . 

FORTRAN 
NAME 

ABORT (9) 

ACBIO 

ACBS 

ACLIT 

ACOND 

ACONV 

ACSC 

ACSTB 

ACTR 

ADAY 

ADEN 

ADEP (9) 

ADSH 

AEV 

AFAIN 

AFILI(9) 

AFIPR 

AHT 

AMELT 

ANLYA 

ANLYS 

ANOBS 

APCON 

APHI 

APRA 

APRO 

APRES 

APRR 

CATE-
SYMBOL GORY* SUMMARY DEFINITION -----

Ctl Error option control to abort simulation 

C , 
1 

D 

s 

Cf 

Ctl,. 

S 

D 

Cf 

S 

B 

Ctl 

Ctl 

D 

D 

B 

Cf 

Ctl 

B 

B 

B 

Cf 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Cf 

D 

Ctl 

Cf 

D 

Cf 

Plant and animal dry weight carbon 

L
time 

bare-soil evaporation water loss 

Free water on litter 

Soil thermal conductivity at wilting point 

Leaf area index (LAI) : L herbage mass (when 
LAI=l.O) 

Free water on herbage 

Herbage dryweight potential maximum 

Ltime transpiration water loss 

Day of the year 

Bulk density of the soil 

Depth of ith soil layer 

Photosynthesis minimum shade- casting mass 

Potential evaporation : poten t i al evapo-
transpiration 

Index to choice of we athe r data units 

Field capacity water content of ith soil layer 

Dea~ root water holding capacity 

Canopy height 

Water content of f r esh snow 

Number of bare soil evaporation water layers 

Total number of soil water layers 

Index to choice of observed VB simulated weather 
data 

Leaf area index : ground cover 

Latitude of site 

Index to rain VB no rain on previous day 

Slow drainage f r om t he ith soil layer 

Atmospheric pressure 

Evaporation : transpiration 

MODEL 
UNITS 

ND 

gig 

2 
cm/m 

cal/cm/ 
sec/ oC 

em 

ND 

ND 

cm/cm 

em.m2/ 
g root 

in 

cm/cm 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

rad 

ND 

em/day 

mb 

ND 

INPUT 
FORMAT 

9F8.0 

FB.S 

FB.S 

FB.S 

F8.S 

FB.O 

FB. 'S 

F8 . 0 

FB.S 

FB.O 

FB.S 

9FB.O 

FB . O 

F B.S 

FB . O 

9FB.S 

Fe.S 

F 8. S 

FB.S 

18 

IB 

FB.O 

F8 . 5 

F8.S 

FB.S 

F8 . S 

FB.O 

FB.S 
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FORTRAN 
NM1E 

CATE
SYMBOL GvkY* -----

AREF 

AROOT(9) 

ASBOT (12) 

ASK TS 

ASKIK(9) Po 

ASMOS(lO) Mi 

ASOLK(9) 

ASTEM(15) Ti 

ASWKl k4 

ASWK2 k5 

ASWK3 

ASWK4 

ATLIT 

ATMl 

ATM2 

ATOP 

ATPEV 

ATR 

ATRAI 

ATRAN 

ATSCP 

AWATR(9) 

AWAT1(9) 

AWILT(9) 

AWSH 

AWTFA(9) 

AZPWP 

A2 

A3BAR(9) 

A9IRR(30) 

A9NPK (12) 

CPK(9) 

CRK(9) 

CTR(9) 

DTR(3) 

P 
P 

ljJO 

F 

D 

o 

B 

B 

B 

S 

B 

S 

Cf 

Cf 

Cf 

Cf 

Ctl 

Cf 

Cf 

o 

Ctl 

Cf 

Ctl 

o 

Ctl 

Cf 

Cf 

B 

D 

Cf 

B 

B 

B 

D 

D 

Cf 

o 

D 

o 

SUMMARY DEFINITION 

Reflectivity of plant canopy 

Dead root mass in ith layer (ERi=l.O) 

Monthly soil temperature at maximum depth 

Limiting soil temperature for root activity 

Photosynthesis snowpack limit for nth plant 

Soil water content of ith layer 

Photosynthesis minimum light for nth plant 

Soil temperature at ith depth 

Limiting photosynthesis 

Limiting photosynthesis 

maximum temperature 

optimum temperature 

Limiting photosynthesis response surface curvature 

Limiting photosynthesis : soil water potential 

Ltime water interception by litter 

Soil surface. heating : potential evapo-
transpiration 

Soil surface cooling : herbage mass 

Shaded site sun exposure 

Ltime potential evapotranspiration 

Potential transpiration : potential evapo-
transpiration 

Ltime rainfall 

Atmospheric short-wave transmission 

Etime water interception by herbage 

Transpiration water absorption of ith 
layer (EHi =1. 0) 

Bare soil water absorption of ith layer 
(IGi=l.O) 

Wilting point water content of ith layer 

Height above ground of wind records 

Transpiration : leaf area index of nth plant 

Zero photosynthesis soil water potential 

Leaf surface water film maximum 

3-bar tension wat~r content of ith layer 

Index to irrigation events 

Index to fertiliser and nutrient release events 

Prime shoot growth control for nth plant 

Crown + stern 24h respiration rate for nth plant 

Crown + stern mortality rates for nth plant 

Standing dead turnover rates for nth plant 
(when n=3, ... 9, OTR(n)=OTR(3» 

MODEL 
UNITS 

NO 

cm 

cm/m
2 

ly/min 

°c 
oC/bar 

°C/bar 

NO 

°C/bar 

em 

°C/em 
water 

°C/600g 
dry wt/m2 

NO 

cm 

NO 

cm 

NO 

em 

NO 

NO 

8m/cm 
soil 

ft 

NO 

bars 

cm 

cm/cm 
soil 

NO 

NO 

NO 

mg CO2/ 
g/h/oC 

NO 

NO 

INPUT 
FORMAT 

F8.5 

9F8.5 

l2F6.0 

F8.5 

9F8.0 

9F8.5 

9F8.5 

9F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

FB.5 

F8.5 

9F8.5 

9F8.5 

9F8.5 

F8.5 

9FB.5 

F8.5 

F8.5 

9F8.5 

6F12.3 

6F12.3 

9FB.5 

9F8.5 

9FB.5 

3F8.5 



CATE-FORTRi'\N 
NAME SYMBOL GORY· SUMMARY DEFINITION 

MODEL 
UNITS -----

DTRA 

DTRB 

FBC(9) 

FDFG (9) 

FDK(9) 

FDOG(9) 

FICK(9) 

FTR(9) 

GRAFX(20,6) 

GRAFY(20,6) 

u 

HB(6,B) Sj 

HBCF(6) A 

HCAT(6) 

HDK(6) 

HDMT 

HEATl(6) 

HEAT2(6) 

HEAT3(6) 

q 

Z 

c 

c 

HFAI(6,9) fn 

HFPI(6,9,6) Pn,l 

HFRM(6,B) F j 

HIDE(6,9) 

HLUM(6) 

HMAF (6, B) 

HMAP 

HMDE(6,B) 

HME(6) 

HMK(6) 

HMOM(6,B) 

u 

c 

b 

D Above-ground litter turnover rate ND 

D Below-ground litter turnover rate ND 

Cf 

B 

Cf 

B 

Cf 

D 

Ctl 

Ctl 

S 

Cf 

D 

Cf 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Cf 

Cf 

B 

B 

Cf 

Cf 

Ctl 

D 

Cf 

Cf 

Cf 

Flowerhead storage transfer for nth plant 

Flowerhead growth ends for nth plant 

Flowerhead growth control for nth plant 

Flowerhead growth begins for nth plant 

Flowering initiation control for nth plant 

Flowerhead mortality rates for nth plant 

Multipurpose graphical X- axis ordinates 

Multipurpose graphical Y-axis ordinates 

Consumer m mass of jth life-stage 

Consumer m live weight : carbon 

ND 

choice 

choice 
2 

glm 

ND 

Consumer m thermoneutral critical air temperature °c 
Consumer m standing dead knockdown factor 

Bodyweight transfer tolerance between life
stages 

Consumer m heat factor at critical air 
temperature 

Consumer m heat factor at freezing point 

Consumer m heat factor at lowest survival 
temperature 

Consumer m forage availability from nth plant 

Consumer m preference for tissue Z of nth 
plant O:E Pt: ' Z=l.O) nl 4, 

Consumer m consumption rate maximum for 
jth life-stage 

Snow depth to zeroise consumer m grazing 
of nth plant 

Consumer murine + methane losses from 
digestible intake 

Consumer m activity factor for jth life-stage 

Index to select accumulated degree day maps 

Consumer m mean energy content of diet of 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

ND 

gig 

cm 

NO 

ND 

ND 

jth life-stage kcal/g 

Consumer m thermoneutral basal metabolism 
exponent ND 

Consumer m thermoneutral basal metabolism factor kcal/kg 

Consumer m progeny maintenance factor 
(+ metabolism modifier) NO 
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INPUT 
FORMAT 

FB.5 

FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.O 

9FB.5 

9FB.O 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

6FB.O 

6FB.5 

BF9.6 

6F9.6 

6F9.6 

6F9.6 

F9.6 

6F4.2 

6F4.2 

6F4.2 

lB'P4.2 

l2F6.5 

BF9.6 

9FB.2 

6F4.3 

l6F4.2 

F4.0 

l6F4.2 

6F9.6 

6F9.6 

BF9.6 
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FORTRAN 
NAME 

HMORT(6,B) 

HMW(6, B) 

HPI (6, B) 

HPK(6) 

HRAI(6,9) 

HTH(6) 

HTRAN (6, B) 

HTTL(6) 

HWAVE (6, B) 

HWOG(6,B) 

HWR(6,B) 

HWSI(6,B) 

NCLAS(6) 

NH 

NPG 

NSTAG(6) 

NSTI(6,B) 

NXAB(5) 

NXAN (3) 

NXG 

NXPG (5) 

OPAF 

ORDK(9) 

OTR(9) 

PBW(9) 

PPAF 

PRDK(9) 

PTI(9) 

PTR(9) 

RGDX(5) 

RGDY(5) 

CATE
SYMBOL GORY· -----

T. 
J 

c 

D 

S 

D 

Cf 

Cf 

B 

B 

B 

B 

D 

Cf 

B 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Ctl 

Cf 

D 

D 

Cf 

Cf 

D 

Ctl 

D 

Cf 

Cf 

SUMMARY DEFINITION 

Consumer m mortality rates of jth life-stage 

Consumer m mean bodyweight of jth life-stage 

Consumer m production : ingestion (Ol~ mean 
digestibility of diet) of jth life-stage 

Consumer m reproduction transfer parents to 
progeny (or index to management cycle options) 

Consumer m root availability f.rom nth plant 

Consumer m feeding time-span (or °C) for 
maximum consumption 

Consumer m starting time of transfer from 
life-stage j to j+l 

Consumer m temperature minimum for feeding 

Consumer m wavelength of transfer from life
stage j to j+l 

Consumer m initial bodyweight of jth life
stage (or index to free transfer) 

Consumer m damage : consumption of jth 
life-stage 

Consumer m weight loss maximum before death 
of jth life-stage 

Index to consumer m feeding class 

Number of consumer groupings (m~6) 

Number of plant groupings (n~9) 

Consumer m number of life-stages (2~j~B) 

Index to consumer m functional status of 
jth life-stage 

Index to output choice of 5 array elements 

Index to output choice of 3 consumer groups 

Index to output choice of 3B 'free' state 
variables 

Index to output choice of 5 plant groups 

Old shoot photosynthetic age 

Old shoot dark respiration rate for nth plant 

Old shoot mortality rates for nth plant 

Prime shoot stress control for nth plant 

Prime shoot photosynthetic age 

Prime shoot dark respiration rate for nth plant 

Index to longevity of prime shoots 

Prime shoot mortality rates for nth plant 

Root activity graphical X-axis ordinates 

Root activity graphical Y-axis ordinates 

MODEL 
UNITS 

ND 

g 

NO 

ND 

ND 

h or °c 

°D or 
days 

°c 

g or ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

mg CO 2/ 
g/h/oC 

NO 

ND 

ND 

mg CO2/ 
g/h/OC 

ND 

NO 

days>Vl 
ND 

INPUT 
FORMAT 

BF9.6 

BF9.6 

BF9.6 

6F9.6 

lBF4.2 

6F4.0 

BFB.O 

6F4.0 

BFB.O 

BF9.6 

BF9.6 

l6F4.2 

613 

13 

13 

613 

2413 

513 

313 

13 

513 

FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.O 

~' F8. 5 

5F8.0 

5F8.5 



FORTRAN 
NAME 

RRK(9) 

RTK(9) 

RTR(9) 

SCS(9) 

SPK 

SPLT(9) 

SPM(9) 

SPOT(9) 

SPUT(9) 

SWAF(9) 

TBGIN 

TFIN 

TLCSR(9) 

TLRS(9) 

TLSR(9) 

TLSRC(9) 

TPRS (9) 

X[l-+9] 

X[lO] 

X [ll-+19] 

X [2l-+29] 

X [31-+39] 

X [41-+49] 

X[Sl-+S9] 

X [61-+63] 

X[64] 

X[65] 

X[66) 

YBW(9) 

YDFG(9) 

YDOG(9) 

YPAF 

CATE
SYMBOL GORY* -----
r r 

TZ 
P max 

D 

Cf 

D 

B 

Cf 

B 

B 

B 

B 

Cf 

Ctl 

Ctl 

B 

B 

B 

B 

Cf 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

Cf 

B 

B 

Cf 

SUMMARY DEFINITION 

Root 24h respiration ra~e for nth plant 

Root activity X-Y transfer for nth plant 

Root mortality rates for nth plant 

Photosynthesis canopy light for nth plant 

Photosynthesis light response 

Photosynthesis minimum canopy oc for nth plant 

Photosynthesis maximum rate for nth plant 

Photosynthesis optimum canopy °c for nth plant 

Photosynthesis maximum canopy °c for nth plant 

Leaf area : weight for nth plant 

Starting calendar date of accessed weather data 

Final calendar date of accessed weather data 

(Crown + stem) : (E non-reproductive mass) 
maximum for nth plant 

Root : (shoot + root) maximum for nth plant 

Shoot : (shoot + root) maximum for nth plant 

(Shoot + root) : (E non-reproductive mass) 
maximum for nth plant 

Root activity threshold for nth plant if 
TLSR(I) = 0.0, or index to choice of RTR(I) 
options 

1st-year shoot live carbon mass of nth plant 

Atmospheric carbon source 

Prime shoot live carbon mass of nth plant 

Old shoot live carbon mass of nth plant 

Crown + stem live carbon mass of nth 'plant 

Flowerhead live carbon mass of nth plant 

Root live carbon mass of nth plant 

Standing dead carbon mass of nth plant 
(X(63) = E standing dead, n=3, ... 9) 

Above-ground litter carbon mass 

Below-ground litter carbon mass 

Decomposition carbon sink 

1st-year shoot stress control for nth plant 

1st-year shoot growth ends 

1st-year shoot growth begins 

Index to 1st-year shoot photosynthesis aging 
sequence 

MODEL 
UNITS 

mg CO I 
g/day70 c 

ND 

ND 

mg C021 
dm2/h 

°c 

°c 
2 

m Ig 
NO 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

2 
glm 

g/m
2 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

g/m2 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

2 
glm 

ND 

ND 
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INPUT 
FORMAT 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

FB.5 

9FB.0 

9FB.5 

9FB.0 

9FB.0 

9FB.5 

FB.O 

FB.O 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.S 

9FB.5 

9FB.5 

9FB.2 

FB . 2 

9FB.2 

9FB.2 

9FB.2 

9FB.2 

9FB.2 

3FB.2 

FB.2 

FB.2 

FB.2 

9FB.5 

9FB.0 

9FB.O 

FB.5 
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FORTRAN CATE-
NAME SYMBOL GORY* -----
YPPK(9) m

1 Cf 1st-year 

YRDK (9) r l 0 1st- year 
plant 

YTR(9) 0 1st-year 

*Variables are B boundary 

coefficient Cf 

Ctl 

o 

S 

control 

definitive 

state 

NO non dimensional 

MODEL INPUT 
SUMMARY DEFINITION UNITS FORMAT 

shoot growth control for nth plant NO 9F8.5 

shoot dark respiration'rate for nth mg CO;/ 
g/h/oC 9F8.5 

shoot mortality rates for nth plant NO 9F8.5 



9FB.5 all abiotic and producer array variables not 
listed elsewhere 

8F9.6 all consumer array variables not ,listed elsewhere 
6F12.l A9IRR(lO); A9NPK(12) 

SIMCOMP 2.1 variables. The final data are the 61 assigned 
~X' state variables, read by seven 8F8.2statements (see 
sample input p.1l) and followed by the control variables 
TSTART, TEND, OT, OTPR and OTFL (Table II). This string 
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also includes TBGIN and TFIN (see simple variables) as optional 
calendar equivalents to TSTART and lEND to label output with 
the year, month and day of the first and last weather file 
data used in the simulation. A free format numeric field 
(2F8.0) is used for 6-digitdates e.g. 840101 for January 1, 

1984. 

l. 'Free··>format comment - user's a 1 phameri c comments to be read by a 
FORTRAN read statement (80A1 format) in the source program. 
These input 'data' follow the numeric data (as sho~n by the TSTART 
string below) and may contain embedded blanks and be of unlimited 
leng'th. In the example, the first 15 lines (seven are blank) 
show documentation details that may be 'permanent' over 'a series 
~f ~imulations, with a space to enter (or manually record on 
output) the simulation experiment number 'NO. ',and where 
the final four lines show details specific to the current 
s imul at; on: 

1096 1415 10 15 780701 790715 

COfoCJlltENTS: 

FRCGRAM VI:.:RSICt; 6T = ANIM,\L12 VERoS10N 22/C6/8) MARK I 

NO. EXPERlJolENT U.:iING 1978"9 WEATHER DATA 

TSIART + 

<-----<---

•• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • ••••••• 
'lPEAIMENl : 

Cll~~E"NT SIMULATIOH 

4-I"OTATIOH 
SHIF T 1 

SI~ULATE THE fl~ST SHIfT Of A 4-~OTATIOJ TREA~HEST USING hFR8AGE, INSECT 
CENSl'IJES AND INJ1'JAL .:iHEt:P \o{U~Hr~ C~· PADDOCK NUMB[R 8. 
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Weather records 
Historical daily weather data are listed sequentially in a direct 

access data image file, where day 1 data are referenced by SIMCOMP 2.1 
as Julian time = 1. Any block of data may be accessed in a simulation 
(e.g. TSTART = 1096 in the input sample immediately above) but always 
starting from mid-winter.{1 January - northern hemisphere; 1 July -
southern hemisphere). 

FORMAT. Eight data fields occur in the following order and are 
separated by non-data fields that are available for annotation: 

F3.O ARHP relative humidity (%) 
2FS.l ATMAX ,ATtHN max. air temperature at 2m{OC) 

min. air temperature at 2m{OC) 

FS.2 ARAIN rainfall (cm) 
4F3.O ACLP,AWSP,ASNOW,ASKI cloud cover (%), 

windrun per 24h (m), 
snowfa 11 (cm), 
snow depth (cm) 

Snowfall and snow depth are optional data (Table I, see driving 
variables) and the right.two columns of the sample weather data 
below show the decreasing snow depth after a 4 cm snowfall on 
the second day. If snow depth is >0 cm prior to a snowfall, 
the new snow is additive. A rainfall of 0.27 cm fell on the 
first day but none on the following three days. ' 

760511 85 
76051~ 98 
760513 72 
760514 58 

5. 
4. 
7.5 
8. 

-2.9Lmv· .27 
0.5 

-1.5 
o. 

15 130 
gO 120 
10 140 
65 t 4C 

4 4 
J 
o 

The annotation in columns 1 to 6 represents a free-format calendar 
date (fields of two in the sequence year, month, day) leaving 
columns 7 and 8 free for any alphabetic comment. The three 
columns to the right of every data field are also free for 
alphabetic notation e.g. on the first sample day, the minimum 
air temperature (-2.9°C) is shown as the lowest for the month. 
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Should on-site historical weather data be incomplete, the substitution 

of off-site data may be possible, and program capabilities include data 
scaling of daily windrun. The variable AWSH (height above ground of 

wind records, in feet) is primarily a scalar for wind data from different 
recordinq heights but may also be used to rescale a total data set such 
as off-site data. Similarly the impact of daily windrun can be investigated 

via comparative simulations that use experimental re-scaling of historical 

wind data. 

Guidelines to initialising variables 

Initialising the lengthy data file need be no obstacle if variables 

are recognised as a series of manageable shorter strings. Many simulation 
models with very limited input requirements are implicitly still dependent 

on a wide range of decisions, but most have been fixed into model structure. 

In transferring a fuller set of choices to the user, a skeletal model 

invites greater alertness in focussing on structural assumptions, for 
fewer are hidden. The present data file itself becomes an external 

structure, where the right of the user to retain assumptions is preserved 

in the choice of initialised values (e.g. constants) and of system options 

(Table I). 

Priorities of choice are governed by interrelationships between 

variables, where the values assigned to some variables constrain the 

choices for others. A suggested initialising hierarchy is therefore 
presented, with variables grouped in short strings for convenience. 
The grouping sequences also facilitate the cross-referencing of data 
as an aid to checking for parity between initialised values (see White, 
1984a). As revised checking may subsequently become necessary during 
simulation tuning (especially in seeking iterative solutions to unknown 
data values and in solving residual non-parity between initialised 

values), it is strongly recommended that the user document all data 

sources and derivations in the progressive compilation of the data file. 

The initialising hierachary and guidelines that follow denote 

optional variables (see Table I) with an asterisk *. These variables 
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either admit default values or are constrained by the source program 

code in elected applications. Numerals at the left in square brackets 

[ .. J are cross-references to a selected listing of source program 
algorithms in Appendix II. 

1. Site specifications 

APHI. Latitude of site (rad), positive value for northern 
hemisphere, negative value for southern hemisphere. 

APRES. Atmospheric pressure (mb), a weighted annual mean. 

ATOP*. Shaded site sun exposure (~1.0) accounts for site 
topography, expressing direct sunshine hours as a fraction 

of true daily sunshine hours. Default = 1.0. The simple 

fraction may be weighted by the user's own criteria,over 

time (e.g. seasons of plant growth vs non-growth) or within 
a daily time step (e.g. degree and extent of topographic 
shading) . 

ATRAN. Fraction of short-wave solar radiation transmitted 
through the atmosphere on a clear day (~1.0). 

2. Weather data - some control variables currently have fixed initial 
values but are retained as input parameters from the submodels 
of Parton (1978), thus protecting deleted options should they 
be re-instated. 

ADAY*. Day of the year at the start of a simulation, currently 
set to O. (i.e. mid-winter - 1.). Parton (1978) allows 

initialised values >0., but this option is currently con
strained by the source program coding of plant phenologies. 

APRA*. Index denoting whether rain fell (=1.) or did not 

fall (=2.) on the previous day. Default = 2. At the start 

of a simulation, this refers to the day preceding the first 
accessed weather record (i.e. mid-winter - 1. when ADAY = 
O. ) 
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ANOBSft. Index denoting a choice of weather data, currently 

set to 2. (=observed data). A value of 1. (=simulated data) 

is also admitted by Parton (1978) and such data could be 
readily accessed by the present source program. However, 
in the author's opinion, the model's relationships between 
variables are too extensive to justify dependence on other 

than historic weather data. 

AFAIN. Index denoting the ~hoice of weather data units, 
being °C and cm (=0.) or of and in (=1.). This choice of 

driving variable units does not alter the declared units 

of any other variable in the source program. 

AWSB. Height above ground of wind records (ft). The 

variable can also be used as a scalar of wind data (see 
Weather Records). 

3. Biota groupings - decisions to split or lump multispecies producer 

data and multispecies consumer data can be based on various 

criteria including the nature of limiting data, 
the simulation objectives, 

the opportunity-costs of simulation realism 
vs simplification, 

and previous experience with the present model. 
The greater the biotic heterogeneity, whether at species, ecological 
or physiological levels, the greater the vested interest in 

ultimate time-saving by appropriate simulation decisions at this 
stage of initialising. 

NPG. Number of plant groupingsn (l~n~9). White (1984a) 
represented a sward of >40 species by eight groupings based 
on criteria such as: 

phenology ... late winter, spring and summer species; 
growth form ... canopy tussocks and subcanopy species; 

fertility requirements ... endemic low fertility and 

introduced high fertility species; 
grazing preferences ... high preference species and others; 

abundance ... relatively abundant species and others. 
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The resultant groupings identified two major species for 
individual simulation, and variously lumped other species. 

Although data organisation and simulation remained moderately 

complex at this level (n=8), a decision against further 
reduction was justified on the basis of model demonstration 

via validation realism. 

NR. Number of consumer groupings m (l~m~6, Grazing Model 
only). The option of m=Q is also available by using the 

Pasture ~rowth Model, i.e. defaulting all consumer routines 
(*). White (1984c, Table II) illustrates model options 

to lump or split data based on the provision of alternative 

data configuratiuns for rows (species) and columns (life
stages within species). The options expand the utility of 

the two basic consumer array sizes: 

dimension (6) simple species arrays, one datum element 
per species; 

dimension (6,8) ... life stage arrays, eight datum elements 

per species. 

The standard provision for six species or composite species 
groupings in rows can be varied by allocating a given species 

to multiple rows, each representing a subpopulation. A 
subpopulation grouping is selected by any biological or managerial 
criterion (e.g. sex, age cohort, weight class), or by the 
need to progessively vary a single datum value that would 

otherwise be fixed through time (i.e. to associate one datum 

element of a I-dimensional array with one or more other 
elements of the same array, linked in time series). According 
to the basis of selection, subpopulations can be either con

current with parallel timing (e.g. males and females) or 

sequential in time series (e.g. the minimum feeding temperature 
HTTL(6) may be varied between progressive life stages using 
linked datum elements). Both classes of subpopulation at 
all times retain the model's standard specifications for 

up to eight life-stage progressions; and therefore any 

decision to differentiate subpopulations should be well 
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justified because a limiting ~rray will dictate the matching 
of data configurations across all arrays. Perusal of all 

I-dimensional consumer arrays in Table III may help the 

identification of any limiting array(s) in a given model 

application. The disadvantages of expanding the standard 
life-stage provisions over multiple rows include the reduction 

of multispecies capacity in a given simulation and the forced 

independence of subpopulations, each simulated with 

separately initialised consumer state variabJes (though 

this is not always a disadvantage). 

NCLAS(6}. Index to consumer m feeding class, being a 

positive value (poikilotherms) or negative value (homoiotherms) 

as follows: 

o = below ground consumer (poikilotherms only); 

1 = nocturnal consumer above-ground; 
2 = diurnal consumer above-ground. 

If a consumer exhibits both diurnal and nocturnal behaviour, 

it should be indexed according to its primary feeding 

patterns (see also 29 - HTH(6)). Note that consumer 

allocations to m rows may be in any order but that if a change 
in NH is anticipated between simulations (e.g. decreasing 

the number of consumers), the final consumer(s) may be 

allocated as those to be optionally deleted. A simple 

reduction in NH is then possible without data reorganization. 

ACBIO. Plant and animal dry weight: carbon (g/g), assumed 

constant for the total biota (for consumers, see also 26 

- HBCF(6)). 

X-state variables. Carbon masses of the 61 assigned state 

variables on the first day of simulation (g/m2) (see Table 

III for individual X definitions). A non-limiting value 

99999 g/m 2 is suggested as the initial atmospheric carbon 
2 

so~rce X(10), and 0 g/m as the initial decomposition carbon 

sink X(66). Array elements can be zeroised across all plant 
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tissues in unused plant groupings when NPG < 9, and the 

initial mid-winter masses are allocated to all remaining 
elements. When mid-winter masses,are unknown, best 

approximations are justified on several grounds: 

critical data ... the earliest data subsequent to mid-winter 

are the critical data, defining a 'true starting time' 

based on available evidence; 

tuning balance ... plant gains (growth) and losses (removal, 

mortality) can be tuned from mid-winter so that the 

simulation itself reproduces the critical data when 

it reaches the 'true starting time'; 

flow dynamics ... flows to and from state variables (i.e. 

plant gains and losses) are more critical to dynamic 

simulation than is initial pool size e.g. root mass 

(White, 1984a); 

hypothesis testing ... a tuning balance between the initial 

mid-winter mass and subsequent flows becomes an 
hypothesis that is re-tested under different conditions 

whenever simulation proceeds beyond the mid-winter 

points in successive years. 

Note that because the current start of a simulation is mid-winter 

- 1 (see 2 - ADAY), the age-cohort of first-year shoots 

X[1+9] is initialised for the nth plant species as the sum 

of all live photosynthetic mass < one year old (e.g. X(2)=5.0 

g/m 2 in the example below). On .the following day (i.e. mid
winter), the updated mass is transferred in total to the 

prime shoot cohort X[11+19J. This age-cohort comprises the 

updated mass of all live photosynthetic tissues that grew 

or were initiated in a previous year and that have not yet 
transferred to the old shoot cohort X[21+29J. Thus, at mid

winter - 1, an emptied prime shoot cohort X(12)=O.O g/m 2
, 

with a residual old shoot cohort X(22)=O.26 g/m 2
, represents 

New Zealand Festuca species (n=2) with individual foliage 
persisting beyond the mid-winter of a second year, but only 

as photosynthetically old tissues: 
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Live crowns + stems X[31~39] represent all above-ground 
non~photosynthetic and non-reproductive tissues plus any 
below~ground non-root tissues. Live flowerheads X[41~49J 
(i.e. the total mass of reproductive tissues), live roots 
X[51.59] and standing dead X[61~63J (see below) complete 
the initialising of standing crop carbon mass. Only the 

. litter carbon masses above- and below-ground X[64,65] then 
remain e.g. 30.0,g/m2 and 240.0 g/m 2 above. Species 
allocations among the n plant grouping columns may deserve 
attention if either of two conditions apply: 

variable NPG ... where a change in NPG may b~ anticipated 
between simulations (e.g. decreasing the'number of n 
plant groupings), the final grouping(s) may be 
allocated as the species to be deleted or lumped so 
that NPG can be varied with minimum data reorganising; 

key species ... unlike n=3, ... ,9 which partition a single 
standing dead pool X(63) in proportion to above-ground 
live masses (see Table III), n=1,2 each have individual 
standing dead compartments X[61,62] to initialise key 
species with individual turnover rates AND consumer 
knockdown rates (see 14 - DTR(3) and HDK(6)). 

Thus, in the example above, 4.8 g/m 2 is the cumulative 
standing dead of plant groupings n=3, ... ,8 and the 
turnover rate of this mass cannot be augmented by consumer 
knockdown (contrast the masses 1.2 and 5.3 91m 2

). 

4. x-v strategic coordinates - varying rate functions can be referenced 
by a wiele range of variables and are therefore explained, but 
not initialised, at this point (see also Source Program Features). 
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GRAFX(20,6)*. X-axis ordinates, in 20 unrelated strings 
paired with the GRAFY(20,6) strings below, denottngtime 
within the annual cycle. Default = 0.0. Time units are 
specified for each rate variable and can be Julian time 
expressed as days of the annual cycle (e.g. rows 1, 3 and 
4 in the example below, range 0-365), or physiological time 
expressed as root growth days for producers (e.g. row 2 below, 
range, >0 and<365) or as accumulated degree days for con
sumers (unlimited range >0). 

GRAFY(20,6)*. V-axis ordinates, in 20 unrelated strings 
paired with the GRAFX(20,6) strings above, denoting 
strategic daily transfers of mass (or variations to fixed 
thresholds) as successive fractions. Default = 0.0. The 
allowable fractions are specified for each rate variable 
and may be ~1.0 (those applied to current masses, to a mass 
measured at given time tl, or to fixed thresholds) or ~1.0 
(indices, not shown in the example). 

1 • 40. 
110. 
140. 
100. 

115. 
150. 
1&0. 
160. 

175. 
19C. 
250. 
270. 

230. 
220. 
320. 
365. 

350. 
30C. 
360. 

GRAFX-2A 
GFAfX-2B 
G~AFX-2C 
GPAFX-2D 

65. 
1 • o. 

.006 
0.0 
0.OC5 
0.0005 

.0 
0.02 
O.Ob 
0.0070 

.0 o.coe 
0.08 
0.01 

.02 o.c 
0.04 
0.0180 

.01 
0.C05 
0.08 
0.1 

.055 
0.045 
0.1 
0.0 

O. 

· · · • • • • 
GRAfY·2A 
G~AFY-2S 
G~AFY-2C 
G~AFY-2D 

A single row of GRAFX(20,6) and the matching row of GRAFV(20,6) 
may be indexed by a rate variable, and a current daily rate is 
interpolated. In the example, the X-V coordinates are paired 
as (1.,0.006), (40.,0.0), (115.,0.0), (175.,0.02), etc. These 
are referenced by thre~ fields of informationcontained'in the 
rate variable index, illustrated here by two examples: 

1.6000 4.5020 

Row index ... the digit left of the decimal point (range 1-20 
Grazing Model, 1-15 Pasture Growth Model) indexes the row 
subscript of the GRAFX(20,6) and GRAFY(20,6) arrays e.g. 
1 and 4 identify the rows labelled 2A and 20. Any row can 



be referenced by a rate variable,but tf.req~ired, row 15 
is reserved for fertiliser and nutrient release events as 

indexed by A9NPK(12) (see 35). 

String length ... the digit right of the decimal point (range 

2-6) specifies the maximum number of data elements refer

enced by a rate variable within a full ann~al cycle e.g. 
6 and 5 identify the numbers of initialised data elements 

in the rows labelled 2A and 20. If fewer elements are 

specified than are initialised, the interpolated Y value 
immediately becomes zero over the remainder of the annual 

cycle e.g. if the first index were 1.4000, the initialised 

rate 0.02 at time 175. defaults to 0.000 from time 176. 

Time displacement ... the three right digits (range 0-364 for 

producers, 0-999 for consumers) superimpose a nominated 

time lag on the declared X-V strategic coordinates e.g. 000 

imposes no lag on the string beginning 1., 4Q, 115., whereas 

020 right-displaces the string beginning 0., 100., 180. to 

become 20., 120., 200., etc. Different rate variables can 

reference the same string with different time displacements, 

and the declared X-V coordinates must therefore either match 

or be earlier than the earliest rate variable so that all 

displacements are to the right. 
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It follows that >20 rate variables may reference the 20 available 

sets of X~Y coordinates, and interpolate 2-6 elements per set. 

Furthermore, the declared X-V units may vary with the rate 
variable and any curvilinear X-V relationship through time can 

be represented by the coordinate pairs. Outside of the declared 

time span, interpolation is subject only to the following defaults, 

[55] set by the program function TABXY(e,f,g,h,i): 

pre-span ... the interpolated Y value is the declared Y value 
of the first element in the string, being constant until 

the declared time span is reached; 

post-span ... the interpolated Y value is set to zero for the 

remainder of the annual cycle. 
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5. Root turnover - the death and decay rates of roots and their physical 

functions are relevant to later determinations of sOll zonation. 

[36] 

RTR(9}. Root mortality rates for the nth plant, expressed 

as a daily fraction «1.0) of root mass. Three choices of 

expression are available: 

constant rate ... a fixed daily rate <0.0027 (=1/365 days 
per annum) relates a simple annual turnover rate to 

the root mass present on the first mid-winter day of 
the annual cycle i.e. it is assumed that only nominal 
mortality occurs in the current season's new root tissues, 
unless the initialised net rate is incremented by 

consumer removal or by plant balancing responses to 

excessive root mass. 

varying rate ... a varying daily rate declar~d by a set of 

X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an index 

>1.0 (see 4 above), where the unit of time is Julian 

(1-365 days). The rates also relate to the root mass 
present on the first mid-winter day of the annual 
cycle (assumptions as above). If the declared rates 

are excessive, mortality will ultimately also remove 

the current season's new root tissues. 

mass varying rate ... as the varying rate above (declared 
coordinates and an index >1.0) but relating to the 

current daily root mass, where the unit of time is 
Julian (1-365 days) and where a second index 

TPRS(n)=-1.0 identifies the option (see 9). A full 
range of slow to rapid turnover rates can be simulated 
but there is no distinction between root age cohorts, 
as implicit in the first two options. Whereas the 
first two are applicable to slow turnover species with 
shoot longevity also >1 year (i.e. group 1 species of 

White, 1984b), this option is appropriate for group 

2 species (shoot longevity <1 year) as well as for 

group 1. All three options are available for group 3 
species with annual foliage senescing by winter (cf 

groups 1 and 2 have overwintering foliage) unless 



[21] 

'dummy' overwintering foliage is substituted (see 

8 - special case, TLSR(n»O.O), excluding option 3. 

DTRB. Below-ground litter turnover rate, expressed as a 

daily fraction «1.0) of current mass. Two choices of 

expression are available: 

mass constant rate ... a fixed daily rate directly linked 
to the dynamics of current mass, i.e. the net annual 

rate X initial mass = the initialised rate X 365 days 

X initial mass only if the annual mass maintains an 

equilibrium. 
mass varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by a 

set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an 

index >1.0 (see 4 above), and also directly linked to 

the dynamics of current mass. 

AFIPR*. Dead root water-holding capacity when the soil is 

at field capacity (cm water.m 2 /g root) . Default = 0.0. 
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The model assumes that the field capacity within a soil layer 

is positively correlated with the dead root mass in the layer 

(see also 6 - AFIL1(9)). 

6. Soil water layers - the soil water profile is declared independently 

of the fixed soil temperature profile. Minimum depth is 30 cm. 

ANLYS. Total number of soil water layers i (1<i~9). In 
many model applications the choice will b~ somewhat arbitrary, 
but delimiting criteria include soil profile characteristics, 

. root zonation, on-site data recording depths and the possible 

advantage of inter-relating selected water layers with the 

fixed soil temperature profile over 15 cm intervals from 

the soil surface. The bottom 'sink' layer for ground-water 

recharge is not specified (see 23 - ASMOS(10)). 

ADEP(9). Depth (i.e. thickness) of the ith soil water layer 
(cm). 
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ANLYA. Number of soil water layers is from which water is 
evaporated by bare-soil evaporation (l~is~i). The depth 
to which bare-soil evaporation extends is positively correlated 
with clay content, and the evaporative loss is modelled as 

[26] a function of water content, the soil water potentials of 
[24] the layer"s and the leaf-area index (LAI) of live bianass 

(Parton, 1978). 

AROOT(9)*. Fraction of dead root mass Riin the ith soil 

[21] water layer (LRi=I.0). Default = 0.0. See 5 - AFIPR. 

AFIL1(9). Volumetric soil water content of the ith layer 
[21] at field capacity without dead root mass (cm water/cm soil). 

The model assumes that the soil water potential at field 
capacity is -0.3 bars. Since the water-holding capacity 
of dead roots can be defaulted from simulation (see 5 - AFIPR), 

it is possible for the user to redefine soil water content 
at field capacity as independent of but including dead root 
mass. 

7. Soil water losses - these are a function of soil water potentials 
and absorption coefficients. 

AWILT(9). Volumetric soil water content of the ith 
layer at wilting point (cm water/cm soil). Wilting point 
is assumed not to be a function of root mass, and the soil 

[35] water potential is assumed to be -15 bars. 

A3BAR(9). Volumetric soil water content of the ith 
layer when the soil water tension equals -3 bars (cm water/cm 
soil). In conjunction with the previous two parameters, 
this parameter allows interpolation of the current soil water 
potential for theith layer as a function of soil water content 

[35] for the layer, using the program function ATENS(i,j) where 
j = cm water/cm soil. 
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AIIAT1(9). Bare-soil water absorption coefficient Gi for 
the ith soil water layer, l(i~is (see ANLYA above) (EGi=I.0). 
The fraction of bare-soil evaporation coming from each layer 

[25J is simulated as proportional to the coefficient for the layer 
[28J and inversely proportional to the water tension in the layer 

(Parton, 1978, eq.2.12). 

MiATR(9). Transpiration water absorption coefficient Hi 
for the ith soil water layer (EHi=I.0). Parton (1978) makes 
the same assumptions as for AWAT1(9) above, and estimates 

parameter values as the fraction of total live roots in the 

ith layer. This assumes that transpiration water losses 
via roots are independent of the root depth distribution, 

[27J whereas the user's choice of weighted parameter values is 

also possible if the functional distribution of roots differs 

from the profile distribution of mass. 

8. Plant balance thresholds - the model's concepts of 'floating' thres

holds of jointly-acting shoot: root ratios and (shoot + root) : 

(crown·+ stem) ratios set the individual domain limits of within
plant tissues (White, 1984b, Fig.l, eq.5). The following upper 
limit variables are sufficient to define the buffered 'floating' 

of tissue masses, for lower limit variables can be derived e.g. 

in a shoot : root ratio, the lower shoot threshold = 1 - upper 
root threshold. 

TlCSR(9). Threshold upper limit U3 of live crown + stem mass 
as a fraction of live crown + stem + sh06t + root mass for 
plant grouping n (O.0<U3<1.0). 

TLRS(9.). Thresho19 upper limit U2 of live root mass as a 
fraction of live root + shoot mass for plant grouping n 

(0.0<U2<1.0). U2=1.0 only for species that have annual 
foliage senescing in winter (see special case below). 
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TLSR(9}. Threshold upper limit Ul of live shoot mass as 

a fraction of live shoot + root mass for plant grouping 

n (O.O~Ul<l.O). Ul=O.O only for the special case below. 

TLSRC(9}. Threshold upper limit U4 of live shoot + root 
mass as a fraction of live shoot + root + crown + stem mass 

for plant grouping n (O.0<U4<1.0). 

In initialising these values, note the following guidelines: 

data consistency ... values should be consistent with the ratios 

between initialised tissue masses (see 3 - X-state variables) 

such that the upper thresholds and the derived lower thres

holds represent tissue masses that are respectively higher 

and lower than the initialised mass e.g. where initial masses 
are 3.0 g/m 2 (shoots) and 2.0 g/m 2 (roots), combined" mass 

for a shoot: root ratio is 5.0 g/m 2 and the range of thres

hold values is limited to 
TLSR(n»0.6 (with lower root threshold <0.4) and 

TLRS(n»0.4 (with lower shoot threshold <0.6). 

biological shifts ... plant tissue ratios shift within seasons 

and in response to growth conditions (e.g. soil fertility 
and stress factors) and management (e.g. lax vs hard grazing). 
The initialised threshold values should be appropriate to 

the range of simulated conditions rather than to the known 

or anticipated extremes if these lie outside of present 

simulation. Note that biological shifts are buffered 
around equilibrium positions that 'float' with changes in 

total mass (i.e. they themselves are not mass), and that 

further to this basic balancing of dynamic shifts, optional 

short-term or long-term pulses can be introduced to vary 

the shoot: root ratio limits over time (see 35 - A9NPK(12)). 

accuracy ... the benefits of stabilising control in simulation 

are positive even if threshold data are imprecise. Iterative 

tuning of threshold values can be guided by the responses 

of simulated plant mass as matched against the typical 
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dynamics of observed mass, especially in the ab$ence of consumers 
(i.e. using the Pasture Growth Model, and the graphical output 

opti ons NXG= 1 or 10, and 13 - see co loured pages). Note tha t 
the amplitude of dynamic changes about a central equilibrium 

position is correlated with the width of the .span between 
upper and lower thresholds (but model sensitivity to span 
width is low) whereas the form of dynamic changes is 

correlated with the level of centrality, defined as the mean 

of upper and lower threshold values (model sensitivity to 
equilibrium level is high). Note also that ratios pertaining 

to crowns ~ stems are likely to be less well defined, but 

that this mass also functions as the metabolic carbon pool 

of the model (White, 1984b) and that precise physical mass 
may here be less important in a simulation than functional 

control of shoot, root and flowerhead tissues via the pool. 

special case ... U2=1.0 (see TLRS(n) above) only for species that 

have annual foliage senescing in winter. There are two 
model options for the~e Igroup 3 species ' of White (1984b). 

If they are also initialised with U1=0.0 (see TLSR(n) above) 
to escape threshold violations of the limiting zero shoot 

mass reached in winter, the stabilising control of shoot: 
root ratios is sacrifjced (but not of (shoot + root) : (crown 

+ stem) ratios). This option can maintain good simulation 

[46J but an arbitrary and tentative alogorithm controls the late 
season decline in photosynthesis rates. The second option 
is to retain the stabilising control of shoot: root ratios 
by allowing the survival of a very small mass of 'dummy' 

overwintering foliage, pre-set as ~0.5 percent of peak mass. 

Where this representation can be accepted as not too deviant, 
given the stabilising advantages, initialisation requires 
that U1=true peak maximum threshold, and U2=1.0; TPRS(n)=O.O 

(see 9); PTR(n)=1.0 and OTR(n)=1.0 (see 13); and X-V 
strategic coordinates must precisely control cumulative shoot 
mortality (see 13 - YTR(n)). 
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9. Translocation thresholds - the tissue mass reserves that are available 

for translocation during limited phases of plant phenology are 

declared by threshold limits, and are defined in terms of plant 

balance thresholds (see 8) rather than, in terms of absolute tissue 

masses. These thresholds allow the user direct control of 
specified phenological shifts within the plant balancing dynamics, 

in order to tune a simulation against the observed responses of 

any species. 

FICK(9)*. Flowering initiation constant u for plant grouping 

n (0.O~u<1.0). Default = 1.0. This fraction determines 

whether or not a plant species will flower in a given year 

and if so to what extent, being a measure of carbon reserves 
carried forward from the previous year (White, 1984b, Fig.2, 

[38] eq.6). The threshold is based on the mid-winter span between 

upper and lower limits of crown + stem mass (see 8), and 

expresses the unavailable rather than the available 1.0-u 

fraction. If by difference the available fraction >0.0, 

flowering initiation occurs in the new year and the translocation 

cycle is proportional to the reserve'mass, being also 

incremented by current photosynthesis (see 20 - FDK(n)). 

RTK(9)*. Maximum fraction c2 of root mass transferable to 

the metabolic pool of plant grouping n during the annual 

growth cycle (White, 1984b, coefficient C2), where the 
fraction is expressed solely in terms of the root mass in 

excess of the lower limit threshold, i.e. in excess of 

1.-TLSR(n) above or 1.-TPRS(n) below (0.0~c2~1.0). 
[50] Default = 0.0. The transfer pattern over time is controlled 

by X-V strategic coordinates (see 10 - RGDX(5), RGDY(5)), 

and the greater the fraction the more rapid is shoot qrowth 
response, especially during early growth. The transfer is 

additional to the prior carbon translocation from roots that 
initiates first-year shoot mass (see 12). 



TPRS(9)*. Th~eshold fraction <1.0 of root mass potentially 
transferable to the metabolic pool during the annual 
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cycle of species n when a shoot : root ratio (and hence the 

lower limit threshold 1.-TLSR(n) above) is not declared (see 

TLSR{n)=O.O, special case); alternatively, when TLSR(n»O.O, 
the index value -1.0 is assigned to declare the option of 
relating root turnover rate to current daily root mass (see 

5 - RTR(n); also see 20 - CPK(n)). Default = 0.0. The 

threshold fraction is expressed against the root mass present 
[49J on the first mid-winter day of the annual cycle, and is then 

applied to updated root mass over the period of transfer 

so that the actual transfer control by RTK(n) above is dynamic. 

The non-transferable mid-winter mass (i.e. 1.-TPRS(n) fraction) 
remains fully protected to ensure that dynamic control is 
also a function of the marginal net root balance (gains vs 

losses) between mid-winter and the period of transfer. Control 

is thereby analogous to the floating threshold species with 
shoot: root ratios >0.0. 

10. Plant physiological time - root growth days (White 1984b) are superimposed 
on Julian time from each mid-winter to control seasonality within 

the annual cycle and to respond to differences of earliness vs 
lateness between annual cycles. It is assumed for temperate 

grasslands that soil temperature activates the physiological clock 
at the start of the growth cycle. 

ASBOT(12). Monthly average soil temperatures at the lowest 
point in the temperature profile over 12 months from mid-winter 
(OC). Points in the temperature profile are fixed at 15 cm 
intervals from the surface (0 cm) and the lowest simulated 
poi nt must 1 i e in the range 30-225 cm (see 23 - ASTEr~( 15)) . 
The model interpolates the current daily temperature at 

[29] the lo,\~est point and then solves a Fourier heat equation 

[34J across the gradient from the computed daily surface temperature 
(see 22). 
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ASK. Lower temperature limit at which carbon translocation 
to and from roots becomes zero (OC). On each day of the 

annual cycle when temperatures at the soil surface and in 
any lower root layers exceed this' threshold (see White 1984b, 
Fig 1B, eq. 4), the progression of physiological time 
increments bi one root growth day (i.e. RGD = RGD + 1., range 
0.~RGD~365.). Plant phenology variables are indexed against 
this time unit by matching the simulated RGD progression 
for a given value of ASK against known calendar phenology 
(see 12). Whereas the initialised value of ASK is not critical 
in simulations ~ one annual cycle (any single RGD progression 
can be matched against calendar dates), a discriminating 
value is more critical in longer simulations so that observed 
annual differences of earliness vs lateness are appropriately 
matched by simulation. A test-run simulation is required 
to obtain RGD progressions for a given value of ASK, using 
the output options NXG=5 or 10 (see coloured pages). 

RGDX(5). X-axis ordinates, paired with the RGDY(5) string 
below, denoting the phenological time span of root mass 
transfers to the metabolic pool in root growth days (RGD~O.). 

The first element in the string must be initialised =0. (see 
[48] example below) and is equated by the function TABLE(a,b,c,d) 

[54] to the first day of growth of plant species ~, regardless 

0.0 

of the absolute value of RGD at the time. Thus the model 
assumes that co-existing plant species share a common time 
span for upward trans10cations from roots but allows that 
species are independent in their timing of first growth (see 
12) and in the relative magnitude of their transfers (see 
9 - RTK(n)). 

o. 9. 16. 26. 36. 
0.125 0.0 -0.1 0.0 RGDX(K) 

RGDYCK) 
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RGDY(5). Y-axis ordinates, paired with RGDX(5) string above, 

denoting strategic daily transfers of mass as successive 

fractions <1,0. The first ,and last elements in the string 

must be initialised =0.0, and a minimum of 3 elements is 
required to_define a full transfer cycle where the daily 

summation of fractions for the full cycle =1.0 e.g. the area 

of the triangle defined by the first three pairs of co

ordinates above = 0.5(0.125 x 16.) = 1.0. As RGDY(5) is 

a rate variable, this simple triangle produces a sigmoid 

response over a time span of 16 root growth days from the 

start of growth, as does the second negative triangle from 

day 16 to day 36. If only three string elements have been 

used to declare an initial transfer span, the option exists 

for a second transfer 'pulse ' from roots (+ve values) or 

for ,a controlled ceiling to root replacement rates so that 

, the earlier transferred mass is not rebuilt from current 

photosynthesis in shorter than the declared span (-ve values, 

see White 1984b). The latter control will only modify 

downward translocation to roots if the ceiling limit is exceeded, 

and an output caution is printed if an area 11.0 has been 

initialised. It follows that zeroised arrays will not default 
RGDX(5) and RGDY(5) but any correct initialising can in effect 

be defaulted using RTK(n)=O.O (see 9). 

11. Physical growth restraints - canopy height, maximum mass and shading 
responses. 

[15] 

AHT. Mean canopy height per unit area (in). Two choices 

of expression are available: 

constant average ... the mean 'height through time, initialised 

as a whole number. 

varying height ... the potential maximum height thro~gh time 

expressed as a whole number (e.g. 13.0 in) or including 

.5 as a fractional decimal part (e.g. 13.5 in), and 

including in addition .099 as an index (hence 13.099 

or 13.599). The index references the arctangent function 
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ATANF(a,b,c,d,e) to determine current height as a 

function of current mass and potential maximum height 
and mass (see ACSTB below).' The combined fractional 

decimal part (i .e .. 099 or .599) is further assigned 

as the minimum stubble height when a vegetation is 
denuded, regardless of percent ground cover, but only 
at low AHT values and extremely low ACSTB values can 

this control override the height control of ATANF(a,b,c,d,e). 

ACSTB. Potential maximum vegetation mass of live shoots + 

standin~ dead (g dry weight/m 2
). A simulation will be 

aborted if the initialised value is exceeded, provided 

also that the total 'standing crop mass (i.e. further 
[32J including crowns + stems + flowerheads) >900 g dry weight/m 2

• 

The avoidance of aborting by use of excessive nominal values 

is not recommended if varying height is declared by AHT (see 

above) as the function ATANF(a,b,c,d,e) assumes that a grass
land vegetation reaches maximum height at mass ACSTB x 0.8. 
Low values of ACSTB are effectively default values against 

aborting, but note that extremely low values can be used 
to vary stubble height control in denuded grassland (see 
AHT above). 

ADSH. Minimum carbon mass of total standing dead to reduce 
vegetation photosynthesis through casting shade; and, in a 
single plant grouping n within a vegetation, the minimum 
mass of standing dead ~ live shoots to reduce photo
synthesis by critical self-shading; and, in plant grouping 
n in late season, the mass of standing dead + live shoots 
below which the aging coefficient of 1st-year shoots 
(see 16 - YPAF) is incremented (g/m 2

). The collective 

functions of ADSH and the alternative response curves are 

discussed in detail by White (1984b, refer Fig.3), and it 

is assumed that when vegetation standing dead limits photo
synthesis (i.e. first definition), critical self-shading 

by individual species (i.e. second definition) does not occur. 



Critical self-shading is also assumed not to limit group 

1 species with foliage longevity >1 year, and the inter

relationships between a vegetation and the nth species member 

(compare definitions) are assumed to hold across a spectrum 

of single-species to multispecies swards. Model testing 

has shown that the selective species responses within this 

canopy-based formulation are realistic, and the initialised 

value of ADSH is best tuned iteratively by checking 

differential species responses against their observed or 

expected performances. Note from the definitions that none 

of the responses apply unless conditions are limiting in 

one or more ways. 

ASOLK(9). Minimum interception of short-wave solar radiation 

for plant grouping n to achieve positive net photosynthesis 

(ly/min). 

SCS(9)*. Fraction <1.0 of short-wave radiation at the top 

of the canopy that reaches plant grouping n. Default = 1.0. 

The fraction is assumed to be a function of vegetation 

structure, weighted for the placement of shoots in relation 

to other plants and to sub-critical self-shading i.e. any 

shading effects not accounted for by ADSH above (definition 

2). In the second half of the annual cycle, all fractions 

[40J <l.decrease over time as a function of site latitude (i.e. 

shade increases - see White 1984b); but independently of 
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time, linear interpolation also reduces shade if canopy height 

[41J falls below 3 in, until no shade persists at heights <1.5 in. 

12. New tissue phenologies - phenologies of first-year shoots and 

reproductive tissues (Iflowerheads l
) are defined in root growth 

days, i.e. RGD units, by translating simulated physiological 

time against observed calendar time. Tentative values must 

first be initialised until a test-run simulation obtains an 

RGD progression (see 10 - ASK) and the simple task of re-initial

ising may again be necessary if the value of ASK is subsequently 

altered. Note also that the calendar timing of the first 
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recognisable growth in the field is almost certainly a delayed 
observation of true growth inception as simulated in the model. 
First-year shoot mass is initiated with an upward translocation 

[43] from roots = 0.001 x mass (roots ~ metabolic pool), and flower
.[6] head mass as a function of metabolic pool reserves + current 

photosynthesis (see 9 - FICK(n)). 

YDOG(9). Root growth day >0. of growth inception in first
year shoots of plant grouping n. If the initialised value 
inconsistently matches known differences in earliness vs 
lateness between annual cycles, the discrepancies are 
resolved by coordinating adjustments with the tuning of ASK 
(see 10). An example of initialised values is shown for 
eight plant groupings: 

240. 
30. 

225. 
15. 

260. 
20. 

270. 
20. 

11 C • 
15. 

270. 
30. 

190. 
35. 

250. 
21. 

O.YDFG(l) 
C.YDOG(l) 

YDFG(9). Root growth day <365. of final growth in first-
year shoots of plant grouping n. The initialised value infers 
a maximum span of growth following YDOG(n) (e.g. 240-30=210 
root growth days for species 1 in the above example) but 
this may be variously shortened in different annual cycles 
if limiting factors (e.g. temperature) terminate growth 
earlier. 

FDOG(9). Root growth day of gro~th inception in flowerheads 
of plant grouping n (RGD > .YDOG(n)). Differences in earliness 
vs lateness between annual cycles are assumed to be correlated 
with like differences in YDOG(n) above. e.g. an early or 
delayed onset to spring growth will carryover into the 
timing of flowering. Valid initialisation does not guarantee 
flowering in every annual cycle, as the tuning of FICK(n) 
controls the frequency and extent, and may also be used to 
default flowering (see 9). 



FDFG(9). Root growth day of final growth in flowerheads 

of plant grouping n (RGD < YDFG(n)). 
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13. Live herbage turnover - above-ground turnover rates for different 
tissues are set by nominal mortality rates that exclude con

sumption and consumer damage, but which are augmented by simulated 

stress mortality of excess tissues when plant balance thresholds 
become limiting. All nominal mortality rates are formulated 
with a choice of expressions, and except for differences of 

detail; initialisation follows the pattern described in full for 
root turnover (see 5 - RTR(n)). If rates are unknown, tentative 
values can be initialised and the rates later solved by difference 
between plant balance and imbalance (see White 1984a). 

YTR(9). First-year shoot nominal mortality rates for plant 
grouping n, expressed as a daily fraction «1.0) of tissue 
mass. The unit of time is root growth days and two choices 

of expression are available: 

constant rate a fixed daily rate applied to the tissue 
mass present on the final day of growth YDFG(n) (see 
12) and used only for group 3 species with annual 

foliage senescing by winter. No mortality can be 

[4] introduced prior to YDFG(n) and the rate must be set 
so that all shoots die by mid-winter at the latest. 
This criterion also applies when selecting the option 
of 'dummy' overwintering foliage (see 8, special case) 

because the protection of 0.5 percent of foliage is 
controlled by the program. 

(mass) varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by 

a set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by 

[3] an index >1.0 (see 4), and applied to current shoot 
mass beginning at a nominated RGD time in the growth span 

YDOG(n) - YDFG(n)+l., and extending up to mid-wi~ter 

without any constraints' (i.e. overwintering survival 

of shoots is permissible to any degree) except for 
species with annual foliage senescence. When RGD> 

YDFG(n), these latter species switch from current-
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mass to fixed-mass computations so that the declared 

X-V coordinates apply thereafter to the mass on the 

final day of growth and all must die by mid-winter, 

i.e. as for the constant rate option above. This is 
achieved by declaring the X-V coordin~tes so that regardless 

of initialised mortality rates up to the day of final 

growth, the X-V area enclosed to the right of YDFG(n) 
equals 1.0. This measure of cumulative daily rates 
ensures that all.mass is removed by mid-winter at the 

latest, and as above, the same criterion applies to 

the simulation option of 'dummy' overwintering foliage 
(see 8, special case). 

CTR(9). Crown.+ stem nominal mortality rates for plant 

grouping n, expressed as a.daily fraction «1.0) of tissue 

mass. Because perennial crowns (if not stems) persist 
through a full annual cycle, the unit of time is Julian 

(1-365 days) rather than root growth days as in YTR(n) above 

and FTR(n) below. Three choices of expression are available, 

[5J and note that all apply to current mass (excepting any 
reserved fraction allocated to flowering): 

mass constant rate ... a fixed daily rate throughout the 
annual cycle. 

mass varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by a 
set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an 

index >1.0 (see 4). There are no constraints but it 
should be noted that from the start of an annual cycle 
until the growth inception of first-year shoots (see 
12 - YDOG(n)), excess metabolic pool mass if it occurs 
initiates unseasonal shoot growth (see Program Limitations). 
Plant imbalance of this kind implies non-parity between 
parameters, and among the corrective options printed 
in cautionary output messages, it may be appropriate 

to increase CTR(n) before true growth inception, and/or 

late in the annual cycle if imbalance is typically carried 
forward over successive mid-winters. The dynamics of 

crown + stem balance are obtained using the output options 
NXG=l or 10, and 13 (see coloured pages). 
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synchronised varying rate ... a varying daily rate from the 

day of final shoot growth until mid-winter, and referenced 

by the index 1.0. The index may be used only for group 

3 species simulated with 'dummy' overwintering foliage 

(see 5 - RTR(n)) and it synchronises crown + stem 
mortality with first-year shoot mortality, at the same 

rates as declared by X-V coordinates for YTR(n) above. 

No crown + stem mortality can occur prior to the day 
of final shoot growth. 

FBC(9)*. Fraction <1.0 Of flowerhead mass reserved for 

translocation back to the metabolic pool in plant grouping 
n. Default =0.0. The return of I stored I labile carbon 

from senescing flowerheads to the pool is assumed to occur 

late in the annual cycle (White 1984b) and thereby to be 

non-critical in its timing. The return flow is therefore 

[9J simplified to a delayed event in mid-winter, before 

metabolic pool size is assessed for flowering initiation 

in the new annual cycle (see 9 - FICK(n)). The total returned 

mass is the reserved fraction of mass on the day of final 

flowerhead growth (see 12 - FDFG(n))plus any additional 

mass that has not died by mid-winter (see FTR(n) below). 

FTR(9)*. Flowerhead nominal mortality rates for plant 

grouping n, expressed as a daily fraction «1.0) of tissue 
mass. Default = 0.0, provided also FICK(n) = 1.0. The unit 

of time is root growth days and the two choices of expression 

are essentially identical to YTR(n) above: 

constant rate ... a fixed daily rate applied to the tissue 
mass present on the final day of growth FDFG(n) (see 

12), where no mortality can be introduced prior to 

FDFG(n). The rate is normally set so that all flowerheads 

die by mid-winter at the latest, for the program adjusts 

the rates if a reserved mass has been declared and 

transfers all surviving mass to the metabolic pool in 

mid-winter (see FBC(n) above). 
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(mass) varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by 

a set of X-V strategic coordinates by an index >1.0 

(see 4), and applied to current flowerhead mass 

beginning at a nominated RGD time in the growth span 

FDOG(n) - FDFG(n)+I., but switching to fixed-mass 

computations when RGD > FDFG(n) so that death removes 

all mass rather than becoming asymptotic. Hence the 

X-V coordinates are normally declared so that regardless 

of initialised mortality rates up to the day of final 

growth, the area enclosed to the right of FDFG(n) 

equals 1.0. A lesser area will retain surviving mass 

in addition to any reserved mass (see FBC(n) above), 

while a greater area will hasten senescence and thereby 

violate the declared X-axis time scale. 

PTI(9). Index denoting whether the turnover rate of prime 

shoots exceeds or does not exceed 365 days (1. and O. 

respectively; also set =0. for group 3 species with 

annually senescing foliage). When PTI(n)=I., the age 

cohort of prime shoots is identified as two sub-cohorts to 

distinguish those shoots surviving into the second annual 

cycle from those surviving into the third. Aging and stress 
can be applied differentiaTly to these masses (see PTR(n) 

and PBW(n) below). 

PTR(9). Prime shoot aging rates for plant grouping n, 

expressed as a daily fraction (~I.O) of tissue mass. Because 

first-year shoots that survive to mid-winter are reclassified 

at that time to the prime shoot age cohort, the unit of time 

is Julian (1-365 days) so that aging may continue independ
ently of physiological time from mid-winter. As prime 

shoots are an intermediate age cohort, they age rather than, 

suffer direct mortality but plant imbalance and stress can 

lead to rapid aging and be promptly followed by old shoot 

[1] mortality (see PBW(n) below). When PTI(n)=I.O (see above), 

aging is furthermore limited to those prime shoots that 

have survived into the third annual cycle, unless stress 
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intervenes to extend aging also to the younger cohort. 

Three choices of expression are available,and note that all 

[37J apply to the fixed mass present on the second mid-winter 

day of the annual cycle: 

constant rate ... a fixed daily rate <1.0. 
varying rate ... a varying daily rate <1.0 declared by a 

set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an 

index >1.0 (see 4). 

instant rate ... an absolute daily rate =1.0, used for 

annual~foliaged species simulated with 'dummy' over

wintering foliage (see 8 - special case) so that total 

mass is transferred to old shoots on the second day 

of the annual cycle. Hence, a merely token presence 

of 'dummy' mass for one day is sufficient to provide 

annual-foliaged plants with the stabilising control 

of shoot: root ratios (see also OTR{n) below). 

OTR(9). Old shoot nominal mortality rates for plant grouping 

n, expressed as a daily fraction (~1.0) of tissue mass. 

The unit of time is Julian (1-365 days) and the three choices 

of expression are identical to PTR{n) above. When OTR(n)=1.0, 

all 'dummy' overwintering foliage dies by the third day of 

the annual cycle, leaving the annual-foliaged species with 

zero shoot mass until new first-year shoot growth is initiated. 

PBW(9}*. Stress index ~O.O for premature aging of prime 
shoots in plant grouping n. Default = 1.0. When plant 
balance thresholds become limiting and shoot mass is in excess, 

age cohorts of shoots may contribute differentially to the 

death of excess mass. When PBW{n)=1.0 and YBW(n)=1.0 (see 

below), the mortalities of first-year and prime + old shoots 

are applied in proportion to their current masses, ~xcept 

that prime shoot excesses are prematurely aged to become 

old shoots, and the old shoots then incur mortality for 

[47J themselves plus prime shoots. Lesser or greater proportions 
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of prime shoot mass may be aged by varying the index down

wards or upwards from unity, according to the typical 

[2J response of the nth species to stress. Old shoot mortality 

always compensates for differential responses by prime and 
first-year shoots to fully remove the balance of excess mass. 

YBW(9)*. Stress index ~O.O for premature mortality of first
year shoots in plant grouping n. Default = 1.0. As for 
PBW(n) above, a lesser or greater stress mortality than 

proportional mass may be initialised by varying the index 

downwards or upwards from unity, and the balance is met by 

old shoot death. 

14. Dead herbage turnover - the turnover -of above-ground dead tissues 

is expressed by rates that exclude consumption and consumer 

damage (i.e. proportional loss) while feeding on standing dead. 
All rates apply to current mass. 

DT.R(3). Standing dead nominal turnover rates for plant 
grouping n (1~n~9) expressed as a daily fraction <1.0 
of tissue mass. When 3~n~9, the third element in the string 
is a shared mean value (see 3 - X-state variables, key species). 

Two choices of expression are available: 

mass constant rate ... a fixed daily rate. 
mass varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by a 

set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an 

index >1.0 (see 4), where the unit of time is Julian 
( 1-365 days) . 

HDK(6)*. Standi ng de·ad knockdown index of consumer group 

m (1~m~6), expressed as a factor ~1.0 to increment the 
nominal turnover rates of plant grouping n (1~n~2). 
Default = 1.0. An index value >1.0 is a multiplier of the 

turnover rate DTR(n) above, and is a maximum factor because 

simultaneous grazing by multiple consumer groups interactively 
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reduces the initialised knockdown by each. The modified 

rate of litterfa]l due to the mth consumer is proportional 

[65J to its own consumption X index value relative to the collective 

consumption for all currently feeding consumers with HDK(m»1.0. 
Such proportionality can also be Extended to consumers that 
do not directly influence knockdown by initialising a negligible 

increase >1.0 e.g. HDK(m)=1.001. In this way, multi species 

shifts of consumer densities, life-stage progressions and 
consequent grazing pressures throughout the annual cycle 
have their interactive effects on those consumers with 

HDK(m»1.0. In addition, non-consumers (e.g. scavengers; 
see 26 - NSTI(6,8)) can also be simulated as agents of litter-
fall, initialised >1.0. The first two growth stages of 

[66J such agents are excluded from the knockdown process in order 

that a species can be represented to overwinter elsewhere 

(e.g. migrant,species) or to otherwise cease contributing 
during a specified period in the annual cycle. In all 
applications, the significance of accelerated litterfall 

15. Leaf area 

is the lessened shading of photosynthetic tissue when 

standing dead mass is limiting (see 11 - ADSH first 
definition). 

DTRA. Above-ground litter turnover rate, expressed as a 

daily fraction <1.0. Two choices of expression are available: 

mass constant rate ... a fixed daily rate, as for below
ground litter (see 5 - DTRB). 

mass varying rate ... a varying daily rate, as for DTR(n) 
above. 

SWAF(9). Leaf area: leaf weight for plant grouping n 
(m 2 /g). If the photosynthetic mass designated as 'shoots' 

[45J is not wholly leaf tissue, a weighted value will accommodate 
the effects of morphological variations on the photosynthetic 

surface area. Note that carbon remains the unit of mass 

(see 3 - ACBIO converts to dry weight). 
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AWTFA(9)*. Leaf area index weighting factor ~1.0 for plant 

grouping n. Default =1.0. The morphology of shoots can 

influence transpiration and rainfall interception via the 
[23J computed leaf area indices of respectively live and live + 

[13J standing dead shoots. Values are expressed per unit species 

mass, relative to the species grouping(s) with the maximum 

weighting factor (=1.0). Note that species morphologies 
here control only the collective leaf area index for the 

whole vegetation whereas SWAF(n) above controls photo

synthesis within species individually. 

ACONV. Factor relating unit shoot mass to unit leaf area 
index (g/m 2 when leaf area index = 1.0). The factor is 

based on the collective weighted shoot mass of all plant 

groupings (see AWTFA(n) above) and computes current leaf 

[14J indices from current mass. 

APCON. Factor >0.0 converting leaf area index of live + 

[16J standing dead shoot mass to fractional ground cover. As 

computations of ground cover >1.0 are re-set =1.0, the 

factor has greater significance in the lower range of leaf 

area indices. 

16. Photosynthetic rates - the model simulates net photosynthesis for 

each plant grouping within an aggregate canopy. It is important, 

therefore, that physiological rates be initialised for the 

population of tissues that comprise the crop rather than for a 

selected tissue sample taken in isolation. 

SPH(9). Light-saturated maximum potential rate of net 

photosynthesis per unit leaf area for plant grouping n 

[45J (mg C02/dm2/h). The model does not distinguish pre- and 
post-flowering maxima as in the source model of'Detling 
et al. (1978, Fig. 1a) but incorporates aging and 

rejuvenation factors (below). 

OPAF. Old shoot light-saturated net photosynthesis rates 

[45J as a fraction <1.0 of the light-saturated maximum potential 

rate. The fraction is weighted across all plant groupings 
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(but is applied individually) and refers to the oldest age 

cohort of foliage that survives beyond the first annual cycle 

of growth. 

PPM. Pr.ime shoot light-saturated net photosynthesis rate 
as a fraction <1.0 of the light-saturated maximum potential 

rate. The fraction is weighted across all plant groupings 

(but is applied individually) and refers to the intermediate 
age cQhort of foliage surviving from the start of the ~econd 
annual cycle. 

YPAF. Index to the net photsynthesis rates over the aging 
sequences of first year shoots, initialised as a positive 
o~ negative fraction <1.0. The model assumes that the crop 

of first year shoots in each individual plant grouping 

achieves a maximum potential rate throughout the first half 

of the growth span and that this rate then decreases linearly 

until the growth span is completed (White 1984b, Fig. 3A). 
The index is initialised so that the nominated fraction on 

the final day of growth =(PPAF + YPAF)/2. e.g. where 
PPAF = 0.12 and the nominated final fraction = 0.05, 
YPAF = -0.02. As is also shown in the figure, the linear 

decline may be temporarily replaced by rejuvenating growth 

rates in plant grouping n if shoot mass falls below a 
limiting value (see 11 - ADSH third definition). It is 
assumed that a mass <ADSH in the second half of the annual 

growth span implies losses through grazing; and that young 
replacement shoots will be produced with corresponding age 
coefficients. It should further be noted that the nominated 
final fraction (e.g. 0.05 above) may itself be a function 

of grazing pressure, so that apart from the selective 

rejuvenation just described, the baseline of linear d~cline 
may represent a non-selective rejuvenation rate for all plant 

groupings. Unknown values of the index are best solved 
iteratively by referring to the simulated productivity and 

niass in late season, using the output options NXG=5, 10 or 
11 (see coloured pages). It is advisable to solve for low 
grazing pressures before solving for high grazing pressures. 
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17. Photosynthesis constraints 

ASKIK(9)*. Depth of snow at which net photosynthesis in 

plant grouping n is decreased by 50 percent (cm). Default = 
any depth exceeding all weather records. The depth is 
measured from ground surface rather than being the snow 
burden over the canopy and so differentiates between different 

plant groupings. The definition of 50 percent reduction 
is arbitrary, and any level may be nominated to suit a weighted 

[42J threshold, reducing in a single step from full to zero 
photosynthesis. See also 19 - YRDK(n). 

AZPHP. Soil water potential at which net photosynthesis 

in plant grouping n becomes zero (bars). It is assumed that 
[44J net photosynthesis declines linearly with a decrease in the 

soil water potential, simulated with a weighting for the 

[27J functional distribution of live roots down the profile (see 
7 - AWATR(i); White 1984b). Note that the initialised 
value should reflect patchiness of soils and root systems 

rather than being the physiological limit. 

SPLT(9). Low temperature limit for net photsynthesis in 
plant grouping n (Oe). Because leaf surface temperatures 

vary with their positioning in the crop and also differ from 
ambient air temperatures, a simulation dependent on air 
records for driving weather variables should be initialised 
with the limiting air temperature for the nth crop. This 
may not match the physiological limit of the tissue and if 
physiological data are used, a recalibration may be necessary. 
If recalibrated data are unavailable, a te~tative value should 
be assigned and then tuned against simulated productivity 

using one of the output options NXG=2, 5 or 9-11 (see coloured 
pages). 
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SPOT(9). Optimum temperature for net photosynthesis in plant 
groUping n when soil water is non-limiting (OC). The 
,Hitialised value applies to the crop rather than the tissue, 

as for SPLT(n) above, and the responses to calibrating 
physiological data are more pronounced than for SPLT(n). 
i ' .......... ',... ... 
The model allows the optimum temperature to be reduced by 
water stress (see 18 - ASWK2). 

SPUT(9). Upper temperature limit for net photosynthesis 
in plant grouping n when soil water is non-limiting (OC). 
Operational details as for SPOT(n) above (see also 18 - ASWK1). 

18. Limiting photosynthesis control - the control of photosynthesis 
responses to irradiance and water stress is adapted from 
Detling et al. (1978), and allows the user to simulate a wide 

range of plant responses. 

SPK. Factor >0.0 controlling the rate at which the maximum 
[45J potential rate of net photosynthesis approaches its light

saturated value (m 2 /10 3 /W).The light-saturated value (see 
16 - SPM(n)) does not distinguish between pre- and post
flowering maxima but distinguishes the nth plant grouping, 
whereas SPK assumes ecological similarity for all species 
in a unit area of grassland. 

ASWkl~. Rate of reduction of the upper temperature limit 
fbr net photosynthesis due to soil water stress (OC/bar). 

D~fault = 0.0 The upper temperature limit (see 17 - SPUT(n)) 
is initialised for the individual nth plant grouping but 
a common rate of stress reduction is applied to all groupings, 
in the manner illustrated by Detling et al •• 1978, Fig. lb. 
S'e'e a 1 so Whi te 1984a, Fi g. 4D. 

ABWX2*. Rate of reduction of the optimum temperature for 
n~t photosynthesis due to soil water stress (OC/bar). 

Default = 0.0. The control of optimum temperature (see 
17 - SPOT(n)) is analogous to ASWK1 above. 
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ASHK3. Exponent >1.0 controlling the nonsymmetrical 
[44] curvature of the net photosynthesis response to temperature. 

Increasing values decrease photosynthesis responses by 

lowering the inflection points to either side of the optimum 

temperature SPOT(n) (see 17), so that the curve is more 
peaked while retaining its height unchanged (controlled by 

soil water stress). The exponent is the primary variable 

represented by the single exponent expression k2 of 

Detling et al.,(1978), and may further be incremented by 

ASWK4 below. 

ASWK4~. Rate of moderating the nonsymmetrical response to 
[44] temperature as a function of soil water stress (OC/bar). 

Default = 0.0. Increasing this increment of the exponent 
ASWK3 (above) lowers the inflection points to either side 

of the optimum temperature at an increasing rate with 

decreasing curve height, where height is itself a function 
of soil water stress (see White 1984b). 

19. Respiration rates - rates are assumed to be adequately represented 
for temperate grasslands by linear functions of temperature alone, 
as only night temperatures and soil temperatures are relevant 

and the time step is 24h. The duration of the night is simulated 
[39] and an approximated mean temperature is computed. The soil 

temperature is a weighted value for active root layers. 

YRDK(9}. Rate of dark respiration per unit mass in first-year 
shoots of plant grouping n (mg CO 2/g dry weight/h/oC). Nil 
respiration is assumed at DoC, and if snow depth zeroises 
net photosynthesis, dark respiration reduces to the minimum 
rate at IOC (see 17 - ASKIK(n)). 

PRDK(9). Rate of dark respiration per unit mass in prime 
shoots of plant grouping n (mg C02/g dry weight/h/oC). 

Assumptions as for YRDK(n) above. 
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ORDK(9). Rate of dark respiration per unit mass in old 
shoots of plant grouping n (mg CO 2/g dry weight/hiDe). 

Assumptions as for YRDK(n) ~bove. 

CRK(9). Daily mean rate of respiration per unit mass in 

crowns + stems of plant grouping n (mg CO~/g dry weight/24h/DC). 
Nil respiration is assumed at the base tempe~ature of root 
activity (see 10 - ASK), and soil temperatures are assumed 

more relevant to ground-level and sub-surface crown tissue 

than are aerial temperatures. 

RRK(9). Daily mean rate of respiration per unit mass in 

roots of plant grouping n (mg CO 2/g dry weight/24h/DC). 

Nil respiratio~ is assumed at the base temperature of root 
activity (see 10 - ASK). 

20. Photosynthate allocation - the allocation priorities for plant growth 

are summarised by White (1984b, Fig. 2), and in addition to the 
user's direct control in allocating carbon reserves (see 
9 - translocation thresholds), user variables also nominate three 

partitioning levels for current photosynthate production. 
Hence a wide range of plant responses can be simulated. 

YPPK(9). Maximum fraction <1.0 of daily photosynthate 

production by first-year shoots that is directly retained 

without translocation to the metabolic pool of plant grouping 
n. The retention applies only when there is a positive 
photosynthate balance after first allocating carbon to dark 

[51J respiration (see 19 - YRDK(n)), and declines linearly from 

mid-way through the growth span to reach zero in the final 
day of growth (see priority 1 of White 1984b, Fig. 2). As 

this progression in first-year shoots is normally matched 
by simultaneously decreasing photosynthetic rates (see 

16 - YPAF), an increasing rate of translocation during late 
growth is applied to a decreasing (but varying) photosynthate 

mass. Conversely in early season, higher retention of photo

synthate (at the initialised level) enhances the rate of 
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accumulating first-year shoot mass. This guaranteed growth
base is then augmented daily from the metabolic pool as a 
function of its daily increment and of its allocation 

priorities, and also of plant phenology and tissue balance. 

The inter-linking of controls is clearly illustrated by 
Fig. 10 of White 1984b, showing that the user's basic control 
over the pattern by which an individual species partitions 

its mass between tissues is further subject to self-stabilising 

dynamics between the tissues. 

FDK(9)*. Minimum fraction <1.0 of daily photosynthate available 

for flowering in plant grouping n. Default = 0.0. Only 

when sufficient carbon reserves have been carried forward 
in crowns + stems from the previous year can flowering be 

[53J initiated in the plant grouping (see 9 - FICK(n)), and 

[7J current photosynthate may then increment the daily allocations 

of reserves. As illustrated for YPPK(n) above, the user 

can exercise basic control over the pattern of photosynthate 
partitioning to match a species' growth strategies (i.e. 

as here controlled by the initialised values of FDK(n) and 

FICK(n) in combination), but the primary pattern is always 
subject to self-stabilising dynamics via the metabolic pool. 

CPK(9)*. Index ~O.O denoting the metabolic pool allocation 
to growth in prime shoots relative to its allocation to first 

year shoots in plant grouping n; alternatively, when 
[52J TPRS(n) = -1.0 (see 9), the index allocates overwintering 

production to prime shoots in plant grouping n. Default 

= 0.0, where 0.0 must always be initialised for group 3 
species with annually senescing foliage. Few grassland species 
have long-lived foliage that adds to its first-year growth 

in the second annual cycle, but where applicable (e.g. 

Chionochloa species in New Zealand), the index controls thi,s 
second phase of leaf extension. The carbon allocation varies 

,as a function of the index value, and of the proportional 

mass of second-year shoots to first- plus second-year shoots, 
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and (where pr-ime shoot longevity extends to the third annual 

cycle) of the proportional mass of second-year shoots to 

second- plus third-year pri~e shoots. Hence, any over
wintering growth prior to growth inception in first-year 

shoots (see 12 - YDOG(n)) is wholly allocated to pri~e shoots, 

while throuqhout the remainder of the annual cycle, their growth 
is inversely related to mass increases of first-year shoots. 
By contrast, in species with short-lived but overwintering 

foliage (see alternative definition of CPK(n) above), prime 

shoot growth ceases with the start of first-year shoot growth. 
In these species, an index = 1.0 (cf. <1.0) returns all over
wintering photosynthate production to prime shoots and avoids 

any accumulation of mass at that time in crowns + stems. 

Prime shoot growth phenology and incrementing mass can be 
tuned by referring to one of the output options NXG=6 or 10 
(see coloured pages). 

21. Evapotranspiration - bare-soil evaporation and transpiration are 
separately controlled because water loss from bare soil decreases 
rapidly as the topsoil dries while transpiration water loss derives 

from all depths occupied by roots. The following variables are 

used to tune the simulated soil water regime against the observed. 

APRR. Index >0.0 and <1.0 to partition evaporative water 

loss between bare-soil evaporation and transpiration as a 

function of the leaf area index of live shoots. Parton 

(1978, Fig. 2.4) illustrates from data the fractional 
[24] partitioning of bare soil evaporation losses between 0.995 

(leaf area index = 0) and 0.08 (leaf area index = 6), 
using an index = 0.8. Lower indices assign greater fractional 
losses to bare-soil evaporation with increasing live biomass. 
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AEV. Index ~1.0 to control potential bare-soil evaporation 
as a fraction of potential evapotranspiration. Parton (1978, 

Fig. 5a) illustrates the inverse functional relationships 

between soil water potential (-bars) and the ratio of 

potential bare-soil evaporation: potential evapotranspiration 
(0.01-1.0) over a range of potential evapotranspiration rates 

(cm/day). Higher indices increase the ratio at a given 

potential evapotranspiration rate with the increase of soil 
water stress, based on the difference between the index and 
the current soil water potential (-bars) and computed by 

the program function ABSEV(a). 

APR. Index ~1.0 to control potential transpiration water 
loss as a fraction of potential evapotranspiration. Parton 

(1978, Fig. 5b) illustrates the inverse functional relation

ships between soil water potential (-bars) and the ratio 

of potential transpiration: potential evapotranspiration 

(0.01-1.0) over a range of potential evapotranspiration 

rates (cm/day). Higher indices increase the ratio at a given 

potential evapotranspiration rate with the increase of soil 

water stress, based on the difference between the index and 
the current soil water potential (-bars) and computed by 

the program function ATREV(b). 

22. Soil temperatures - the profile of temperatures at 15 cm intervals 
is solved between the upper soil surface and the nominated lowest 

boundary (see 10 - ASBOT(k)) using a Fourier heat equation across 
the gradient (Parton, 1978). Four user variables control the 
computations. 

ATH1. Unit increase in bare ground surface temperature due 
to evapotranspiration (OC/cm water). It is assumed that 
evapotranspiration influences soil surface temperatures as ' 
an inverse function of live + dead standing crop dry weight 

[30J up to a maximum of 300 g/m2. Parton (1978, eq.2.20) assumes 

a constant of 15°C/cm water, but the variable used here can 

be initialised as a function also of site latitude, aspect 
and slope. 
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ATM2. Unit decrease in bare ground surface temperature due 

to insulation by the standing crop (OC/600 g dry weight/m2). 

It is assumed that standing crop influences soil surface 

temperatures as a function of live + dead standing crop 

[31] dry weight in excess of 300 g/m2, i.e. ATM2 and ATMI are 
complementary. Parton (1978, eq.2.20) assumes a constant 
of -4°C/600 g/m2. 

ADEN. Bulk density of the soil (g/cm 3
). Parton (1978, 

[33] eq.2.21) defines the finite-difference solution of the heat 

equation for the ith point in the soil profile. 

ACOND. Soi 1 therma 1 conducti v·i ty at soi 1 water contents 
equal to or less than wilting point (cal/cm/sec/oC). Wilting 

point is assumed to be -15 bars, and Parton (1978, eq.2.22) 

assigns a conductivity constant of 0.00070. As site-specific 

data are usually not available, it is pointed out that the 
model has very low sensitivity to this variable and that 

an approximation will normally be adequate. 

23. Abiotic state variables - values are assigned for the first mid-winter 
day of the simulation and thereafter will be updated daily. 

ASTEH(15). Daily average temperature at the ith point 
(1~i~15) in the soil profile (OC). Points are spaced at 
15 cm intervals, bounded by the soil surface at 0 cm (i=l) 

and the lowest point selected from the range 30-225 cm 
(i=3 to 15). As ASBOT(k) is separately initialised as the 
l~west point (see 10), the range 15-210 cm includes the 
lowest initialised value of ASTEM(i), i.e. i=2 to 14. Note 

that the soil temperature profile (l~i~15) is independent 

of the soil water profile (l~i~10) but that corresponding 
depths are interrelated by the program. 
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ASNOS(lO). Daily soil water content of the ith soil water 

layer (1~i~10) (cm/m 2
). Values should be initialised with 

reference to the depth (i.e. thickness) of the layer X the 

water content at field capacity, and a maximum of nine layers 
is declared (see 6 - ADEP(i), AFIL1(i), ANLYS). The first 
unused layer (i~10) is a 'sink' for ground-water recharge. 

ACLIT. Free water on above-ground litter (cm/m 2
). The maximum 

value is a function of leaf area index X the limiting water 
film thickness on the individual leaf X 2 (see 24 - A2). 

ACSC. Free water on standing crop (cm/m 2
). Comments as 

for ACLIT above. 

24. Free water and reflectivity 

A2. Maximum thickness of intercepted water film held on 
leaf surfaces, averaged for the interception characteristics 

of both upper and lower surfaces (cm). Parton (1978, eqs. 

2.1 - 2.5) defines rainfall interception by the standing 
[17] crop as a function of rainfall, canopy height and ground 

cover, and interception by above-ground litter as a function 
[19] of rainfall and litter mass. These relationships apply until 

[18] the limiting maximum thickness is reached, and the sources 
of free water may further include residual water from the 
previous day + snowmelt + irrigation water (see White, 1984b). 

Snow and snowmelt may also directly modify rainfall interception. 

AMELT. Volumetric water content of fresh fallen snow, 
expressed as a fraction <1.0. It is assumed that subsequent 

[20] rainfall may contribute an equal additional amount (i.e. 

rain load) to lying snow, so delaying rainfall interception 
by herbage and soil until the compacting old snow melts 
(White 1984b, eqs. 1 - 3). 



APRD. Slow drainage coefficient for water in theith soil 

water layer (cm/day). Parton (1978, eq. 2.9) defines slow 

drainage asoccurrinq between successive layers when water 

[22J content is equal to or less than field capacity and greater 

than wilting point (see 6 - AFIL1(i); see 7 - AWILT(i)). 

AREF. Reflectivity of the vegetation canopy, expressed as 

a fraction <1.0. Parton (1978, eq. 2.24) defines the 
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[12J influence of reflectivity and cloud cover on net solar 

radiation, and the equation of Penman (1948) uses reflectivity 

in the determination of potential evapotranspiration rates 
(subroutine APENN). 

25. Annual water budget - all of the variables below are set =0.0 in mid

winter and are updated daily by accumulation throughout the annual 

cycle. They are protected as input variables to adapt the model 

(if ever warranted) to simulation starting later than mid-winter. 

ATRAI. Cumulative rainfall throughout the annual cycle (cm). 

ATSCP. Cumulative water interception by the standing crop 

throughout the annual cycle (cm). Water may be intercepted 

from rainfall, snowmelt and irrigation (see 24 - A2). 

ACBS. Cumulative bare soil evaporation loss throughout the 

annual cycle (cm). 

ACTR. Cumulative transpiration water loss throughout the 

annual cycle (cm). 

ATPEV. Cumulative potential water loss by evapotranspiration 
throughout the annual cycle (cm). The equation of Penman 

(1948) is used to simulate daily potential evapotranspiration 
(subroutine APENN). 

ATLIT. Cumulative water interception by above-ground litter 

throughout the annual cycle (cm). Comment as for ATSCP above. 
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26. Consumer life-stages and mass - the choice of options to lump or split 
consumer data was made in advance (see 3 - NH, NCLAS) so that 
the consequent lumping or splitting of producer data into n plant 
groupings throughout initialisation was appropriate to simulation 
objectives. The consumer life-stages are now specified in full, 
and the consumer state variables are initialised. 

NSTAG(6). Number of life-stages j in consumer grouping m 
(2~j~8). The longer the duration of the simulation across 
the annual cycle, the greater the advantage of an increased 
number of life-stages to accommodate shifts in parameter 
values over t~me (note also the caution for HME(m) - see 
30). A shift in any single parameter value defined with 
m,j elements (see 27 - 31) may justify the inclusion of an 
extra stage over all variables. Distinctions between 
suc~essive life-stages may then be expanded or retracted 
from one or more variables during tuning, without the need 
for major re-configurations of data across extended array 

sizes. See input example below (discussion p.65). 

NSTI(6,B). Index -to the functional consumer status of life
stage j in consumer grouping m, as follows: 

o = feeding stage, non-overwintering; 
1 = non-feeding stage, non-overwintering; 
2 = feeding stage, includes overwintering (i.e. up to mid

winter), where a negative value (-2) designates an adult 
stage that reproduces and then survives to overwinter; 

3 = non-feeding stage, includes overwintering. 

The example shows initialisation for five consumers (the 
sixth is unused) with a blank column denoting the eighth 
life-stage for the three consumers in row NSTI-2A: 

5 J 8 b e 7 

I 1 811 8 
o 
1 3 103 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 

3 o 0 

N~ t 
1 0 3 1 0 1 NstI-2A o 0 0 0 0 0 ONSTI-2B 



The top row specifies five consumers (NH=5 - see 3) and the 

number of their life-stages NSTAG(m), respectively 3, 8, 

... ,7. The first indices 3, 1,0 in the middle row there
fore identify consumer 1 life-stages, while the following 

repeat indices 3, 1, 0, 1 identify further life-stages that 

are recognisable a~ a second annual cycle because there are 
two overwintering stages initialised (both as 3). The 
second cycle can only be simulated by increasing NSTAG(1»3 

(i.e. top row), as for consumer 2 (NSTAG(2)=8). Note that 

in consumer 2~ a blank entry for life-stage 8 defaults 
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for the intended zero index·(compare no default in consumer 
4, NSTAG(4)=8), and that consumer 5 has only an annual cycle 

because there is only one overwintering stage (set =2) out 

of seven stages initialised. No consumer may have more than 

one reproducing life-stage per annual cycle, and in the 
special case of simulating species without any consuming 

life-stages (see 14 - HDK(m)), the only indices in use 

would be 1 and 3. Regardless of biology, for each animal 

grouping the initialised sequence must be ordered from 
youngest (j=l) to oldest, and two stages and indices must 

be allocated to all overwintering consumers as there is an 

automatic transfer of mass from life-stage j to j+l in mid
winter. The 'overwintering' stage is j and the 'non
overwintering' is j+l. The two indices mayor may not be 

identical, and more than one pair is necessary for life 
cycles or management cycles spanning more than one winter 
(see example, also White 1984c, Table II and discussion). 
A simulation always starts on day 1 ~ith the first life-stage 

of an overwintering pair (e.g. j=l in consumers 1 to 4 
above, j=4 in consumer 5) and immediately transfers mass 
to j+l. Hence the earlier stage is transitory at the outset 
of a simulation but assumes its full span up to mid-winter 

in the next life cycle or management cycle. 
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BBCF(6J*. Consumer live weight: carbon, gut empty (g/g). 
Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only) but note that liveweight 
output options are forfeited. 

BttOG(6,BJ. Initialbodyweight of the individual member of 
life-stage j in consumer grouping m (kg carbon in homoiotherms, 
g carbon in poilikotherms); alternatively, in feeding stages 
other than the youngest, when HWAVE(m,j-l)=l.O (see 27), 
an index =0.00777 sets the initial bodyweight of the member 
to the bodyweight transferred from the prior feeding stage 
j-l. White (1984c) explains the choice of simulation modes, 
using the index option to transfer an unbroken progression 
of masses and densities from one life-stage to the next, 
and the true bodyweight option to transfer density but not 
mass. Switching between modes is simple (only recipient 
HWOG(m,j) feeding stages and donor HWAVE(m,j-l) feeding 
stages are varied), but it is strongly recommended to use 
the true bodyweight option when setting up a simulation, 
at least until coarse tuning has demonstrated simulation 
stability (see 30 - HME(m)). This first option not only 
imposes a degree of constraint on consumer-plant stability, 
but may also be used to represent a consumption distribution 
between members of the jth life-stage (see White, 1984c). 
The example below shows the input configuration of 6 rows X 
8 columns, as used for most consumer variables of dimension m,j: 

4.51 4.51 4. S 1 4.45 4.59 4.~9 4.16 5.28 
4.15 4.75 4.75 4.62 4.06 4.06 4.22 4.)R 
'1.84 4.84 4.S4 4.62 4.59 4.59 4.76 5.28 
4.81 4.81 4. e 1 4.53 4.92 4.92 5. 1 5.21:1 
0.00003 0.00003 C.005 0.07 0.1 0.17 0.17 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

In the first four lines, homoiotherm units are kg carbon 
(but program computations are converted to g) and in the 
fifth line, poikilotherm units are g carbon. The variable. 
HBCF(m) (see above) is used to determine initial values. 

HwUG-2A 
HWOC-2H 
HWOC-2C 
H.WC-2D 
HWOC-2E 
HWOG-2f 

The progression of values between life-stages is illustrated 
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with an example by White (1984c, Table II and discussion). 

As shown here, true non-feeding stages (consumer 5 eggs, 

pupae and moths) and dummy ,'non-feeding ' stages (absent sheep, 

consumers 1-4) are represented by initial weights that match 
the subsequent feeding stage e.g. 4.51 in row 1 initialises 
stages 1 and 2 against stage 3, but only stage 3 can gain 

or lose weight. Its final weight is then adjusted on transfer, 
and the new weight depends on the recipient life-stage. 

A simulation cycle for consumer 1 covers only 3 life-stages 
(NSTAG(1)=3) and the recipient stage is therefore again stage 

1 which commences the annual cycle to the next mid-winter 

as a 4.51 kg 'non-feeding ' dummy consumer. In contrast, 

a simulation cycle for consumer 2 is 8 life-stages over two 
annual cycles, and the recipient stage is therefore stage 

4 which completes the first annual cycle to the next mid-winter 

[58J as a 4.62 kg 'non-feeding ' dummy consumer. At mid-winter, 
this weight is automatically re-set to 4.06 kg and the 

initialised progression of weights for stages 5 - 8 controls 

the second annual cycle at the same time as the progression 

of consumer 1 weights is controlled by the repeating first 
annual cycle. When simulation reaches a third annual cycle, 

both consumers again progress together through life-stages 
1 - 3. Meantime, consumer 5 passes through one reproductive 
and fully resident generation of seven life stages with each 
annual cycle. Warning: the overwintering stage 4 weights 

for consumers 1 - 4 should all match their respective feeding 

stage weights (stage 6) when a second annual cycle is being 
simulated to avoid unintentional changes in consumer density. 
Cf. here stage 4 was 'used ' merely as a reminder of observed 

field data for the final weight of stage 3 in a simulation 

not exceeding one annual cycle, and a good simulation of 
stage 3 growth would finish close to this target value. 
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HB(6,8). Mass of life-stage j in consumer grouping m (g/m 2
). 

Note again that the mass is carbon, and that it is assigned 
to the overwintering life-stage only (see NSTI(m,j)). All 

other life-stages are initialised' = 0.0, and are updated 

daily by the program with the progression of mass transfers. 
Additive density and mass may also be introduced in the 
course of a simulation (see 31 - HMORT(m,j)). 

HMW(6,8). Meanbodyweight of the individual member of life
stage j in consumer grouping m (kg carbon in homoiotherms, 
g carbon in poikilotherms). As a daily updated state 
variable, the initialised value is assigned to the overwintering 

life-stage only and all others are initialised = 0.0 (as 

HB(m,j) above). In the case of dummy overwintering life
stages, the initialised value will be identical to HWOG(m,j) 

above, but the same will not be true for consumers that feed 

before and/or during overwintering if their original mass 

has changed by mid-winter. 

27. Life-stage progressions - accumulated or absolute time can control 

the timing of mass transfers from life-stage j to j+l but 
accumulated time alone controls the duration from the first to 
the final increment of the completed transfer. It is fractional 
population mass and density that is transferred rather than 
individuals, although for the convenience of referring above 
to bodyweight progressions (e.g. HWOG(m,j)), the latter unit of 
transfer has been cited and holds true when the population is 
large. 

HTTL(6). Lower temperature threshold for feeding activity 
in consumer grouping m (OC). As the model uses canopy air 

temperatures for diurnal consumers, air temperatures at 2 m 

[56J above ground for nocturnal consumers, and weighted soil 

temperatures for soil dwelling consumers, data may need 
calibration in cases where a consumer responds to an 

alternative zone of the temperate profile. The threshold 

not only determines potential feeding duration (see 29 -
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HTH (m)) but is also the consumer's base temperature for 
[57] measuring individualjsed physiological time as accumulated 

degree days (°0). This unit of time is superimposed on Julian 
time and may be used in life-stage progressions. 

HT.RAN(6,B). Starting time of population transfer from life
stage j to j+1 in consumer grouping m (°0 or root growth 
days or Julian time). Above- and below-ground consumers 
respectively use °0 and root growth days RGD (see 10 - ASK) 
as the unit of physiological time, but each can alternatively 
use Julian time and mixed mode is acceptable, as illustrated: 

o. 100145. 1001SJ. 6000. 1005·h). 100563. 100636. 100650. H1IiAN-2A u. lU0170. 100179. £loon. lC048~. 100191. 1~05C4. 100S2J. IlTP~N-2~ o. lOO2C7. 100213. 60eo. lCC~40. 10ll~6J. 1001:,)6. 1/)'Jf-50. IiTFAN-2C u. lOQUO. 100268. 60CO. lOOSBtl. 10u611. 1 OG6H. 100ose. HIPAt.-2C 165. 370. 1100. 2uOu. 50. 11 s. 150. o. IllflAtJ-2E o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. H1PAlJ-2f 

Consumer 5 units are °0 for all seven life-stages, while 
consumers 1 - 4 use °0 units for life-stages j=1 and 4 (0. 
and 6000. respectively) and Julian time units for other life
stages. The latter uni~s are expressed in a field width 
of four digits as Julian time from the start of the simulation 
(e.g. 0145. days for life-stage 2 of consumer 1) and are 
prefixed by the digits 10 or 5 as indices denoting respectively 
whether the initialised time varies between annual cycles 
or recurs every annual cycle. In the .example the initialised 
duration of management cycles equals two annual cycles (i.e. 
some Julian units exceed 0365. days) and the index 10 constrains 
the repetition of each annual cycle to alternate years (i.e. 
the first annual cycle of dates will repeat only in years 
3,5, etc., and the second annual cycle in years 4,6, etc.). 
As the overwintering life-stage j is automatically transferred 
to j+1 in midwinter (see 26 - NSTI(6,8)}, a dummy j transfer. 
time is initialised in excess of actual transfer time e.g. 
~0366. days !or Julian time, 6000. for physiological time 
(but 0°0 is also appropriate if j=1, as in the example). 
Note that if the feeding threshold temperature HTTL(m} above 
is re~initialised, physiological times of transfer will also 
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need adjustment if the original calendar timing is to be 

retained, and an accumulated degree day mapping option can 
assist matching (see 32 - HMAP). Note also that there is 
no consumption by the transferring fraction of the population 
on the day of transfer, and that the start of reproduction 

transfers in homoiotherms should be initialised as the start 
of population weaning rather than of natality (see 31 - HPK(m), 
HMOM(m,j)). 

BWAVE(6,B). Wavelength of the probability curve transfer 
of life-stage j to j+1 in consumer grouping m (°0 or root 
growth degrees). A sine-wave distribution is assumed, but 
the wavelength reduces daily throughout the transfer because 

probabilities act on current mass as a decreasing fraction 
of the original j population (see White 1984c). In the case 
of reproduction and completed management cycles, the transfer 

from the donor jth life-stage is to the youngest life-stage 
j=l. The transfer span may vary from a single day (e.g. 
1°0 simulates ~instantaneous' transfer as for stock movements 
'into' or 'out of' the grazing area) to any length of multiple

day overlap between successive life-stages (see illustration). 

j j+l j j+l 

MASS 

t t TIME 

Spans 1 day Spans 
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Note however, that the longer the transfer span of a feeding 

life-stage, the greater may be the variation in mean bodyweight 

between early and late transferring fractions of the population. 

[59J As their mass is adjusted to a fixed j+1 mass on transfer 

(see 26 ~ HWOG(m,j), first definition only because donor 

wavelength >1.0), lesser transfer spans may lessen variation 

to produce fewer and smaller adjustments. Tuning for acceptable 

matching is aided by a nominated transfer tolerance (see 

32 - HDMT) and should account for three criteria: true biological 

overlap (e.g. insect stadia), simulation stability across 

a sequence of life-stages, and consumption variability vs 

notional bodyweight adjustment (see White 1984c). The function 

HFLOW(a,b,c) controls transfers, and when j+1 is a feeding 

life-stage, the collective mean bodyweight of that stage 

is daily readjusted to account for the delayed entry and 

feeding of each successive transfer. 

28. Diet selection - relative availabilities and consumer preferences 

for different items of diet are co-determinants of diet selection, 

based on the muzzle-response ambit concept of White (1984a,c). 

HFAI(6,9). Maximum daily availability to consumer grouping 
m of herbage tissues from plant grouping n, expressed as 

a fraction <1.0. See also HRAI(m,j) below. The larger a 

value, both as ~n absolute fraction and as a fraction relative 

to other values, the faster a plant tissue of limiting mass 

can be consumed. Since limiting mass is itself a function 

of supply and demand, where herbage mass, consumer density 

and grazing rate are all interactive, true data values cannot 

usually be known. It is therefore recommended that a choice 
of higher values be first initialised (e.g. in the range 

0.4 - 0.6) and that these be progressively tuned downwards 

by solving for critical values when herbage is non-limiting, 
as described by White (1984a). Herbage supply (availability) 

equals demand at the point below which further reductions 

in values conserve herbage, so defining the behaviourally 
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limited feeding space for the consumer. Values can always 

be re-adjusted upwards to increase the muzzle-response ambit 

and the rate of herbage removal as limiting mass is approached, 

but they should not normally be lowered below the critical 

point because simulation responses to other variables may 

be partially blocked (e.g. HFRM(m,j), HWR(m,j) - see 29). 

This does not prevent some species from having low values 
as the critical point is the weighted availability over a 

spread of species, and values may also vary with changes to 

the configuration of tissue preferences (see HFPI(m,n,l) below). 

HRAI(6,9). Maximum daily availability to consumer grouping 

m of roots from plant grouping n, expressed as a fraction 

<1.0. Initialisation details as for HFAI(m,j) above. 

HFPI(6,9,6)*. Preference index <1.0 of consumer grouping 

m for the tissue 1 of plant grouping n, when ~ indices = 1.0 

for each consumer m. Default = 1.0/N, where N is the number 

of indices for consumer m. It is assumed that preferences 

are rated for selections of equally available tissues, but 

as such data are seldom obtainable, the best approximations 

must usually be accepted. The input format for consumer 

m is 9 rows (n plant groupings) X 6 columns (1 tissues) but 

using only the first column for root-feeders, since plant 

n root tissue is not differentiated in the model. The 

assignment of columns for herbage tissues is as follows: 

column 1 ... first-year shoots; 

column 2 ... sub-cohort of prime shoots surviving to the 

third annual cycle (see 13 - PTI(n)); 

column 3 old shoots; 

column 4 ... crowns + stems; 

column 5 ... flowerheads, with an option to also include 

standing dead; 

column 6 ... sub-cohort of prime shoots belonging to the 

second annual cycle (see 13 - PTI(n)). 
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In many model applications, some columns will not be used 
(e.g. column 2 applies only to very long-lived foliage) and 

may be set =0.0. In column 5, flowerheads and standing dead 

are initialised as a composite rate unless indexed by the 
addition of a constant 0.00001 to exclude standing dead e.g. 
an inde~ of 0.02000 selects 2 percent of total intake (from 

all plant groupings) as flowerheads + standing dead from 

the nth grouping, eaten in proportion to their relative masses, 
[67J whereas 0.02001 selects 2 percent of flowerheads from the 

nth grouping but no standing dead because HAY(n) is set =0. 

HIDE(6,9)*. Depth of snow at which plant grouping n becomes 
inaccessible as food for consumer grouping m (cm). Default 
= 0.0 (below-ground consumers) or any depth in excess of 

the we~ther data records (above-ground consumers). The depth 
is measured from ground surface. 

29. Consumption and utilisation 

HHDE(6,B)*. Homoiotherm mean dietary energy content for 

life-stage j of consumer grouping m (Kcal/g,ash inclusive). 
Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only). 

HFRH(6,B). Maximum daily consumption rate for life-stage 
j of consumer grouping m (g/g). The actual grazing rate 
is simulated as less than maximum if limiting conditions 
apply (e.g. see HTH(m) below). Where data are unavailable, 

it may be that poikilotherm values can be easily solved (see 
White 1984c, eq. 8), but iterative solutions for homoiotherm 
values usually require assumptions about further variables 
(e.g. HMAF(m,j) - see 30). ,Note: in keeping with model 
structure, consumption rate units are based on plant and 

animal carbon for compatability (see 3 - ACBIO; and 
26 - HBCF(m)). 
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HTH(6)*. Threshold time span for an active diurnal consumer 

or nocturnal homoiotherm in grouping m to achieve maximum 

daily consumption (h); alternatively, threshold temperature 

margin for an active below-ground consumer or nocturnal 
poikilotherm in grouping m to achieve maximum daily consumption 

(OC). Default = 1. Consumer activity is defined by the 

temperature threshold HTTL(m) (see 27) and consumer feeding 
classes by NCLAS(m) (see 3). Note that the threshold time span 

is not the sum of time exercised in ingestive behaviour but 

the minimum time interval from the start of daily feeding 

to its completion. The time span depends on consumer behaviour, 
and some of the time within th~ span may not be spent feeding. 

It is assumed that a consumer may sometimes take longer to 

achieve maximum daily consumption (e.g. resting spells with 

longer daylengths, or compensating additional intake at night) 

but that when required it will compress its feeding behaviour 

into the initialised time span, or will compensate behaviourally 

in additional time for a current feeding constraint. If 

simulated daylength is at times too short to achieve maximum 

intake and additional pre-dawn or post-dusk feeding becomes 
the diurnal consumer's typical response, the initialised 

time span may be 'adapted ' to match daylength. This implicitly 

includes the additional feeding. If the adapted value is 

non-limiting for all simulated daylengths (and note here 
the use of ATOP - see 1), it is then a default value. Simulation 

of nocturnal homoiotherms applies in the reverse to diurnal 

consumers (i.e. night ~s day time spans), while nocturnal 
poikilotherms and below-ground consumers are assumed to -be 
constrained by temperatures and not time spans. For all 

consumers, a linear response is assumed for limiting conditions 

between the base temperature HTTL(m) and the initialised 

threshold, using the function TABLE(a,b,c,d). 



HWR(6,B)*. Daily rate of non-consumptive damage to plant 

tissues by life-stage j of consumer grouping m, expressed as 
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a fraction ~O.O of consumption. Default = 0.0. The 

initialised fraction may be ~1.0 and is applied to each plant 

grouping and tissue as a function of the daily diet selection. 

Damage to standing dead is included if it is eaten (see 28 -
HFPI(m,n,l)) but knockdown of standing dead is additional to 

damage (see 14 - HDK(m)). All damaged tissue above- and 

[68] below-ground is transferred to the respective litter mass. 

HPI(6,B). In poikilotherms, the production: ingestion ratio, 

and in homoiotherms, the mean digestibility of the diet, 

expressed as a fraction <1.0 for life-stage j of consumer 

grouping m. The initialised values are assumed unchanged 

when limiting availabilities modify the diet, but increased 

digestibility (due to digestion efficiency) is assumed for 

homoiotherms when bodyweight loss extends beyond one day. 

In such cases, digestion of a low digestibility diet increases 

[71] by a greater margin than for a high,digestibility diet, and the 

maximum margin is 5 percent above the initialised value. 

In poikilotherms, if the production: ingestion ratio is 

unknown, a simulated solution is often possible using tentative 

starting values (see White 1984c, eq. 8). 

HLUM(6)*. In homoiotherms, the loss of urine + methane by 

consumer grouping m, expressed as a fraction <1.0 of digestible 

intake. Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only). 

30. Homoiotherm metabolism - the model formulation is amenable to a wide 

range of adaptations for different consumer species (see White 

[70] 1984c, eq. 9 and discussion). In all of the following variables, 

a default = 0.0 is assigned to poikilotherms. 
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HHAF(6,B)*. Metabolism activity factor >1.0 for life-stage j 

of consumer grouping m, indexed against fasting metabolism = 1.0. 

Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only). The model formulation assumes 

[69J a decrease in activity in a starving animal, in proportion 
to the level of starvation (see 31'- HWSI(m,j)). Of all 

input variables in the model, this is probably the most difficult 

to initialise. Few data are available (but see Anway, 1978), 

and they are highly variable (e.g. in sheep 1.2 to possibly 
1.6), yet they are critical to the simulated net metabolic 

balance of an animal. If values for other metabolism-linked 

variables are reasonably well known, the activity factor 

can be approximated by iterative simulations against field 

data that include known bodyweight responses. Failing this, 

tentative values must be assumed in the context of the values 

assigned to other metabolism variables, so that the collective 

set of input data becomes an hypothesis of metabolic balance. 

If grazing management of pasture is the prime simulation 

objective, any such reasonable hypothesis may be adequate. 

In contrast, if stock management is the objective, a wrong 
hypothesis may be unacceptable. 

HCAT(6)*. Thermoneutral critical air temperature for a non

stressed homoiotherm in consumer grouping m (OC). Default = 0.0 

(poikilotherms only). Below this temperature there is a 

thermoregulatory cost in a fed animal (see HEAT2(m), HEAT3(m) 

below). Note that no stress effects are formulated for high 

temperatures since the model is intended for temperate grasslands 

only. Note also a possible need for temperature calibration 
(as for HTTL(m) - see 27). 

HEAT1(6)*. Heat production factor >1.0 at the thermoneutral 
critical air temperature for a non-stressed homoiotherm in 

consumer grouping m, indexed against fasting metabolism = 
1.0. Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only). The factor is 

a measure of the calorigenic effects of food in the fed animal 
at the temperature HCAT(m) above. 
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BEAT2(6}*. Heat production factor >1.0 at DoC for a fed 

homoiotherm in consumer grouping m, indexed against fasting 

metabolism = 1.0. Default,= 0.0 (poikilotherms only). By 

definition HEAT2(m) > HEAT1(m) and a linear response is assumed 

between DoC and HCAT(m), interpolated by the function 

TABY(a,b,c,d,e). 

HEAT3(6}*. Heat production factor >1.0 at the lowest survival 

temperature for a fed homoiotherm in consumer grouping m, 

indexed against fasting metabolism = 1.0. Default = 0.0 

(poikilotherms only). A linear response is assumed between 

DoC and the lowest survival temperature, using the function 

TABY(a,b,c,d,e). 

HME(6}*. Thermoneutral metabolism exponent >0.0 for fasting 

metabolism in a resting homoiotherm in consumer grouping 

m. Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms only). Model sensitivity 

to this parameter is greater than to any other variable in 

the model. The range of literature values is wide, but even 

in the narrow and most frequently cited range of 0.73 - 0.75, 

sensitivity is significant. The reasons are twofold: the 
model uses short time steps of I-day and exponential control 
is therefore compounded many times in a simulation; secondly, 

exponent values are derived from the principles of physics 

(volume: surface area) and are not precisely measurable 

for a consumer. Care is therefore advised and iterative 
simulations may be helpful. One precaution is to avoid prolonged 

growth in an actively feeding life-stage by representing 

two stages in its place (see 26 - NSTAG(m)). In this way, 

exponentlal control reverts to are-adjusted bodyweight in 

the primary simulation mode (see 26 - HWOG(m,j)), and only 

when good simulation is achieved should any switching of 

modes be contemplated. Unless a.feeding consumer is present 

for only a small part of an annual cycle, an inexact exponential 
control will compound errors with the unbroken progressions 

'of mass in the continuous mode. 
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RHK(6)*. Thermoneutral metabolism constant for fasting 

metabolism in a resting homoiotherm in consumer grouping m 

(Kcal/Kg live bodyweight). Default = 0.0 (poikilotherms 
only). A value of 70.0 is commonly accepted. 

31. Cycles of reproduction, management and mortality 

HPK(6). Fraction <1.0 of adult mass transferred to progeny 

during reproduction in consumer grouping m; alternatively, 

an index (range 1.0 - 9.99) denoting management cycle options 

for non-breeding or off-site breeding populations of consumer 

grouping m. In the first definition, the adult mass refers 

to females + males if the simulated population includes both, 

and the fraction is the cumulative sum of daily fractions, 

distributed over time by the control of HWAVE(m,j) (see 27). 

Note for homoiotherms that the fraction represents progeny 

weight (j=l) at the time of weaning rather than at birth 

(see 27 - HTRAN(m,j); also HMOM(m,j) below). This retention 

of suckling young as ·parent mass' confers greater consumption 
on the parent life-stage as a function of its non-reduced 

mass, followed by progressive weaning from parent population 

to herbage as represented by the wavelength of the transfer. 

The formulation is assumed adequate for simulations of grass

land management but may clearly be deficient where the re

productive physiology of consumers is critical to simulation 

(e.g. simulations of breeding stock bodyweights - but see 

also HMOM(m,j) below). In the second definition, the index 

transfers density (not mass) from the oldest to the youngest 

(j=l) life-stage, and may also vary the density on transfer 

as follows: 

1.0 = no density change; 
>1.0 and ~9.0 = density increment in life-stage j=l, expres~ed 

as a multiple of the final density in the donor life-stage 
e.g. 6.2 sets the first life-stage density to 6.2 X donor 
density. 

>9.0 and ~9.99 = density decrease in life-stage j=l, expressed 

[60J as a fractional multiple (HPK(m) - 9.0) of the final 
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density in the donor life-stage e.g. 9.75 (=9.0 + 0.75) 

sets the first life-stage density to 0.25 X donor density 

(= 75 percent decrease). 

The density change cannot be varied over successive management 

cycles, 'and initialisation must recognise that mortality 
histories (HMORT(m,j) below) determine the final density 

of the donor life-stage. 

HMOM(6,B)*. Reproductive index ~1.0 denoting metabolic costs 
of homoiotherm maintenance of progeny by the reproducing 

life-stage j in consumer grouping m; also, in any non-reproducing 

homoiotherm life-stage, a Ifree l index ~1.0 available for 

any selected variation of maintenance metabolism over time. 

Default = 1.0 (poik'ilotherms and all non-indexed homoiotherm 

life~stages). An index >1.0 (see 4) references a varying 

daily rate, declared by a set of X-V strategic coordinates 

and using accumulated degree days as the unit of time. In 

the first definition, the V-ordinate values rise from 1.0 

(= non-reproducing maintenance metabolism) when reproductive 

costs accrue, and fall again to 1.0 when reproduction is 

completed (normally the cessation of weaning, but lagged 

effects may extend this timing). Values refer to the total 
population, weighted for males if present. In the second 

definition, the V-ordinate values (>0.0) may vary above and 
below 1.0, and possible applications to the model IS formulation 
of maintenance metabolism include introductions of new parameters 

(constants or variables); time-varying recalibrations of 

existing parameters (constants or individual elements of 

variables); definition of specific stress events. Refer 
to White 1984c, eq. 9 discussion, and note also the possibility 

of a composite calibration for the reproducing life-stage 

itself e.g. breeding stock bodyweights (see HPK(m) above) 

can be varied by inference if the daily metabolic costs of 

reproduction (definition 1) can be initialised to compensate 

for any disturbing assumptions. 
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HWSI(6,B)*. Homoiotherm starvation index <1.0 denoting the 
fractional bodyweight loss that is sustainable by life-stage 

j in consumer grouping m before un~roken starvation leads 

to premature death. Default = 0.0. As the model simulates 
life-stages and not individuals, all die when bodyweight 
loss exceeds the initialised index. At the point of death, 

the index is effectively an abortive simulation control (see 

also 32 - ABORT(n)) rather than an attempt to precisely model 
starvation stress at the limits of catabolism, assumed to 

[72J be 80 percent efficient. If starvation is intermittent, 
the point of death in each succeeding period of hunger is 
revised to a new (and maybe lowered) final bodyweight, indexed 

against the level of recovery between starvation periods. 

HMORT(6,B)*. Nominal mortality rates for life-stage j of 

consumer groupJng m, expressed as a daily fraction «1.0) 
of current mass and density. Default = 0.0. Two choices 
of expression are available: 

mass constant rate ... a fixed daily rate, applied to the 
current population and therefore reducing population 

size at a decreasing rate. (Alternatively a negative 
value increases population size in the course of a 

simulation e.g. during a dummy life-stage between 
man~gement changes; or adding immigrants to an existing 

life-stage.) 
mass varying rate ... a varying daily rate declared by a 

set of X-V strategic coordinates and referenced by an 
index >1.0 (see 4), and applied to the current population 
using accumulated degree days as the unit of time. 
The V-ordinate rate must start = 0.0 and rises eventually 
to 1.0 if all mass is to die (or be I removed I from a 

simulation). 

As nominal mortality does not respond to any limiting conditions 
in the simulation, deviations cannot occur between annual 

cycles. In contrast, the generation of additional mortality 

due to starvation (see HWSI(m,j) above) or thermal stress in 
homoiotherms (see 30) is a direct function of annual cycle conditions. 
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32. Operational options - aids to user operation are provided for abiotic, 

producer and consumer submodels. 

HDMT~. Acceptable margin ~f tolerance in matching the trans

ferring mass of life-stage j against the initial mass of 

j+1 in. consumer grouping m, expressed as a fraction ~1.0. 

Default = 1.0, i.e. j+1 initial mass ± 100 percent. This 

constant is merely a flag to signal the two-tailed distribution 

of those consumer transfers that remain outside the nominated 

level of resolution. A message is printed on every day of 

mis-matching transfers, and lists the range of parameters 

to be re-examined for improved matching success. If more 

than one consumer grouping m has mis-matching transfers on 

the same day, only the highest value grouping (l<m~NH) will 

generate a message since HDMT is a simple constant. When 

the transfer in that grouping is subsequently matched, the 

next largest value of m will then generate its message (but 

mean bogyweights of all consumers can be quickly monitored 

without depending on HDMT, using the output options 

NXG = 23, 28 or 29 - see coloured pages). It is advisable 

to first initialise HDMT with a wide tolerance to avoid the 

possibility of long lists of messages before simulation 

stability is achieved. The tolerance may then be progressively 

narrowed if desired (but see 27 - HWAVE(m,j) guidelines). 

HMAP~. Index = 1.0 to print an accumulated degree day 

map for each consumer grouping m. Default = 0.0. 

ABORT(9)*. An index ~O. to force an early program exit if 

the number of simulation errors and error warnings is excessive, 

either collectively or within defined array elements. Default = 
O. The index may be used to limit the cost of wasteful 

simulations, including cases of extreme imbalance. The nth 

element (1~n~9) refers to the nth plant grouping and n=9 

refers in addition to all m consumer groupings. Regardless 

of error or error warning sources (abiotic, producer or consumer 

submodels), the initialised values set the acceptable numbers 

of errors before a simulation aborts, as follows: 
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number of indices ... the number of n elements initialised 

>0. sets the acceptable number of groupings to sustain 
errors without an early exit~ The collective number 

of elements with errors is the criterion for exit, not 

the predlctive selection of those that may be error-

prone e.g. if only plant groupings 1, 2 and 3 are initialised 

>0. and errors arise in four groupings 1, 4 5 and 6, 

an exit is called with the first error occurrence in 

the fourth grouping, be it 1, 4, 5 or 6. 

values of indices ... the initialised nth value (>0.) sets 
the acceptable number of errors + error warnings for 

the nth element alone before an early exit is called 

e.g. if plant grouping 1 is set = 20, the 21st error 

occurrence calls an early program exit. When n=9, the 

value refers collectively to producers (if NPG=9) plus 

consumers, and for the latter it is the daily sum of 

consumer groupings (rather than life-stages) with errors 

or error warnings. 

The two levels of control (number of groupings in error vs 

number of errors in specified groupings) allow the user to 

manipulate the preferred degrees and priorities of cost-saving 
protection because the first limiting condition to be invoked 

will call the exit. The range of control extends from low 

values >0. initialised across all simulated elements to a 

single high value with all remaining elements set = O. 

33. Output selections - the following variables select the choice of ~38 

state variables for printing and/or plotting (see coloured pages 

for a full listing of 'free' state variables) and specify the 
array elements of interest. 
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NXG. Index >0 selecting one of the numbered sets of 38 'free ' 

state variables to be available for printing and/or plotting 

with the 61 assigned state variables. Note that a selection 

only determines the range of available output and that actual 

output is determined by the output control directives of 

SIMPCOMP 2.1 (p.9). A default occurs if none of the nominated 

'free ' state variables is used. 

NXAB(5). Indices >0 selecting up to five different elements 

of specified arrays to be available for printing and/or plotting, 

where the arrays are either any abiotic array or plant tissue 

array or consumer life-stage array. The selection applies 

to the chosen set of 38 'free ' state variables (see NXGabove) 

and anyone set includes only one of the three alternative 

array categories. The allocation numbers 1 - 6 for plant 

tissue arrays apply only to dietary arrays, and are specified 

by the 1 column numbers of HFPI(m,n,l) (see 28). Consumer 

life-stages (2~j~8) and various abiotic array sizes are 

specified by the serial numbering of their respective array 

elements (e.g. jth elements 1, 3, 5, 7 and 8), where any 

choice of up to five elements can be selected, and in any 

[62J order. If a value entered as NXAB(k) is initialised in excess 

of the referenced array's maximum size, the default value 

is the string number of the kth element e.g. where k=2, 

an excessive value 50 is reset =2. If fewer than five elements 

are selected, dummy values >0 are initialised for the remaining 

k values. Actual output is determined by the output control 

directives of SIMCOMP 2.1 (p.9). 

NXPG(5). Indices >0 selecting up to five different n plant 

groupings (1~n~9) to be available for printing and/or plotting. 

The selection complements the 61 assigned state variables 

with the chosen set of 38 'free ' state variables (see, NXG 

above) and indices are specified by the number of the nth 

element. Any choice of five elements can be selected, and 

[61J in any order (as for NXAB(k) above). If a value entered 

as NXPG(k) is initialised >9, the default value is the string 
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number of kth element (see example NXAB(k) above). If fewer 

than five elements are selected, dummy values >0 are initialised 

for the remaining k values. Althqugh a maximum of five elements 

may be initialised, these may be complemented by the program 

with an additional four elements in certain sets of 38 'free ' 
state variables (NXG=ll, 12 and 13) in order to generate 

output for 6 - 9 plant groupings in the case of important 

variables. The complementary elements follow the five selected 
[63J elements in the output sequence and are in increasing order 

e.g. if NXPG(k) is initialised 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, the complementary 

elements are ordered next as 5, 6, 7 and 9. When the initialised 
number of plant groupings is ~5 and <9, the 1 - 4 unused 
complementary elements duplicate the initialised values of 

NXPG(k) in the following reverse sequence: 

if NPG=8 4th element = NXPG(k, k=4) 

if NPG=7 ditto + 3rd element = NXPG(k, k=3) 

if NPG=6 ditt.o + 2nd element NXPG(k, k=2) 

if NPG=5 ditto + 1st element = NXPG(k, k=l) 

Alternative output is then prescribed for the appropriate 
'free ' state variables (see coloured pages, bracketed lines). 

Actual output is selected from the full range of available 

state variables as determined by the output control directives 
of SIMPCOMP 2.1 (p.9). 

NXAN(3). Indices >0 selecting up to three different m consumer 

groupings (1~m~6) to be available for printing and/or plotting. 

The selection applies to the chosen set of 38 'free ' state 
variables when NXG ~ 21 (see NXG above) and indices are specified 
by the jth (life-stage) element. Any choice of elements 

can be selected but they must be initialised in increasing 
[64J order e.g. 1, 4, 5 and not 5, 1, 4. If a value entered as 

NXAN(k) is initialised >6, the default value is the string 

number of the kth element (see example NXAB(k) above). If 

fewer than three elements are selected, dummy values >0 are 

initialised for the remaining k values. A special case exists 

for dietary selections (when NXG = 33 - see coloured pages), 

according to the output choice of 
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either 1 consumer grouping X 5 plant groupings 

or 

or 

2 consumer groupings X 3 plant groupings 

3 consumer groupings X 2 plant groupings. 

In the first two cases, identical values are initialised 

for respectively k=1,2,3 and k=2,3 (in the latter case, k=l 

must represent a second consumer grouping and have a lower 

value than is initialised for k=2,3). Actual output is 

determined by the output control directives of SIMPCOMP 2.1 
(p. 9). 

34. Time - SIMCOMP2.1 input control variables are summarised in Table II 

in the order of initialising, and the additional sequence of 

TBGIN and TFIN is described on p.21. Note that Julian time is 

measured from day 1 of the weather records (p.22) and that the 

time step DT=l. Initialisation of time is followed by free-format 

comment (see p.21). 

35. Irrigation water and nvtrients - it is strongly recommended that the 

following indices not be used (default = 0.0) until tuning has 

attained good simulation balance with all other selected variables. 

Irrigation and fertiliser events, nutrient cycles and pulses, 

can then be introduced using the concise representations of two 

variables. 

A9IRR(30)*. Index >1.0 containing four fields of information 

for each of 30 or more irrigation events. Default = 0.0. 

For a single event e.g. 100230.912, the fields are as follows: 

water depth ... the right two digits initialise the application 

on a given day (mm), with a maximum of 99 mm e.g. 12 mm 

in the example. 

foliage wetting ... the digit to the right of the decimal 

point initialises the fraction of the foliage wetted 

(range 0.1 - 1.0, where .0 represents 1.0) e.g .. 9 

in the example. Hence different irrigation systems 

(e.g. sprinkler, border dyke) can be appropriately rep

resented, and the wetting of foliage is additive to 

rainfall (see 24 - A2). 
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date of event ... the four digits left of the decimal point 

represent Julian time from the mid-winter start of the 

annual cycle, where values may exceed 0365 if after 

the first annual cycle e.g. day 0230 in the example. 

recurrent events ... the left field of two digits uses the 

indices 10 or 5 to denote whether the initialised time 

is respectively non-recurrent or recurrent (i.e. on 
the same calendar date) between annual cycles. Indices 
for all events must be of one form only (10 or 5), where 

the latter allows up to 30 events over every simulated 

annual cycle. 

A9NPK(12)*. Index >1.0 containing four fields of information 
for each of 12 or more fertiliser events or nutrient cycles 

and pulses; alternatively, an index >1.0 with four fields 

as above but defining shifts of the shoot: root ratio within 
the annual cycle, without reference to causality. Default 

= 0.0. The alternative definitions refer to only a single 

program mechanism but from different user objectives. As 

shoot: root ratios vary with fertility levels, the mechanism 

allows changing ratios for TLSR(n) and TLRS(n) (see 8) through 

the course of the annual cycle. The changes are applied 

to all n plant groupings and mayor may not recur annually, 

and they may follow any nominated pattern using X-V strategic 
coordinates (row 15 of GRAFX(20,6) and GRAFY(20,6) are 

reserved for this use when needed - see 4). The units of 

time are Julian days and simulations may imply progressive 
'changes in soil fertility' across annual cycles in response 

to repeating fertiliser events, nutrient cycles or nutrient 
pulses. The changes in fertility are initialised via Y-axis 
increments to the upper shoot: root ratio TLSR(n), as can 

be tested by observed plant responses to soil nutrient status 

e.g. where TLSR(n) = 0.70" the series of V-ordinate values 
0.0, 0.05, 0.015, 0.0 re-sets TLSR(n) to 0.70, 0.75, 0.715, 

0.70, and interpolates between these values over the 
X-ordinate time intervals. A like reduction is also applied 

to TLRS(n). For a single 'event' or cycle e.g. 100200.350, 

the fields of information are as follows: 
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release rate ... right two digits 01 to 99 identify the 

current fertiliser application rate or nutrient release 

rate as a percentage of the maximum rate defined by 

row 15 of GRAFY(20,6) (or of GRAFY(15,6) in the Pasture 

Growth Model). In the example, 50 indicates 50 percent 

of the varying maximum rate (i.e. 0.70,0.725,0.7075, 

0.70 in the top examplE) throughout the time interval 

set by the X-ordinates. The following events may in 
their turn release different percentages over the same 

sequence as applied to new starting times, and the 

maximum 99 suffices for 100 percent. 

string length ... the, digit to the right of the decimal point 

(range 2-6) specifies the maximum number of GRAFX(20,6) 

and GRAFY(20,6) data elements referenced in row 15 within 

a full release cycle e.g. 3 sets of X-V coordinates in 

the example. 

date of event ... the four digits left of the decimal point 

represent Julian time from the mid-winter start of the 

annual cycle, where values may exceed 0365 if after 

the first annual cycle e.g. 0200 in the example. Note 

that GRAFX(15,1) must be set = O. and that this is equated 

within the program to the initialised Julian date above. 

Hence in the example, the release begins on day 200~ 

of the annual cycle, and proceeds from that time across 

the time interval set by the X-ordinates (the interval 

may be of any duration and extend over successive annual 

cycles). The first V-ordinate will also usually be 
initialised = 0.0, and release rates mayor may not 

finally return to 0.0 (see also below). 

recurrent events ... the left field of two digits uses the 

indices 10 or 5 to denote whether the initialised time 

is respectively non-recurrent or recurrent (i.e. on 

the same calendar date) between annual cycles. lndices 

for all events must be of one form only (10 or 5), where 

the latter allows up to 12 events over every simulated 

annual cycle. 
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When release rates have not returned to 0.0 (or are not 

initialised to return to 0.0) and a further release event 

then starts, the new release is additive to the current 
residual release from the prior event(s), but the combined 

release rate cannot exceed the maximum as intialised by 

[10J row 15 of GRAFY(20,6). Hence a succession of release events 
may progressively 'raise soil fertility' via overlapping 

increases in shoot: root ratios, if not otherwise achieved 

by single events for which the release rate does not return 

to zero. It is furthermore permissible to initialise negative 
values for row 15 of GRAFY(20,6), so decreasing the initial

ised values of TLSR(n) and increasing TLRS(n), but caution 

is necessary. Negative values are not constrained against 

excessive cumulative negative increments during sequences 

of overlapping releases (contrast positive value increments 

above). 
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OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

The output generated by a simulation during execution comprises the 

following: 

1. Source program data - numeric and alphameric input are printed first, 

in a sequence of data blocks as shown in the partial listing on p.90. 

The calendar time span declaration is followed by parameter values 

for the abiotic, producer and consumer submodels in that order. 
In each submodel, simple variables precede array variables, and real 

variables are separated from integer. Within data blocks, all 

variables are ordered alphabetically, reading across the page for 

simple variables and down the page for array variables (an exception 

is SPK, shown to follow the interrelated sequence OPAF, PPAF and 

YPAF in the producer submodel). Array variable elements are in 

logical column sequence across the page e.g. the listing of ADEP(i) 

shows a simulation of five soil water layers, where the surface 
layer i=l is 1 cm in depth, the bottom layer i=5 is 12 cm in depth, 

and the elements i=6, .. ~, 9 are unused. In the 2-dimensional arrays 

of the consumer submodel, the sequence is life-stag5 across the page 

X consumer species groupings down the page, as shown for NSTI(m,j) 
and HB(m,j); or alternatively, it is plant species groupings across 

the page X consumer species groupings down the page, as applies to 

HFAI(min), HIDE(m,n) and HRAI(m,n) (not shown). Also not shown is 

the 3-dimensional array HFPI(m,n,l), printed as plant tissues across 
the page X plant species groupings down the page, and repeating 

down the page in six blocks of consumer species groupings. The final 

alphameric data identify this simulation as different from the 

example that was used to illustrate input (see p.21). 

2. SIMCOMP 2.1 data - initial SIMPCOMP 2.1 conditions are summarised 

next, including the declaration of initial values for the 61 assigned 
'x' state variables, as shown on p. 91. 
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SH!lI1.ATlON TUI( srA" - yn.F/"'OIiT>i/CA, 

fbClI< '7iO'7C'1. HIH 'OO'O~. 

ADIOTIC MO:'lEl. rAPAHETH VALUES 

SIHrL£ "M'll.ll1.E! - FEAL reLLOWI:D ey INTF.:;rl< 

ACBIO • 2.200~'O '"CIS o.oo(toc ACLIT 

"CS'!'! • 
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11 
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J~ITI~L CUHDJTION5 

NO. Of 51_T£ Y_~lABL[S ••••••••••••••• 6' 
~[8U[~lED For PPIMT ••••••••••••••• 99 
~l UE5TED to~ PLOT •••••••••••••••• 22 

NO. Of FLOW5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 221 

X( 1 
X( 5 

I!li xr X 6 

~f ~ r X 44 

~ ~~ 
X 57 
)(62 
X(6f, 

TSTJRT •••••••••••••• 0.10960£+04 
TEND •••••••••••••••• 0.18)00£+04 
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D1PL •••••••••••••••• 0.74141£.01 
D1FL •••••••••••••••• 0.00000£+00 

0.13COOE+01 X ~ 2 c 0.37000[+01 
O.18COO[+OO X 6 ., 0.45000[+00 
O.OOCCOE+OO i 1e 

lI: 0.99999r+05 
0.000001:'+(\0 14 lI: O.OOCOO[+O(J 
O.OCOCt)HOO 18 - 0.00000r+00 g·A 8 cljor.(l') fp - 8:ggg88f!88 • OCCOE+OO • 
8·~6CC('\[+(lO f t lI: 0.60000[+0(\ 

• oCCOr-OI a 0.3(>000[+00 
8:ggg~gf.:gg T'l · ~:~8gggE:8g X 45 a 

8:~~Hg~:g? X 49 = .0OvOCIE+OO 
)(54 lI: .900(1)[-02 

0.23(CO[+00 X(58 = 0.30000£+00 
O.4C(COr .. Ol )(6) : 0.48COOE+Ol 
O.ClCCCOl+OO 
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xc 3 I- 0.132(l0[+02 X( 4) 0.17000£+0(" 
X( '7 c 0.90ClOO[-Cll X( 8) 0.500nOE+(H, 
~ (11 O.OOOOOE+(I() X (12 ~ 0.000(10£ +or, 

p5 o.orOOI)[+()('I ~(H o.OOOO(li::+nl'l 
~ U O.OOOOOE+OIl ( 21 O.ooono[.vr, 

0.00000£+00 ~B~~ o.oooor'ho r: 
Xb6 O.(\OOOIl[+OO O. OOOOOH t'Hl 
~B~ g:~bggH:gI ~B:~ 0.300(l('l£-01 

O.IOOOOf-OI 
)(1

42 0.00000£+00 XC43~ o.ooooor+(>o 
X H O.OOOOOF+OO XC47 O.OOOOOF:+r.r1 
1 51 0.f9(l(lOE+OO X(52~ O.5)O()OF+OI ~(~~} O.9000 1l[-OI X(!l6 0.55000~+O(') 

0.00000[+0('1 X(61 ) 8:~:6~gf:g~ X (M) 0.30000£+02 )(65) 

The variable OTPL specifies the time step allocated by SIMCOMP 
2.1 to graphical output, being set to the system maximum of 
(TENO-TSTART)/99 or OT. All system data are declared using 
FORTRAN specifications in E format e.g. TSTART is shown above 
as Julian day 1096, while X(5) = 0.18 g/m 2 and X(35) = 0.03 g/m 2

• 

3. Tabular output - the requested printout selection of state variables 
(X[1+99]) and flows is then printed, as illustrated by a partial 
listing on p.92. The example shows three 'free' state variables 
X(82), X(87) and X(92) that are. identified by referencing the 
NXG value of the simulation against the tabulated sets of output 
options (see coloured pages). No change occurs in the initialised 
values over the 14 days shown. In contrast, the requested weekly 
printing of flows between selected plant tissues (i.e. between 
assigned state variables) shows progressions of activity in some 
of the carbon compartments. ,Self-explanatory error messages, 
cautions, or optional output (accumulated degree days) may also 
be printed at appropriate Julian times when applicable. In the 
case of a forced simulation exit (see 32 - ABORT(n)), the printed 
time of the final output is set to the initialised value of TEND, 
negating by inference any printed data beyond the abort time itself 
or beyond the declared error sequences that generated the early 
exit. 
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132- 21 '" U • 0 0 ~. I \1 f ~ .. 
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4. Graphical output - the requested printout selection of graphs (i.e. 
of numbered 'Plots', range 1+20) is the final output, as shown 

by the sample on p.93. The plotted state variables are listed 

(e.g. X(20), X(67), X(68) in the example - see coloured pages 

for definitions), a~d time is scaled down the page. A given 
state variable may be repeated in different graphs to obtain contrasting 
comparisons of variables or of V-axis scales (these are determined 
by the collective scaling of all variables requested for a given 
plot) . 
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Selection indices 

Tabular and graphical output are selected by 1 - 4 indices (see 33 -
NXG, NXAB(k), NXPG(k) and NXAN(k)), identified in the source program data 

output on p.90 as the last simple variable (NXG) and array variables of 

the abiotic submodel. The lists nn the following pages summarise the 

available selections of 'free' variables, grouped in three program blocks 
that are distinguished by different ranges of NXAB(k) values: 

NXG=I+20 ... abiotic and producer variables 
NXG=21+30 primarily consumer variables 
NXG=31+33 ... primarily herbivory variables 

Each grouping of 38 variables has been selected for its interrelationships 
between variables, based on anticipated user criteria. As different 
criteria recognise different interrelationships, there is some duplication 

of variables between selections, referenced as 'NXG options'. The user 

may therefore select output of a given variable according to the grouping 
of greatest interest. Cho~ces of-units of measurement (e.g. g carbon/m 2 

vs kg dryweight/ha) further expand these options, and if necessary, 

additional new groupings of variables can be formulated to suit. To this 

end, each of three program blocks above retains non-formulated indices 
(NXG = 14, ... ,20; 30; 34, ... ) fot user-supplied program expansions. 

As the lists are necessarily simplified in detail (program algorithms 
should be consulted for explicit details), the following notations on 
p.95 are used. In addition, the original term 'young shoots' (mnemonic 
IV') is used synonymously with '1st-year shoots' elsewhere in this manual. 



Notation 

20/60 

* 
9 

k 

q 

Lt' lme 
L '1 SOl 

Lst 

LSpp 
LL spp 
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X(20) , X(30) , X(40), X(50), and X(60) 

compound va riable expression 

units in carbon g/m 2 

units in drywe ight kg/ha 

units in liveweigh t kg/ha 

day 1 + 2 + ... + 365 from mid-winter 

soil profile laye rs 1 + 2 + ... + i 

consumer life-s tages 1 + 2 + ... + j 

species 1 + 2 + .. . + x 

combinations of species a + b + ... + e 
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NXG X-state 'Free' Summary Definition Units NXG 

value variable 

Options NXG = 1-13 include abiotic and plant variables only. For animal variables, 

2 

see NXG = 21-33. 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

20/60 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

SB(1) 

* 
* 
* 
* 

TLCU (I) 

TLCL (I) 

* 
* 
* 

ASTEM(N) 

AST 

ACMX 

PTCD 

APEVA 

AWSWP 

APTZP 

APTR 

APBS 

APLA 

APLA1 

APC 

AH1 

ASOLA 

ASOLl 

ASOL3 

ASOL(1) 

* 

* 
ASTB 

* 
* 

Total live shoot biomass 

Upper threshold of shoot root biomass 

Lower 

Upper threshold of root shoot biomass 

Lower 

Upper threshold of (crown + stem) (shoot + root) 

Lower 

L total live shoot biomass 
spp 

L total live crown + stem biomass spp 
L total live root biomass spp 

Soil temperature profile 

Soil temperature margin above lower root growth 
threshold 

Daytime mean maximum canopy air temperature 

canopy air temperature 

Potential evapotranspiration 

Effective soil water potential 

Total evapotranspiration water loss 

Transpiration water loss 

Bare-soil evaporation water loss 

Live leaf area index 

Live + dead leaf area index 

Fractional ground cover 

Vegetation height 

Short wave radiation on a clear cay 

at ground level 

at canopy level 

interception 

Net productivity above-ground 

below-ground 

LSpp live + dead shoot biomass 

L net productivity above-ground spp 
below-ground 

9 

g 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

cm 

-bars 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

ly 

ly 

ly 

ly 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

32 

25,31,32 

25 

25 

32 

25,32 

9,11 

3,31,32 

3 

3 
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NXG X-state IFree l SWTIIT'3r;t Defini tir:>n Units NXG 

value variable Option 
-1 3 20 ASMOS(K) Soil water profile, volumetric or volumetric. cm cm 

30/50 (ASMOS(K) Soil water profile, volumetric or volumetric. cm 
-1 

cm 
( 

(ADRAN l:time slow soil water drainage cm 

* Lsoil soil water vc)lume. -1 
60 ( cm cm 

( 

(ARAIl Rainfall minus foliage interception cm 

L soil water volume. 
-1 

67 ( * cm cm 
soil 

-( 

(ARAIN Rainfall cm 

* l: soil water volume. -1 
68 soil 

em cm 

(ADRAN Slow soil water drainage cm 

69 ASTCR Rainwater interception by standing crop cm 

70 ALIT litter cm 

71 ACSC Rainwater present on standing crop cm 

72 ACLIT litter cm 

73 ATRAI Ltime rainfall cm 

74 ATSCP Ltime rainfall in terception ' by standing crop cm 

75 ATLIT litter cm 

76 ATPEV l:time potential evapotranspiration cm 

77 ACTR l:time transpiration water loss cm 

78 ACBS Ltime bare-soil evaporation water loss cm 

79 ABTR Transpiration fractional water loss 

80 ABSL Bare-soil evaporation fractional water loss 

81 ARHP Relative humidity % 

82 ATEMP Mean air temperature at 2m °c 25 

83 ATMAX Maximum 10 °c 
84 ATMIN Minimum 10 °c 
85 ATDIF Meal minus minimum air temperature at 2m °c 
86 ATAVN Mean night air temperature at 2m °c 25 

87 ATM Maximum air temperature at 2m of 

88 ATN Minimum 10 of 

89 ADY Daylight hours 

90 AWSP Mean windspeed mph 25 

91 AS NOW Snowfall cm 

92 ASKI Snow depth cm 25,31 

93 ASPC Soil specific heat capacity cal 

94 ASOL2 Short wave radiation outside the atmosphere nun 

95 ACLP Cloud cover 

96 ASTB L live + dead shoot biomass k 2,31,32 
spp 

97 SB (1) L spp live shoot biomass k 

98 * L net productivity above- ground k 2 spp 
99 * below-ground k 2 
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NXG X-state 'Free' 

4 

5 

6 

value 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

variable 

YRD(I) 

PRD(I) 

ORD(I) 

CR(I) 

* 

* 
SRCB(I) 

ANI 

* 
SRCB (I) 

YP(I) 

PP(I) 

OP(I) 

SPOTl(I) 

SPUTl(I) 

SPTSW(I) 

RGD 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

SRCB (I) 

Y (I) 

PPN(I) 

OPN(I) 

PYB(I) 

R(I) 

* 
CP(I) 

X(I) 

PYB(I) 

* 

Summary Definition 

Young shoot dark respiration 

Prime 

Old 

Crown + . stem respiration 

Root respiration 

Total 

Total live biomass above + below ground 

Night hours 

LSpp total respiration 

L live biomass above + below ground 
spp 

Young shoot net photosynthesis 

Prime 

Old 

Net photosynthesis optimum temperature 

maximum 

Interactive water/temperature limitation factor for 
net photosynthesis 

Lti e days above root growth soil temperature 
Power threshold 

L shoot net photosynthesis 
spp 

L shoot dark respiration 
spp 

LSpp shoot net photosynthesis minus respiration 

LSpp net available photosynthate 

L net above-ground photosynthate increase 
spp 

L below-ground 
spp 

L live biomass above + below ground 
spp 

Young shoot flow to carbon pool 

Prime 

Old 

Prime shoot biomass > 1 year old 

Root flow to carbon pool 

Carbon pool flow to roots 

L spp 
L spp 
L spp 

prime shoots 

young shoot biomass 

prime shoot biomass > 1 year old 

shoot biomass minus prime shoot biomass 
> 1 year old 

Units 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

k 

k 

k 

NXG 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

5 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

4 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 



NXG X-state 'Free' 

7 

8 

9 

value 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

20/60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-99 

20/60 

67-79 

80,81 

82-86 

87-99 

variable 

YBXC(1) 

PBXC(1) 

OBXC(I) 

RBXC(1) 

SRXC (I) 

CN(1) 

CBFF(1) 

X(IO+1) 

X(40+1) 

X(50+1) 

YBXR(I) 

PBXR (I) 

OBXR(1) 

RBXS (I) 

X(50+1) 

X(50+1) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

Summary Definition 

Young shoot threshold excess over crowns + stems 

Prime 'I 

Uni ts 

9 

9 

Old + prime shoot threshold excess over crowns + stems g 

,Root threshold excess over crowns + stems g 

Shoot + root threshold excess over crowns + stems 

Net carbon pool increment before flow to young shoots 

Carbon pool potential allocation to flowering 

I prime shoot biomass 
spp 

I flowerhead biomass 
spp 

I root biomass 
spp 

Young shoot threshold excess over roots 

Prime 

Old + prime shoot threshold excess over roots 

Root threshold excess over shQots 

Root biomass 

II root biomass spp 

Live biomass above-ground 

II live biomass above-ground 
spp 

I dead 
spp 

Net productivity above-ground 

II net productivity above-ground 
spp 

9 

9 

9 

k 

k 

k 

9 

9 

9 

9 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

Option NXG 10 offers a composite output selection for a single plant species 

10 20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

SB (I) 

* 

* 
* 
* 

TLCU (I) 

TLCL(I) 

YRD(1) 

PRD(1) 

ORD(1) 

CR(1) 

* 

* 
SRCB (I) 

Total live shoot biomas.:. 

Upper threshold of shoot root biomass 

Lower 

Upper threshold of root shoot biomass 

Lower 

Upper threshold of (crown + stem) 

Lower 

Young shoot dark respiration 

Prime 

Old 

Crown + stem respiration 

Root respiration 

Total 

(shoot + root) 

Total live biomass above + below-ground 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

g 

9 

9 

99 

NXG 

10 

10 

10 

31 

10 

11 

11,31,32 

2 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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NXG X-·s ta te I Free I 

value 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

11 20/60 

67-70 

71-81 

82-86 

87-90 

91-99 

variable 

YP(I) 

PP(I) 

OP(I) 

SPOTl (I) 

SPUT1(1) 

SPTSW (I) 

RGD 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

Y (I) 

PPN(1) 

OPN(1) 

PYB(1) 

R(l) 

* 
CP(I) 

CN(1) 

CBFF(1) 

SRXC(1) 

* 
RBXS (I) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

Summary Definition 

Young shoot net photosynthesis 

Prime 

Old 

Net photosynthesis optimum temperature 

maximum 

Interactive water/temperature limitation factor for 
net photosynthesis 

Lti e days above root growth soil temperature 
Ifower threshold 

Total shoot net photosynthesis 

dark .respiration 

Total net available photosynthate 

Net above-ground photosynthate increase 

below-ground 

Young shoot flow to carbon pool 

Prime II 

Old 

Prime shoot biomass >1 year old 

Root flow to carbon pool 

Carbon pool flow to roots 

prime shoots 

Net carbon pool increment before flow to young shoots 

Carbon pool potential allocation to flowering 

Shoot + root threshold excess over crowns + stems 

Shoot threshold excess over roots 

Root threshold excess over shoots 

Live + dead biomass above-ground 

Live biomass above-ground 

L live + dead biomass above-ground spp 

L live biomass above-ground 
spp 

Net productivity above-ground 

Net photosynthesis + root flow to carbon pool 

LL net productivity above-ground spp 
rr net photosynthesis + root flow to carbon pool spp 

Units 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

NXG 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

8 

29 

29 

9,29 

29 

9,29,31,32 

2,9 

2,9 



NXG X-state 'Free' 

value 

12 20/60 

67-70 

71-81 

82-87 

87-90 

91-99 

13 20/60 

67 

68,69 

70 

71 

72-78 

79,80 

81 

82-88 

variable 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
89-90 * 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95-97 

98 

99 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Summary Definition 

Ltime net productivity above-ground 

Ltime net photosynthesis + root flow to carbon pool 

LtimeLLspp net productivity above-ground 

L. LL net photosynthesis + root flow to 
t~m~arEgg pool 

Ltime net productivity below-ground 

Ltime carbon pool flow to roots 

L. LL net productivity below-ground 
tl.me spp 

L. LL carbon pool flow to roots 
tl.me spp 

Shoot root ratio 

(crown + stem + flowerhead): shoot ratio 

shoot : root ratio 

L (crown + stem + flowerhead) shoot ratio 
spp 

L shoot: root ratio 
spp 

(shoot + crown + stern) root ratio 

(crown + stern + flowerhead) 

L (shoot + crown + stem) 
spp 

shoot ratio 

root ratio 

Live above-ground below-ground ratio 

(crown + stem + flowerhead) shoot ratio 

L 
spp 

L spp 
L spp 
L spp 
L spp 

LSpp 

L spp 

live above-ground ; below-ground ratio 

root shoot ratio 

root (shoot + crown + stem) ratio 

live below-ground : above-ground ratio 

live + dead above-ground : below-ground ratio 

live root,: live + dead above-ground ratio 

live + dead below-ground : above-ground ratio 

Uni ts 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

k 

101 

NXG 
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NXG x-state 'Free' 

value variable 

Summary Definition 

Space available for user expansions 

N XG = 14, ... , 20 

Units NXG 

Option 
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NXG X-state 'Free' Summary Definition Un its NXG 

value variable 

options NXG 21-33 include primarily animal and plant variables, with a few abio tic v a riables 

21 20/40 

50,60 

67-8I 

82-96 

97-99 

22 20/40 

50,60 

67-81 

82-96 

97 

98,99 

23 20/40 

50 

60 

67-81 

82-96 

97-99 

24 20/40 

50,60 

67- 81 

82-96 

97-99 

25 20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

67-81 

82-96 

97 

98 

99 

HFlS (M) 

HSAT(M) 

HB(M,J) 

HD(M,J) 

HWRM(M) 

HFlS (M) 

HSAT(M) 

HB(M,J) 

HD(M,J) 

HF2 

HFlS(M) 

HHA(M) 

HHAT 

HHBT 

HBT(M,J) 

HMW(M,J) 

HDD(M) 

HGRl (M) 

HSAT(M) 

HWl(M,J) 

Est forage/root intake 

Est available (accessible) forage/roots 

Growth stage biomass 
2 

density per m 

Est mean forage/root wastage rate 

Est forage/root intake 

Lst available (accessible) forage/roots 

Growth stage biomass 

density per ha. 

L ) forage intake + wastage spp-st 

LsppLst forage/root intake 

Duration of activity 

Time rising temperature reaches activity threshold 

falling 

Biomass transfer to next growth stage 

Mean body liveweight (grams or kilograms) 

Degree days of activity 

Grazing activity as a fraction of the maximum 

L available (accessible) forage/roots 
st 

Body liveweight increment 

HUNGR(M,J) Ltime fractional bodyweight loss during starvation 

HDD(M) 

PTCD 

ACMX 

ATEMP 

ATAVN 

AST 

Degree days of activity 

Daytime mean canopy air temperature 

maximum canopy air temperature 

Mean air temperature at 2m 

Mean night air temperature at 2m 

Soil temperature margin above lower root growth 
threshold 

HCMM(M,J) Maintenance metabolism requirement 

HFlM(M,J) Maintenance intake 

AWSP Mean windspeed 

ASKl Snow depth 

Nil Vegetation height 

g 

g 

g 

k 

k 

q 

k 

k 

h 

h 

h 

q 

g 

Kg 

Kg 

Kg 

mph 

cm 

cm 

24 

28 

28 

28,29 

28 

2 8 

26, 2 8,31 

28 

28,2 9 

2 4 ,28 

28 

2 1 

2 8 

23,2 8 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2, 31,32 

28 

3 

3 ,31 

2 , 32 
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NXG X-state 'Free' Summary Definition Units NXG 

value 

26 20/40 

50 

60 

67-81 

82-96 

97-99 

27 20/40 

50 

60 

67-78 

79-90 

91-99 

Option NXG 

28 20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

67-71 

72-76 

77-81 

82-86 

87-91 

92-96 

97 

98 

99 

variable 

* 
HFIN 

HF2 

Lst litterfall as . accelerated by foraging activity 

L L forage intake by species that accelerate 
spp st litterfall 

Lspp~st forage intake + wastage 

k 

k 

k 

Option 

22,26,31 

* Mean forage/root dryweight intake per individual (grams) 28 

HFIT(M,J) Forage/root intake k 

* L
st 

litterfall as accelerated by foraging activity k 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

L L maintenance dryweight intake 
spp st 

L L biomass 
spp st 

t E density per ha. 
spp st 

L
st 

biomass 

L
st 

density per ha. 

Lst maintenance dryweight intake 

28 offers a composite output selection for a single animal species 

HFIS (M) 

HSAT(M) 

HWRM(M) 

HHA(M) 

HDD(M) 

HB(M,J) 

HD(M,J) 

HMW(M,J) 

L
st 

forage/root intake 

L
st 

available (accessible) forage/roots 

Lst mean forage/root wastage rate 

Duration of activity 

Degree days of activity 

Growth stage biomass 

density per ha 

mean body liveweight (grams or kilograms) 

HWI(M,J) Body liveweight increment 

HFIM(M,J) ·Maintenance intake 

* 
HGRI (M) 

* 

HF2 

Mean forage/root dryweight intake per individual (grams) 

Grazing activity as a fraction of the maximum 

LsppLst litterfall as accelerated by foraging activity 

L L forage intake + wastage 
spp st 

Kg 

q 

q 

Kg 

k 

k 

h 

q 

Kg 

Kg 

k 

k 

22 

22, 29 

21 

23 

23,24 

22 

22 

23, 29 

24 

25 

26 

24 

2 2 ,26,31 
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NXG X-state 'Free' Summary Definition Units NXG 
value variable Option 

29 20/60 * Live + dead biomass abov~-ground k 11 

67-70 * k 11 

* Live biomass above-ground k 9,11 

71-81 * L live spp + dead biomass above-ground k 11 

* L live biomass above-ground k 9,11,31,32 spp 
82-96 HMW(M,J} Mean body liveweight (grams or kilograms) 23,28 

97-99 HSAT(M) Lst 
availab1e - {accessible) forage/roots k 22,28 

Space available for user expansions 

NXG = 30 
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NXC; X-state 'Free' Surrunary Defini tion Ulli t..s NXC 

v alue variable OlJtio n 

31 20 ASKI Snow depth cm 3, 2 5 

30 AST Soi l temperature margin above lower root growth 
threshold °e 2,25,32 

40 HF2 L.: L.: forage intake + wastage k 22,26,28 
spp st 

50,60 HF1S (M) L.: L.: 
spp st 

forage /root intake k 

67-91 HFGX (I, L) Forage intake dietary composition k 

92-96 HRGX (I) Root k 

97 ASTB L.: live + dead shoot biomass k 2,3,32 
spp 

9 8 * L.: live biomass above- ground k 9, 1 1,32 
spp 

9 9 X(50+I) L.: 
spp 

root biomass k 7,32 

32 20 AST Soi l temperature margin above lower root growth 
threshold °e 2,25,31 

30 ,40 ASTEM (N) Soil temperature profile °e 2 

50 APe Fractional ground cover 2 

60 AH1 Vegetation height cm 2,25 

67-91 HWFX(I,L ) Forage wastage by plan t composition k 

92-96 HWRX(I ) Root k 

97 ASTB L.: live + dead shoot biomass k 2,3,31 
spp 

9 8 * live biomass above-ground k 9,11,31 
spp 

99 X(50+I) L.: root biomass k 7,31 
spp 

3 3 20/ 60 (HFPX(M,I,L) L.: forage proportional dietary composition 
( 

st 

(HRPX(M, I ) L.: root 
spp 

67-96 (HFPX (M, I, L) Forage proportional die tary composition 
( 
(HRPX(M,I ) Root 

97 (HFPX (M, I, L) L.: forage proportional dietary compo sition 
( 

st 

(HRPX(M, I) L.: root 
spp 

98 ,99 ADD(M) L.:timedegree days above a ctivity threshold 



NXG x-state 

value 

'Free' 

variable 

Summary Definition 

Space available for user expansions 

NXG = 34, .•. 

units 

107 

NXG 

Option 
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PROGRAM LIMITATIONS 

Most program limitations have been referred to by White (1984a,b,c) 

and earlier in this manual, but it is helpful to review them in a single 

summary under three headings. 

1. 
2 Model structure - although an aggregate canopy model (mass/m ) 

excludes simulations of germination, seedling growth and all 
spatial heterogeneity, tentative applications of the present 

model can be substituted in some cases e.g. see White 1984b for 

representations of annual plants; White 1984a for parallel simulations 

over space. Note, however, that a degree of spatial heterogeneity 

is implicit in the model's formulation of producer-consumer 

interactions (White 1984c), and that the only primary consumers 

excluded from simulation are homoiotherms that feed on roots. 

The expansion of data array columns across species rows affords 

extensive flexibility for all other consumers (see White 1984c, 
Table II), given the reproduction constraints of one cycle per 

annum and of one life-~tage per overwintering adult reproductive 

(see 26 - NSTI(m,j)). Even these limitations may be partially 

offset by respectively simulating subpopulations in parallel 
and in series (see 3 - NH; also White 1984c), where the simulated 

post-reproductive mass of subpopulation m in the latter case is 

used as the initial mass of feeding life-stages in subpopulation 

m+1. The primary time limitation for all simulations is the mid-
[11J winter start (January 1 in northern hemisphere, July 1 in southern 

hemisphere), and state variable data are rarely available for 
this time of the year, especially in the case of producers. The 

merits of modelling biotic time and ecological balance must there
fore accommodate the user's tuning of mid-winter state variables, 

so that simulation duly matches the earliest available data e.g. by 

tuning assumed values of January 1 to simulate (by say March 1) 

the earliest actual values (see 3 - X-state variables). If state 
variable mortality rates (or growth gains) are subsequently altered 

over this same period, a revised tuning of initial values may 

become necessary. Lesser structural limitations are the restrictions 

of between-year variation in mortality rates (see 13 - Live herbage 
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turnover; 31 - HMORT(m,j)), and the omissions of dew and fog 

precipitation, of surface water run-off and of an economics module. 

2. Model function - it is stressed that the user may generate time-wasting 

series of simulations if there is not an ecosystem perception 

of the interrelationships of parameters (as described by White 

1984a,b,c, and in this manual), and of priorities in solving 

for data parity. Thus, it is pointless to finely tune anyone 

model component (e.g. producer senescence rates) if another major 

component (e.g. soil water profile) has not first been reasonably 

tuned. Equally, it must be recognised that producers respond 

more immediately to limiting abiotic factors than to consumer 

factors, and that response sequences govern tuning priorities. 

Hence the Pasture Growth Model facilitates preliminary tuning 

before introducing the modifying interactions of a consumer system 

per use of the full Grazing Model. Apart from output caution 

messages, only two set rules can be devised for user responses 

to tuning imbalance: 

recognise the precise definitions of data parameters; 

think leco-logicallyl. 

Failure "to observe either rule could create serious time wasting, 

and could even preclude an acceptable simulation e.g. using 

photosynthesis temperatures as tissue limits instead of crop limits, 

as defined (see 17 - SPLT(n), SPOT(n), SPUT(n)}; and failing to 

properly interpret signals of data non-parity, such as unseasonal 

shoot growth (see 13 - CTR(n)). As the model does not discharge 

excess crown + stem mass as self-adjusting senescence (contrast 

excess shoots and roots,White 1984b, Fig. 1), the latter case 

may seemingly violate acceptable modelling whereas 'eco-logically' 

it only signals simulation imbalance. The user's logic must 
therefore identify the input sources of imbalance, assisted by 

output caution messages. The solving of differences between balance 

and imbalance is illustrated by White (1984a). Apart from user 

input per se, there are in addition two model functions that may 

limit model applications. The simulation of mean consumer bodyweights 

invokes instant total populatlon death if starvation reaches the 
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indexed level (see 31 - HWSI(m,j)), so that the consumer submodel 

fails to be robust towards the limits of animal stress. Secondly, 

if grazing pressures vary widely between years (due to producer 
variability and/or grazing management ~xtremes), the producer 

submodel may fail in consistency between years. This arises where 

the aging index for first year shoots (see 16 - YPAF) is initialised 

as a function of grazing pressure. Ideally, the index might be 
modelled with a feedback to grazing pressures between years, but 

such a linkage is very difficult to formulate. 

3. Model sensitivity - input parameters have been widely examined in 

sensitivity analyses, but because the skeletal model admits unlimited 

data combinations, a review of specific analyses cannot extend 

to all model uses. Furthermore, sensitivities can be measured 

by different criteria e.g. individual tissues vs the whole plant, 

sequential life-stages vs collective species, actual vs aggregate 

time steps, and initial responses vs longer-term responses, such 

that no single measure defines all response surfaces. In addition, 

producer groups 1 - 3 (White 1984b) and consumer classes -2 -+2 
(see 3 - NCLAS(m)) may each respond differently. It is therefore 

relevant to characterise only the more likely limitations that 

can be expected across a range of simulations. Two very sensitive 

parame~ers have been specifically noted (see 30 - HME(m) and 
HMAF(m,j)) and in most model applications, responses to the 

following might be moderately sensitive: 

RTK(n) SWAF(n) HEAT2(m) 

SPK TLRS(n) HFRM(m,j) 

SPM(n) TLSR(n) HMDE(m,j) 

SPOT(n) TLSRC(n) HMK(m) 

SPUT(n) HPI(m,j) 

No evaluation has been made of model sensitivity to length of 
simulation but despite the model's self-stabilising properties, 

a I-day time step must set an upper limit. A 5-year simulation 

of group 1 plants (White 1984b) has performed well and could 
easily have been extended, but other plant groups and consumers 

have so far not been tested beyond three years. Consumer variations 

between years (e.g. different grazing dates of managed stock, 
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and initial density and liveweight differences from year to year) 

are less easily accommodated in longer simulations. Thus stocking 

practices may need to be increasingly standardised between years 

or between multi-year management cycles (see 26 - NSTI(m,j)) the 

lohg~r th~ si~ul~tion, and the cdhstraining array sizes may become 

more limiting. for consumers than for producers. It is therefore 

coris~fvatively anticipated that the model's greatest utility may 

be in grazirig'simulations of shoft-medium length, and that in 

some app1ications at least, simulations of >10 years might better 
. . 

use a model with a time step >1 day. 
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TUNING HINTS 

A referential system of data collation (~.g. Appendix. I) is invaluable 

in reviewing the likely ranges of data values. Given the known or likely 

ranges for a specific simulation, it is difficult to offer further specific 

guidelines for tuning, since model responses may differ over the range 

of potential applications. Thus generalised guidelines (see p.109) are 

at best complemented here by suggested tuning hints, demonstrated during 

model validation. Several suggestions are selected simply to establish 

a pattern to which the user can add, based on tuning experience with 

model applications of immediate interest. 

Abiotic submodels Increase 

To delay the drying of non-evaporative AEV 
(i.e. lower) soil layers 

To lessen the period of lowered productivity and AWAT1(i~1) 
mass over a period of limiting water stress (the 
drying of surface soil layers is accentuated, and 
after stress the water replenishing of lower 
layers may be delayed). 

To lessen herbage productivity and mass when AWATR(i~l) 
enterinq a limitinq water stress period while 
hastening re-growth responses when the stress 
period is passed. 

To vary herbage productivity and mass positively APRR 
prior to the onset of water stress and negatively 
during and after stress (but note: positive/ 
negative switching applies only in the higher 
ranges of APRR values; in lower ranges, 
variations are uni-directional). 

Decrease 

ATR 

AWAT1(i+1) 

AWATR(i+k, 
k~l) 

To reduce the contrast in herbage productivities ADSH 
and mass between dissimilar growth years 
(productivity peaks within years may also become 
less accentuated). 
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Producer submodel Increase Decrease 

To reduce the above-ground productivity of plant RTR(n) RTK(n) 
species n without changing above-ground 
parameter valUes. 

To increase the productivities of a cool season SPOT(n) 
species n against a warm season species. 

To increase the late season productivity of plant YDFG(n) 
species n where the termination of growth by 
limiting abiotic factors can retain true 
phenoloqy by preceding the declared 
phenology. 

To increase the productivity of plant species n CTR(n) 
in the following year by precluding 
disproportionate accumulation of crown + stem mass 
by the winter ending the current year. 
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Consumer submodel 

To initialise. feeding on the day of first 
transferring consumer m life-stage j 'into' a 
grazing area (feeding otherwise starts on the day 
following transfer). 

To increase herbage productivity through reduced 
shading when standing dead herbage is limiting. 

To increase (or decrease) future herbage 
productivity while also increasing (or decreasing) 
consumer m preferences for plant n herbage 
tissues, where the direction of change depends on 
the initial values of tissue preferences and on 
crown + stem (= metabolic pool) balance. 

Increase Decrease 

HTRAN(m,j-l) 

HDK(m) 

HFPI (m,n, 1, HFPI (m,n, 1 , 
1=1) 1=4) 
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APPENDIX I 

Two data collation formats have been adopted for referencing known 

data over the full range of model parameters. 'Each parameter can be assigned 

either (or both) formats, as is appropriate to the available data sets, 
and space is provided for all specificities of data collection that 

pertain to model use (see pp. 117-119). Thus data origins (site and 

country, field or laboratory), species or other sub-category, recording 

conditions and data units should all be entered. Additional details can 
be entered below the main entry (or photocopied data can be attached on 

the reverse of the page, as shown p. 119) and are labelled by circling 

the appropriate entry number in both places. There are spaces for the 

entry of simple tabular and graphical data, and each sheet (here slightly 

reduced in size) includes also the appropriate parameter definition, 

relevant conversion factors between commonly used data units, and the 

summarised data value(s) expressed in the units of the model. The entry 

is initialled i,n case of subsequent enquiry, and sheets from the abiotic, 

producer and consumer submodels are separately colour-coded. 

It is not possible to supply a data acquisition manual, and data 

entry is an ongoing task. Parameter values in successful model simulations 
may also be entered as the model user's feedback over a series of model 

applications, so providing a checking system for data parity between 

applications (see White, 1984a). In this way, model use is intended to 

become progressively more efficient and skilled. 
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APPENDIX II 

A selected listing of source program algorithms is presented with 
cross-referencing to the text and to the equations of White, 1984b,c. 
Numera 1 sin square brackets [ .. ] to t,he ri ght of a 1 gori thms are pa ired 
with like references at the left of the manual text, and similarly, 

enumerated equations (eq ... ) match the relevant producer or consumer 

paper equations. The following notations are also used: 

superscript II 

superscript I 

equations a-h 

operands .+. 

* 
.f. 

complementary algorithm(s) 

repeated algorithm 

un-numbered equation sequencing after the 

numbered equation shown 

a part algorithm is referenced and 

fo 11 ow; an operand of the type shown. 

Distinctions between like-numbered equations of the producer and 

consumer papers are clear from the coding sequence, with consumer algorithms 

appearing last. A full program listing (see Appendix III) complements 
the selected algorithms. 



* STORAGE 
COMMON/ABIOT/ABORT(9), ADD(6) ADD1(6) ADEP(9) AFIEL(9) 

1 AFIL1(9), AROOT(~), ASBOT(1~),ASK'K(9~, ASMOS(10~, 
2 ASOL( 9), ASOLK( 9), ASTEM( 15) ,AVSr-1( 9) , AVSTM( 15) , 

*FLOW 
C---NOTE: 'MINISIM' DOES NOT ADMIT NESTED FLOW STATEMENTS, HENCE THE 
C---EXTENSIVE REPLICATION ACROSS PLANT STATE VARIABLES 

C---PRIME SHOOT AGING 
(11,21). 

F-O 
F;G~P(1)*PBAKC1)+PBXR(1)+PBXC(1) 
IF(X(11)-PTI(1)*PYB(1).lT.0.)F=PBXRC1)+PBXC(1) ••• (1) 

C---OLO SHOOT MORTALITY 
(21,61). 

F=GRO( 1 )*OBAKC 1 )+OBXR( 1 )+OBXC( 1) ••• (2) 

C---YOUNG SHOOT MORTALITY 
(1,61>. 

F=YBXR(l)+YBXC(l)+X(l)*GRY(l) (3) 
IF(YTR(l).LT.l.)F=YBXR(l)+YBXC(l) 
IF(PTR(1).EQ.l.0.AND.RGD.GT.YDFG(1»F=YBXR(1)+YBXC(1)+0.995*YBFG(1 

l)*GRY(l) (4) 
IF(TPRS(l).GT.O.AND.RGO.GT.YDFG(l»F=YBXR(l)+YBXC(l)+YBFG(l)*GRY(l 

1) 

C---CROWN MORTALITY 
<31 61) 

, F=GRC(1)*(X(31)-CBFF(1» ••• (5) 

121 

C---ROOT RESPIRATION 
(51,10). 

F=RRK(1)*X(51)*AST ••• eq.7h' 

C---CROWN TO FLOWERS 
<31,41). 

F=O. 
IF(FI(1).EO.1.AND.RGD.GE.FDOG(1).AND~RGD.LE.FDFG(1»F=((P.GD/(CFDOG ••• [61 eq.7c 

1(1)+FDFGC1})/2.»/CFDFGC1)-FDOG(1»)*CBFF(1)+FDK(l)*(Y(l)+PPN(l)- .+. 
2CP ( 1) +OPN ( 1) ), [ 7 1 eq. 7 b 

C---CROWN TO YOUNG SHOOTS 

IF(TPRS(l).NE.O.O.AND.PTR(l).GT.O.O~AND.X(l).GT.O.O.AND.RGD.GT. 'IDFG(1).AND.CTR(1).EQ.'.0)F=F+X(3')*GRY(1) 

C---FLOWERHEADS TO STANDING DEAD 

(8) 

IFCFI(1).EQ.1.AND.RGD.GT.FDFGC1»F=GRFC1)*CFBFG(1)-FBC(1)*FBFGC1» .-. eq.7d 

C---FLOWERHEADS TO CROWN 
(41,31). 

F=O 
:F(tIME.EQ.YEAR)F~X(41) ••• 191 
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*ROUTI NES 
SUBROUT I NE START 

C---- oPEN MET DATA FILE- DIRECT ACCESS TO FIXED RECORD LENGTH 
C---- SEgUENTIALLY ORGANtSED, FORMATTED FILE; 'READONLY' ALLOWS MULTIPLE 
C---- AC ESS TO FILE. 

OPEN(UNIT=7 STATUS='OLD' ,ORGANIZATION='SEOUENTIAL' FORM= 
1 'FORMAfTED~~RECORDTYPE='FIXED',ACCESS='DIRECTr,BLANK= 
2 'ZERO',REAuuNLY) 

51009 IF(A9NPK(1).GT.0 •• AND.GRAFY(15,N).GT.GMAX)GMAX=GRAFY(15,N) 

SUBROUTINE CYCLE 

••• (10 1" 

C---- CHANGES TO PARTON MODEL INDICATED BY COMMENTS C---- INSTEAD OF C. (EGW) 
6:::: r~e~ES FROM AUGUST 1980 NOT ALL INDICATED AND INCLUDE VARIOUS D~L~fIONS 
C---- MODEL EXPANDED TO INCLUDE BOTH NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES 

DIMENSION AMO(13),ANORTH(13) ASOUTH(13) 
DATA ANORTH/0.,31.,59.,90.,1~0.,151.,181.,212.,243.,273.,304.,334. 

1 365./ ( 11 I 
6ATA ASOUTH/0.,31.,62.,92.,123.,153.,184.,215.,243.,274.,304.,335. 

C 
C 
C 

5 

C 
C 
C 

1,365./ 

**************************************** 
* ABIOTIC MODEL * 
**************************************** 

ARAIN=ARAIN-«ASNOW+ASKIT)*AMELT) 

ASOL1=ASOLA*(1.0 -(AREF +.0053*ACLP» 

TEM1 =0. 
AWTFS=O.O 

********************************************** 
* WATER FLOW MODEL * 
********************************************** 

DO 180 K=l NPG 
IF(K.GT.2)~WTFS=AWTFS+AWTFA(K) 

180 TEM1=TEM1+(X(K)+X(10+K)+X(20+K»*AWTFA(K) 
TEM1=TEM1+(X{61)*AWTFA(1»+(X(62)*AWTFA(2» 
IF(NPG-2.GT.0.)TEM1=TEM1+X(63)*AWTFS/(NPG-2) 

ASTB=TEM1*ACBI0 
TEM5=X(64)*ACBI0 
APLAI=ASTB/ACONV 

K=AHT 
IF(AHT-K.GT.0.Ol.AND.AHT-K.LT.O.5)H=0.099 
IF(AHT-K.GT.0.5)H=0.599 
AHT1-=K*0.5+H 
IF{H.EO.0.599)H=0.099 
ASTB 1 =ACSTB*0.4 
ASLOPE=K*0.15/ACSTB 
IF(H.NE.0.099)AHI=AHT 
!F(H.EQ.0.099)AHI=ATANF(ASTB,ASTB1,AHT1,AHT,ASLOPE) 

eq.l 

••• (12) 

( 131 

••• (14)' 

(15 I" 



APC=APL"AI/APCON 
IFCAPC.GT.l.)APC=1.0 

TEM1=APC*AHI 

2019 IF(TEMl .LE.8.5)TEM2 =.9+.04*TEMl 
IF(TEM1.GT.8 .. 5) TEM2=1.24 + (TEMl-8.5)*.35 
IF(TEMl .LE.3.0)TEM3 =TEMl *.333 
IF(TEMl .GT.3.0)TEM3 =l.+(TEMl -3.)*.182 
IF(ARAIN.GT.O.O)ASTCR=TEM2 *.026 i ARAIN + .094*TEM3 
I F(ASTCR.GT.ARAI N)ASTCR=ARAIN 

c---- THE CONSTANT A2 REPRESENTS A LEAF SURFACE FILM (eM) BASED ON DATA 
C---- FROM COLLINS (MAX .008 IN) RANGE SCIENCE 6~ AND THE TOTAL LEAF SURFACE 
C---- ~t~S+eR;~ts~~G~~~~L~f,~.~~~r~S~C~~~~~Ar!~:6~A~:X~§C 

1161 

(17 I 

(181 ' 

3019 iF(ASKI.GT.AHI*0.5)ASTCR=0.0 ••• eq.2 
TEM4 =ARA I N+AI RR-ASTCR ••• eq. 3" 
IF(TEM4.LT.O.)TEM4=O. 

C---- AN APPROXIMATION OF SNOWMELT IS ADDED, BASED SOLELY ON THE WATER CONTENT 
C---- OF FRESHLY FALLEN SNOW WITHOUT ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSEQUENT COMPACTION, 
C---- EVAPORATION OR RAIN LOAD 

IF (T I ME.GT. TSTART .AND.ASK I-ASNOW. LT .AGONE) TEM4=TEM4+ C AGONE- (ASK 1- eq.3" 
1 ASNOW) )*AMEL T 

TEM2=(-l. + .45*LOG10(TFM5 + 1.»*LOGC10.) 
ALIT=C.015*TEM4 +.0635)~EXPCTEM2 ) 
IF(TEM4 .LE.ALIT)ALIT=TEM4 
IF(ALIT+ACLIT.GT.(TEM5/ACONV)*2.0*A2)ALIT=(TEM5/ACONV)*2.0*A2-

1 ACLIT 
IF(ALIT.LT.O.)ALIT=O. 

TEM4 =TEM4 -AL IT 

[ 191 

[181 ' 

eq.3" 

123 

IFCASKI.GT.ARAIN/AMELT.AND.ASKI.GE.AGONE)ARAll=O.O [20J eq.3" 

15 AFIELCK)=AFIL1(K)+TEMl *AROOTCK)*AFIPR/ADEPCK) 

TEMl =AFIEL(K)*ADEP(K) 
TEM2 =M/I LT<K)*ADEP(K) 
ADRAN=APRO*EXP«ASMOSCK)-TEM1)*(ABASE/ANLYS)/ADEP(K» 
IF (ASMOS (K). LE. TEM2 ) ADRM~=O.O 

TEM1=0. 
DO 181 K=l NPG 

181 TEM1=TEM1+tX(K)+X(10+K)+X(20+K»*AWTFA(K) 
APLA=TEM1*ACBIO/ACONV 

ASD=ASTB 
ABSL=EXP(-APRR*APLA) + .08 
IF(ABSL.GT •• 995) ABSL=.995 
IF(ASKI.GT.O.)ABSL=O.O 
ABTR= ( 1.-ABSU 
IF ASKI.GT.AHI*0.5)ABTR=0.0 

TEM2=ASMOSCK)/ADEP(K) 
101 TEM3=TEM3+ATENS(K,TEM2)*AWAT1(K) 

TEM1=TEM3 

APBS=ABSEV(TEM1)*APEVA*Cl.-ASD/999.)*ABSL 
I FCASD.GT.999.)APBS=0.0 

• •• (211 

[221 

(231 
[141 ' 

[241 

[251 

126 ) 
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C 
C 
C 

c .... 

AWSWP=O. 
DO 123 K=l,ANLYS 

tEM2 =ASMOS(K)/ADEP(K) 
AWSWP=AWSWP+ATENS(K,TEM2)*AWATRCK) 

TEMP(K) =AWAT 1 (K)/ATENS(K,TEM4 

****************************************** 
* HEAT FLOW MOOEL * 
****************************************** 

K15=(ABASE/15.)+1.001 

ASTEMCK15)=ASBOTCMON)+CASBOTCNTEM1)-ASBOT(MON»*MDAY/(AMO(MON+1.) 
l-AMO(MON» 

iF(TEM1.LE.300.)ASTEM(1)=ATEMP+ATM1*APEVA*(1.-APTZP/APEVA)*(l.-TEM 
11/300. ) 

IF(TEM1.GT.300.)ASTEM(1)=ATEMP+ATM2*CTEMl-300.)/600. 
IF (ASTEM(1).LT.0.)ASTEM(1)=ASTEMC1)*0.30 

IFCTEM1.GT.900.AND.TEM1.GT.ACSTB) WRITE (2,.tl1111> ITIM 
IF(TEM1.GT.900.AND.TEM1.GT.ACSTB) TIME=TENu 

rEMl =ACON*86400./(ADEN*ASPC*225.) 
THE TIME STEP =86400.SEC, DELTA X IN THE GROUND =225OM**2 

IF(K.EO.1) GO TO 114 
TEMP(K'=TEMl *(ASTH1CK)+TEMP(K-l )-2.*ASTEMCK+1 )+ASTEM(K+2» 

ASTEM(K)=ASTEM(K)+TEMP(K-l) 

I F(TEM2.GT.TEM7.AND.TEM2.LE.TEMS)AST=AST+(ASTEM(K)-ASK)*AWATR{L) 

IF (A6.EQ.0 •• OR.AST.LT.0.)AST=0. 

ACMX=AVMX + (ASOL3*ATOP-300.)*.027 
IF «ASOL3*ATOP).LE.300.)ACMX=AVMX 

CALL PLANT 
CALL ANIMAL 
RETURN 
E~ 

[271 

••• [281 

... (291 

(301 

[31 ] 

(32] 
I 

133] 

••• (341" 

eq.4" 

eq.4" 

eq.4a 



SUBROUT I NE APENN 
C •••• THE POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION RATE (APEV-CM/DAY) IS CALCULATED USING 
C •••• PENMAN'S (1948) EQUATION -- FUNCTION OF ATEMP, AWSP, ACLP, ARHP, ASOL2, 

FUNCT I ON ACLAS ( I ) 
C •••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER 

c .... 
C •••• 

FUNCTION ATENS(K,TEMl ) 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SOIL WATER POTENTIAL OF THE KTH 
LAYER AS FUNCTION OF THE VOLUMETRIC SOIL WATER CONTENT (TEM1-FRACTION) 
IF CTEMl .GE.AF 1 EUK) >TEM2 =( .6-TEMl )* .3/ (.6o-AF I EUK) ) 
IF(TEMl .LT.AFIEL(K»TEM2 =.3+(AFIEL(K)-TEMt )*2.7/(AFIEL(K)-

t A3BAR(K» 
IF(TEMl .LT.A3BAR(K»TEM2 =3.+(A3BAR(K)-TEMt )*t2./(A3BAR(K)-

1 AW I LT(K) ) 
IF(TEMl .LT.AWILT(K»TEM2 =15.+(AWILT(K)-TEMl )*2000. 
ATENS=TEM2 

FUNCTION ATREV(TEM1) 
C •••• THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE EFFECT OF APEVA AND THE SOIL WATER TENSION 
C •••• (TEMl -BARS) UPON THE RAT I 0 OFAPTR TO APEVA (BASED UPON DATA PRESENTED 
C •••• BY DENMEAD AND SHAW (1962) AND DYE (1972» 

FUNCTION ABSEV(TEMt) 
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(351 

C •••• THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE EFFECT OF APEVA AND SOIL WATER TENSION (TEM1-
C •••• -BARS) UPON THE RAT I 0 OF APBS TO APEVA (BASED LPON DATA PRESENTED BY 
C •••• ~EMON, 1956) 

C 

8 

FUNCTION ATANF(Z A B D E) 
ATANF=B+(D/3.141~9~*ATAN(3.14159*E*(Z-A» 

SUBROUT I NE PLANT 

***************************** 
* PFRFNNIAI PlANT MODEL * 
*****'*'****1**1************* 

C---TSTART MUST BE THE FIRST CALENDAR DAY IN THE ANNUAL CYCLE AND MUST BE 
C---INITIALISED AS THE JULIAN DATE (TIME=l. WHEN YEAR=l.). IF TSTART IS SET 
C---LATER THAN THE FIRST ANNUAL CYCLE OF WEATHER DATA~ IT MUST BE INITIALISED 
C---AS THE JULIAN DATE (GREATER THAN 365.) COUNTING FKOM THE START OF THE 
C---WEATHER FILE (TIME=l., YEAR=1.). 

SO IF(TIME.NE.YEAR+365.)GO TO 60 

[151" 

RBAK( I) =X( 50+ I) ••• [36 I 

60 IF(TIME.NE.YEAR+l.)GO TO 62 

1060 IF(TPRS(I).LE.O.)PBAK( I)=PBAK( I)+PYB(I) 
61 IF(CBFF(I).GT.O •• AND.FICK( 1).LT.l.0)FI( 1)=1. 

ATDIF=(ATEMP+20.)-(ATMIN+20.) 
ATAVN=ATMIN+ATDIF*0.15 

IF(TIME.LE.YEAR+1S0.)SCSD=TIME 
IF(TIME.GT.YEAR+150 •• AND.ABS(APHI).LT.0.65)SCSD=TIME 
IF(TIME.GT.YEAR+150 •• AND.ABS(APHI).GE.0.6S)SCSD=SCSD+ADY/24. 

... 

[371 
[38 ) 

[391 

eq.7f" 
[401" 
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C---ONLY 0.47 OF TOTAL INCOMING RADIATION IS IN THE PHOTOSYNTHETICALLY ACTIVE 
C---RANGE 
40065 ASOLC 1>=«0.47*ASOL3)/(ADY*60.»*(SCS( I)-SCS( 1)*(TIME-SCSD)/36S.) .*. [401" eq.7f" 

l*SHADE 
ASOLT=«0.47*ASOL3)/(ADY*60.»*SHADE 
IF(AHI.LT.3.0.AND.AHI.GE.1.S)ASOL( I)=ASOL( I)+(ASOLT-ASOL( 1»*(1.-

1 « AH 1-1 • S ) I (3.0- 1 • 5» ) [ 4 1 1 
IFCAHI.LT.1.5)ASOLCI}=ASOLT 
SP I ( I) = 1. 
I F (ASOl( I ) • LT .A SOLK ( I ) .~. A SK I .GT • ASK I K ( I ) ) SP I ( I ) =0. [421 

11065 iF(YOOG( 1).EQ.RGD)X(I)=0.001*(X(30+1)+X(SO+I» [431 
I FCYOOGC I).EQ.RGD)X(SO+I)=X(SO+I)-X( I) 

SPTSW(I)=««SPUT1(1)-PTCA)/(SPUT1( 1)-SPOT1CI»)*«PTCo-SPLT( 1»1 
2 (SPOT 1( I) -SPL T( I) »** « SPOTl( I) -SPL TC 1»1 (SPUT l( I) -SPOT 1( I» »**( 
3ASWK3+ASWK4*AWSWP»*C1.-AWSWP/AZPWP) 

-fpc I )=X( I )*SPI (I )*SWAF( I )*YPAF1*SPTSW( I )*0.027S6*SPM( I )*C 1.-EXPC-
2SPK*ASOL( I»)*ADY 
PP( I) =X( 10+ I )*sp I ( I )*SWAF ( I )*PPAF*SPTSW( I) *O.027S6*SPM( 1)* (l.-EXP( 

2-SPK*ASOL(I»)*ADY 
OP( I )=XC20+ I )*sp I C I )*SWAF< I )*OPAF*SPTSW( I )*0.02756*SPM( 1)* (l.-EXP( 

2-SPK*ASOL(I»)*ADY 

IF(RGD.LE.YDFG( I»YP( I)=YP( 1)*YPAF1**5.0 

GRT=TABXY(TF,15,NGRAF,GRAFX,GRAFY) 
TLSRF=TLSR( 1)+GRT*TFERT+GRT1 
IF(TLSRF.GT.TLSR(I)+GMAX)TLSRF=TLSR( I)+GMAX 
IF(TLRS(I)-GRT*TFERT-GRT1.GT.0.)TLRSF=TLRS( 1)-GRT*TFERT-GRTl 
IF(TLRSF.LT.TLRS(I)-GMAX)TLRSF=TLRS( I)-GMAX 

iF(X(10+1)+X(20+1).EO.0.)GO TO 69 
PBG1 ( I )=(X( 10+ I )*PBW( I) )/SB( I) 
OB G 1( I ) = ( X ( 1 0+ I ) + X ( 20+ I) ) I SB ( I ) 

DO 88 1=1 NPG 
TPRSF=TPR~( I) 
RTKF=RTK( I) 
TLSRF=TLSR( I) 
TLRSF=TLRS( I) 

77 RGDA=RGD-YOOG(I) 
IF(RGDAuLE.O.)RGDA=O. 
TAB=TABLECRGDA,S,RGDX,RGDY) 
TSUMCI)=TSUM( I}+ABS(TAB) 

84 IFCTLSR( I).GT.O.)GO TO 86 

85 IF(TLSR(I).EQ.0.)RBAR=X(50+1)-CRBAK( I)-RBAKC I)*TPRSF) 

86 RsAR=X(SO+I)-«l.-TLSRF)*SRB( I» 
87 IF(RBAR.LT.O.)RBAR=O. 

R( I)=RTKF*TAB*RBAR 

2092 CRC I)-CRK( 1)*X(30+1)*AST 

PRO( I )-X( 10+ 1)* (ATAVN+ATNEG)*PRDK( I )*AN I*ASK II 
ORDC I) =X( 20+ 1)* (ATAVN+ATNEG)*CRDK ( 1)* AN I *ASK I I 
YRD( I)"X( I) * (ATAVN+ATNEG)*YRDK( I)*ANI*ASKII 

[451 

••• [461 

[101" 

[471 

••• [481 

••• [491 

[SOl eq.6a 

eq.7h' 

eq.79 



YPMP( I)=YP( I)*YPPK( I) 
IF(RGD.GT.(YDFG( I)+YDOG( 1»/2.)YPMP( I)=YPMP( I)-YPMP( I)*(RGD-«YDFG 

1 ~ I )+YDOG( I) )/2.) )/(YDFG( 1)-( (YDFG( I,)+YDOG( I) )/2.» 

93 Y( I )=YP( I )-YRD( I )-YPMP( I) 

CI ( I )ey( I )+PPN( I )+OPN( I )+R( I) 

C( I) =( « 1.-TLSRF)*SRB( I )+CTLRSF*SRB ( I) -XC 50+ I» )/e SRCB( f) -xc I) 
l»*CI(I) 

CPt I) =CPK( 1)* (PYB( I )/X( 10+ 1»* (PYB( I )/( PYB( I) +X( 1»)* (C I ( I>-C( I» 
IFCTPRS( 1).E8.-1.0.AND.CP( I).GT.PPN( I)+OPN( IncP( I)=PPN( I)+OPN( I) 
IF(TPRS( I).E .-1.0.AND.RGD.GE.YDOG( t»CP(I)=O. 

CBFF(I)=X(30+1)-TLCL( I)-FICK( I)*(TLCU( I)-TLCL( I» 
I F(CBFF( I) .GT .. 0 •• AND.F leK( I) .EQ.1.0)CBFF( 1)=0. 
IF(CBFF(I).lE.O.)CBFF(I)=O. 
IF(RGD.GT.FDFG(I»CBFF(I)=O. 

... 

1511 

eq.7" 

eq.7" 

eq.5 

eq.7a 
( 52) 

153} 
eq.6 

FUNCTION TABlE(RO,N,RX,RY) 
C---THIS FUNCTION INTERPOLATES X-V STRATEGIC COORDINATES (RGDX, RGDY; 
C---YP~, YPY) 

DO 84 1= 1 ,Nl 
IF(RD.GT.RX( I+1»GO TO 84 
TABLE=RY(I)+(RY(I+l)-RY( I»*(RD-RX( I»/(RX( I+1)-RX(I» ••• 1541 

FUNCTION TABXY(TT K20 L6 GX GY) 
C---THIS FUNCTION INTER~OLAfES'X-~ STRATEGIC COORDINATES (GRAFX, GRAFY) 

C 
C 
C 

IF(TT.GT.GX(K20,I+l»GO TO 80065 
TABXY=GY(K20,I)+(GY(K20,I+l)-GY(K20,I»*(TT-GX(K20,I»I(GX(K20,I+l 155} 

1)-GX(K20,1» 

*************************************** 
* AN lMAL CONSUMER MODEL * 
*************************************** 

SUBROUT I NE AN lMAL 

206 HoD( JD) =( ( (2./3.)* (COS (6.2832* ( 1./6.-PD 1) *3./2. ) -COS (6.2832/4. ) )+ 
1(4./3.)*(COS(6.2832*(P02-2./3.)*3!/4.)-COS(6.2832/4.»)*(PSB/2.)1 
26.2832) +( (ACMX+AVMN)/2.-HTTU JD) )tt (PD2-PD 1 )*DT (56) , 

GO TO 1207 
207 ..vD(JD)=O. 

1207 ADD1(JD)=ADD(JD) 
ADD(JD)=ADD(JD)+HDD(JD) (571' 

HDD(JD)=(ATAVN-HTTL(JD»*OT 1561' 

HDO(JO)s(AST-HTTL(JO»*OT 1561' 
9207 AOD1(JO)=AOO(JD) 

ADO(JO)-ADD(JO)+HOO(JO) (571' 

127 
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IF(TIME.NE.YEAR)GO TO 212 

HB(M,9-JH)=HBCM,8-JH)+HB(M,9-JH) 
HO( M, 9-JH) =HD C M, 8-JH) +HD H1, 9-JH) 

(S81 

HFLO=HFLOW(HWAVE(M,JH),HTRAN(M,JH),ADD(M» ••• eq.3"' 

HONE=(HTRAN(M"JH)+HWAVE(MLJH)/2.-ADD1(M»*2. 
HFLO=HFLOW(HONE,ADD1(M),AuD(M» 

~BTCM,JH+1)=HD(M,JH)*HFLO*HWOG(M,JH+1) 

217 iF(HWOG(M,JH+1).NE.0.00777)HB(M,JH)=HB(M,JH)-HD(M,JH)*HFLO* 
1HMW(M JH) 

IF(HWbG(M,JH+l).EQ.0.00777)HB(M,JH)=HB(M,JH)-HB(M,JH)*HFLO 

iFCHPK(M).GT.9.0)HPK2=10.o-HPK(M) 

C---THE FOLLOWING SETS OF 'FREE' STATE VARIABLES PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE SELECTIONS 
C---OF PRINTING AND PLOTTING OPTIONS SELECTED BY THE VALUE OF THE CONTROL 
C---PARAMETER NXG. ALL ARRAYS ARE 6EFlNED WITH GENERALISED SUBSCRIPTS TO 
C---OFFER MAXIMUM VERSATILITY IN SELECTING PARAMETER COMBINATIONS. ANY 
C---COMBINATIONS EXCLUDED BY A GIVEN SET CAN STILL BE oaTAINED BY COUPLING 
C---SELECTIONS OVER SEPARATE SIMULATIONS, OR BY ADDING A FURTHER SELECTION 

NL1=1 
NL2=2 
NL3=3 
NL4=4 
NLS=S 
IF (NXPG( 1 ) .GT .O.AND.NXPG( 1 ). LE.9) NLl =NXPG( 1 ) 
IF(NXPG(2).GT.0.AND.NXPG(2).LE.9)NL2=NXPG(2) 
IF(NXPG(3).GT.0.AND.NXPG(3).LE.9)NL3=NXPG(3) 
IF(NXPG(4).GT.0.AND.NXPG{4).LE.9)NL4=NXPG(4) 
IF(NXPG(S).GT.0.AND.NXPG(5).LE.9)NLS=NXPG(5) 
NL6=1 
NL7=2 
NL8=3 
NL9=4 
NL 10=S 
IF(NXAB(1).GT.0.AND.NXAB(1).LE.15)NL6=NXAB(1) 
IF(NXAB(2).8T.0.AND.NXAB(2).LE.1S)NL7=NXAB(2) 
IF(NXAB(3).GT.0.AND.NXAB(3).LE.15)NL8=NXAB(3) 
IF(NXAB(4).GT.0.AND.NXAB(4).LE.1S)NL9=NXAB(4) 
:F(NXAB(S).GT.0.AND.NXAB(5).LE.1S)NL10=NXAB(S) 

304 iF(NXG.GE.4)GO TO 306 
IF(NXAB(1).GT.10)NL6=1 
IF(NXABC2).GT.l0)NL7=2 
IF(NXAB(3).GT.l0)NL8=3 
IFCNXAB(4).GT.10)NL9=4 

317 NL11I:NL1 
NL12=NL2 
NL13=NL3 
NL 14=NL4 
IF(NPG.LE.S.AND.NXG.LE.20)GO TO 320 
IF(NPG.LE.5.ANO.NXG.GT.20)GO TO 420 
NL11=0 
NL12=0 
NL13=0 
NL 14=0 
DO 319 11:1,N'G 
DO 318 NV=l S 
IF(I.EO.NXP~(NV»GO TO 319 
IF(NV~EQ.S.AND.NL11.EO.0)NL111:1 
IF(I.~O.NL11)GO TO 319 
IF(NV.EQ.5.AND.NL12.EQ.0)NL12=1 
IF( I.EO.NL12)GO TO 319 
IF(NV.EQ.5.AND.NL13.EO.0)NL13=1 
IF( 1.~.NL13)GO TO 319 
IF(NV. O.S.ANO.NL14.EQ.0)NL14=1 

318 CONTI E 

... 

eq.3'" 

(S91 

eq.l '" 

eq.1'" 

(601 

(61 ) 

(621 ' 

(62) , 

1631 



319 CONT I f'UE 
IF(NL11.E~.O)NLll=NLl 
IF(NL12.E .O)NL12=NL2 
IF(NL13.E .O)NL13=NL3 
IF(NL14.EQ.O)NL14=NL4 
IF(NXG.GT.20)GO TO 420 

420 iF(NXAN(1).LE.0.OR.NXAN(1).GT.6)NXAN(1)=1 
IF(NXAN(2).LE.O.OR.NXAN(2).GT.6)NXAN(2)=2 
I F ( NXAN (3) '. LE .0. OR. NXAN ( 3 ) • GT .6) NXAN ( 3 ) = 3 
IF(NXG.GE.31)GO TO 459 
IF(NXAB(1).GT.8)NL6=1 
IF(NXAB(2).GT.8)NL7=2 
IF(NXAB(3).GT.8)NL8=3 
IF(NXAB(4).GT.8)NL9=4 
IF(NXAB(5).GT.8)NL10=5 
IF(NXG.GE.25)GO TO 432 

459 iF(NXAB(1).GT.6)NL6=1 
IF(NXAB(2).GT.6)NL7=2 
IF(NXAB(3).GT.6)NL8=3 
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(641 

(621 ' 

(621 ' 

C 
IF(NXAB(4).GT.6)NL9=4 
F(NXAB(5).GT.6)NL10=5 

IF(NXG.GE.32)GO TO 466 
***** NXG~31 

FUNCTION HFLOW(HFW,HFT,HFA) 
C---THIS FUNCTION CONTROLS LIFE-STAGE TRANSFERS 
C--- NOTE •••• HFW IS BASED ON A MODIFIED VALUE OF HWAVE(M,JH) 

HFLOW=0.5+0.5*SIN(6.28321HFW*CHFA-HFT-HFW/4.» 
GO TO 217 

215 HFLOW=O. 

sumOUTINE CYCL1 

IF (IABS(NCLAS(M»-1)270,265,265 

266 HFAT=HFAT+(SB(I)+X(30+1)+X(40+1»*HFAI(M,I)*SNOW 

HFPR(M, I,IA)=(X( IAA)+HAY( I»*HFAI(M,I)*SNOW/HFAT*HFPI(M,I,IA) 
.,0 

Hl0=(X( IAA)*HFAI(M,I»/(HFPR(M,I,IA)/H34(M)*HFIS(M» 

iF(TIMEeGT.TSTART+1 •• AND.HFPR(M,l
t

IA),H34(M)*HFIS(M).GT.X( IAA)* 
1 HFA I (MI. I » HPREF=HFPRCM,.I,t I A)* «X( AA) HF A I (~1, I »*H 10) I 
2(HFPR(M, 1,IA)/H34(M)*Hrl~(M» 

IF(HPREF.GT.0 •• AND.HPREF.LT.HFPR(M,I,IA)*0.1)HPR=1.0 
IF(HPREF.GT.O •• ANDeHPREF.GE.HFPR(M,l

t
IA,*O.l)HFPR(M,I,IA)=HPREF 

!F(HPR.EQ.l.0)HFPR(M,I,IA)=HFPR(M, , A) 0.1 

267 H3=H3+HFPR(M,I,IA) 
H34(M)=H3 

271 ~AT.HRAT+X(50+1)*HRAI(M,I) 

!F(HRAT.GT.0.)HFPRCM,I,1).X(50+1)*HRAI(M,I)/HRAT*HFPI(M,I,1) 

H10=(X(SO+I)*HRAI(M,I»/(HFPR(M,I,1)/H34(M)*HFIS(M» 

eq.2 

.+. eq.4' 

eq.S' 

.1. eq.6' 

eq.7'" 

eq.7'" 

.+. eq.4' 

eq.S' 

.1. eq.6' 
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IF(TIME.GT.TSTART+l •• AND.HFPR{M, 1,1)/H34(M)*HFIS(M).GT.XC50+1)* 
ll-f{A I (M, I ) HiPREFz:HFPR (M, I , 1 ) * « x ( 50+ I ) *I-f{A I (M, I ) ) *H 10) I 
2(HFPR{M I 1)/H34(M)*HFISlM» 

I F(HPRE~.~T·8··AND.HPREF.LT.HFPR(M,I,')*0.')HPR=1.0 F(HPREF.GT ••• AND.HPREF.GE.HFPR(M, 1,1)*0.1)HFPR(M, 1,1)=HPREF 
IF(HPR.EQ.l.0)HFPR(M,I,1)=HFPR(M,I,lJ*O.1 

DO 279 M=l,NH 
JH=O 
PROBE=O. . 
HDFA(M)=l 
IF(NCLAS(M).NE.O.AND.HOK(M).GT.l •• AND.HFIN.GT.O.)HDFA(M)=1.0 + 

l(HDK(M)-l.)*HFIS(M)/HFIN 
IF(NCLAS(M).EQ.O.OR.HDK(M).EQ.l.)GO TO 279 

278 JH=JH+l 
IF(JH.GT.NSTAG(M).AND.PROBE.EQ.0 •• AND.ADD1(M).GE.HTRAN(M,2)+ 

lHWAVE(M
t

2)/2.)HDFA(M)=HDK(M) 
IF(JH.G .NSTAG(M»GO TO 279 
IF(NSTI(M,JH).NE.1.AND.NSTI(M,JH).NE.3)PROBE=1. 

GO TO 278 
279 JF(HDFACM).LT.l.)HDFA(M)=l. 

HI5=HFPI(M,I,5)*10000. 
MI5=HFPI(M, I 5)*10000. 
IF (H I5-M 15.Gt .0.01. AND.H 15-M 15. L T .0. 2) HA Y( I) =0. 

iF( IA.EQ.5.AND.(X( IAA>+HAY( I».GT.O.)HFGX( I,IA)=HFGX( I,IA)+ 
lHFPX(M, I, IA)*X{ IAA)/(X( IAA>+HAY( I) )*HF IS(M) 

281 i F( IA.EQ.5.AND. (X( IAA)+HAY( I) ).GT .0. )CHOMP=CHOMP+HFPX(M, I IA)* 
1 HA Y( I )/(X( I AA>+HAY( I) )*HF I SCM) +HFPX( M, I, I A)*HAY( I )/(XC I AA~ +HAY( I) ) 
2*HFIS(M)*HWRM{M) , 

IF (X ( I AA) • GT .0. ) X ( 64) =X ( 64) +HWFX ( I , I A) 
IF(IA.EQ.5.AND.I.LE.2)X{60+1)=X(60+1)-CHOMP 

IF(IA.EQ.5.AND.I.GE.3)X(63)=X(63)-CHOMP 

IF (X(50+1).GT.O.)X(65}=X(65)+HWRX{ I) 

2290 ~FLO=HFLOW(HWAVE(M,JH) ,HTRAN{M,JH) ,ADD(M» 

HONE={HTRAN(M/.JH)+HWAVE(M~JH)/2.-ADD1(M»*2. 
HFLO=HFLOWCHONE,ADD1(M),AuD(M» 

16290 HB(M,JH)=HB(M,JH)*(l.-GRM)+HBT(M,JH) 

293 ~F(NCLAS(M).GE.O)HB(M,JH)Z:HB(MjJH)+HPI(M,JH)*HFIT(M,JH) 

IF(HUNGR(M,JH).GT.0.)HMAF2=HMAF(M,JH)-(HMAF(M,JH)-1.)*HUNGR(M,JH)/ 
1 HWS I (M, J H) 
HCMM{M,JH)=«(HMK(M)*(CHBCF(M)*HMW(MLJH)/l000.)**HME(M»)*HMAF2 '7HEAT (M)*GRW)/HMDE(M,JH)/1000.)/ACBIU*DT 

eq. 7" I 

eq. 7" I 

1651 

1661 

· .. (67)" 

1671" 

· .. 1671" 
.+. 

[681 I 

(67)" 

· .. [671" 

· .. [681 ' 

... eq.3"' 

eq.3'" 

.+. eq.l " 

.+. eq.l II 

1691 

1701 eq.9 

iF(HUNGR(M,JH).GT.0.)HPI2-HPICM,JH)+(t.-HP!(M,JH»*0.10*HUNGR(M,JH 
l)/HWSI(M JH) 1711 
IF(HPI2.~T.HPI(M,JH)+O.05)HPI2~HPI(M,JH)+O.05 

IF(HWI(M,JH).LT.0.)HWI(M,JH)=HWI(M,JH)/0.8 ••• 1721 

*END 
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APPENDIX III 

The SIMCOMP 2.1 (='MINISIM')execution sequence is shown in Fig. 1 

(based on Gustafson and Innis, 1973) using three supplied programs: 

SCMP21 pre-compiler 

SRCST auxilliary source (pre-programmed segments of model source) 

PLANT14 (or ANIMALI4) model source. 

The SIMCOMP programs are written in American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI) FORTRAN, and although relatively machine-independent, supplied 
versions are as adapted for a VAX 11/780 computer. For efficiency during 

source program development, the SRCST file has been split in two: 

code that is required for and/or is affected by the pre-compiler 

program SCMP21 during compilation of PLANT14 (or ANIMALI4) 

code when merging it with SRCST code to produce FORTRAN source 

code. 

code that is not directly affected by program SCMP21 and which is 

compiled separately and later linked to the above FORTRAN 

source code to generate an executable image of the simulated 

source program SIMPRG. 

Modifications of SCMP21 and SRCST (two files) are flagged and documented 

in the supplied VAX 11/780 files using line labels 'WHITE ' , 'TGMLI ' , 

'TGMLI2 1 and TGMLI3 1 
•. Jhe changes may be compared against the original 

listings of Gustafson and Innis (1973), and in major part comprise the 
-following: 

inclusion of a model source program subroutine CYCLI in the sequence 

of special purpose system subroutines START, CYCLE, CYCLl, FINIS. 
modification of subroutine ESCAPE for handling abnormal termination 

of SCMP21. 

option for selective suppression of the model source program listing 

by SCMP21 where any program segment(s) can be suppressed as 
required between the user's inserted lines 
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S0URCE 

SlMC0MP 2.1 

F0RTRAN 
C0MPILER 

SIMC0MP 2.1 
C0MPILER 

S0URCE 
SECTION 

SRCST 
AUXILIARY 

S0URCE 

file 1 

SIMPRG SIMULATI0N 
PR(lGRAM 

file 2 
,- - - --7 
I , 

......... 1 SRCST I 
~ \ \ 

SIMULATI0N 

TABULAR 
0UTPUT 

GRAPHIC 
0UTPUT 

\- - - -_\ 

DATA 
SECTI0N 

Figure 1. Complete SIMCOMP 2.1 execution sequence, modified to show 

the SRCST file split into two (see text). 
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The format of each control is left-justified to column 1, and 

has no space in column 2. The default condition (i.e. no 

suppressions requested) prints a full listing. 

modification of FILE DECLARATION statements in SCMP21 and SRCST, 

as documented in the listings. 

modification of CALLS to intrinsic functions using the function 

generic names of VAX 11/780, and including name changes e.g. 

arcsine function. 

In addition to the SIMCOMP 2.1 program, two optional VAX 11/780 command 

files have been developed as a user interface. Listings and documentation 

for these can also be supplied. 

Acknowledgement: Ken R. Lefever, Centre for Resource Management, Lincoln 
College, Canterbury, New Zealand, is very gratefully acknowledged for 

providing technical assistance in computing systems throughout all phases 

of model development, and for modifications to SIMCOMP 2.1 and the 

development of the user interface. Ken's careful documentation of 
system changes has been invaluable, for it has been necessary to use 

three different computing systems over the period of model development 
and testing. 
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INDEX OF VARIABLES 

The index cites only substantive references to variables in the text 

(the main reference is in bold type) and excludes references to tables. 

See also coloured pages and Table I I. 

Page Page 

ABORT(9) 13,14,81,90,91 APRES 13,24 

ACBIO 13,27,90 APRR 13,59,112 

ACBS 13,63,90 ARAIN 22 

ACLIT 13,62,90 AREF 13,63 

ACLP 22 ARHP 22 

ACOND 13,61,90 AROOT(9) 34 

ACONV 13,52,90 ASBOT(12) 14,39,60,118 

ACSC 13,62,90 ASK 13,40,43 

ACSTB 13,42,90 ASKI 22 

ACTR 13,63,90 ASKIK(9) 14,54 

ADAY 13,24,90 ASMOS(10) 62 

ADEN 13,61,90 ASNOW 22 

ADEP(9) 13,14,33,90 ASOLK(9) 43 

ADSH 13,42,53,90,112 ASTEM(15) 61,118 

AEV 13,60,90,112 ASWK1 13,55 

AFAIN 13,25 ASWK2 13,55 

AFIL1(9) 13,34 ASWK3 13,56 

AFIPR 13,33 ASWK4 13,56 

AHT 13,41,42 ATLIT 13,63 

At~EL T 13,62 ATt~l 13,60 

ANLYA 13,34,90 ATM2 13,61 

ANLYS 13,33,90 ATMAX 22 
ANOBS 13,25 ATMIN 22 
APCON 13,52 ATOP 13,24,74 

APHI 13,24 ATPEV 13,63 

APRA 13,24 ATR 13,60,112 
APRD 13,63 ATRAI 13,63 
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Page Page 

ATRAN 13,24 HBCF(6) 66,90 

ATSCP 13,63 H~AT(6) 76,90 

AWATR(9) 35 ,112 HDK(6) 14 , 50 , 6 5 , 7 5 , 114 

AWAT1(9) 35,112. HDMT 14,81 

AWILT(9) 34 HEAT1(6) 14,76 

AWSH 13,23,25 HEAT2(6) 14,77,110 

AWSP 22 HEAT3(6) 14,77 

AWTFA(9) 52 HFAI(6,9) 14,71,89 

AZPWP 13,54 HFPI(6,9,6)14,72,89,114 

A2 13,62 HFRM(6,8) 72,73,110 

A3BAR(9) 34 HIDE(6,9) 14,73,89 

A9IRR(30) 21,85 HLUM(6) 14,75 

A9NPK(12) 21,31,86 HMAF(6,8) 14,76,110 

CPK(9) 58,90 HMAP 6,14,70,81 

CRK(9) 57,90 H~·1DE (6,8) 14,73,110 

CTR(9) 46,109 ,113 HME(6) 77,110 

DT 14,85,91 H~·1K( 6) 78,110 

DTFL 12,14,91 HMOM(6,8) 79 

DTPL 91 HMORT(6,8) 68,79,80,109 

DTPR 11,14,91 HMW(6,8) 68 

DTR(3) 14,50 HPI(6,8) 75,110 

DTRA 14,51,90 HPK(6,8) 78 

DTRB 14,33,90 HRAI(6,9) 14,72,89 

FBC(9) 47 HTH(6) 14,74 

FDFG(9) 14,45 HTRAN(6,8) 14,69 ,114 

FDK( 9) 58 HTTL(6) 14,26,68,69 

FDOG(9) 14,44 HWAVE(6,8) 14,66,70,78 

FICK(9) 38,44,47,58 HWOG(6,8) 66 

FTR(9) 47 HWR(6,8) 72,75 

GRAFX(20,6) 6, 13 , 14 , 30 , 86 HWSI(6,8) 14,76,80,110 

GRAFY(20,6) 6,14,30,86 NCLAS(6) 14,27,90,110 

HAY(9) 5,73 NH 14,26,27,64,90,108 

HB(6,8) 68,90 NPG 14,25,29,90 
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Page Page 

NSTAG(6) 14,64,77,90 SPLT(9) 14,54,109 

NSTI(6,8) 14,64,90,108,111 SPM(9) 52,110 

NXAB(5) 14,83,90,94 SPOT(9) 14,55,109,110,113 

NXAN(3) 14,84,90,94 SPUT(9) 14,55,109,110 

NXG 14,83,90,94 SWAF(9) 51,52,110 

NXPG(5) 14,83,90,94 TBGIN 14,21,90 

OPAF 14,52,90 TEND 14,91 

ORDK(9) 57 TFIN 14,21,90 

OTR(9) 49 TLCSR(9) 35 
PBW(9) 49 TLRS(9) 35,86,110,117 
PPAF 14,53,90 TLSR(9) 36,39,86,110,117 
PRDK(9) 56 TLSRC(9) 36,110 
PTI(9) 14,48 TPRS(9) 39,58 
PTR(9) 48 TSTART 13,14,91 
RGD 6,40,43,69 X-state variables 13,27,91,92,93,108 

RGDX(5) 14,40 YBW(9) 50 

RGDY(5) 14,41 YDFG(9) 14,44 ,113 

RRK(9) 57 YDOG(9) 14,44 
RTK(9) 38,39,40,110,113 YPAF 14,53,90,110 
RTR(9) 32,113 YPPK(9) 57 
SCS(9) 43 YRDK(9) 56 

SPK 14,55,90,110 YTR(9) 13,45 
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